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Reliable insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
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Telephone 701.
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SPECIAL SALE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
WORTH OF

FIVE I. Y. BOOTS
FOR JANUARY.

Against

Insure

OF

FINE N. Y, BOOTS
FOR JANUARY.
Sense.

300 Pairs French Kid Foxed Button.
“
“
“
London Tie.
300
“
200
Boots.
Walking
“
Street Boots, Common Sense.
200
“
200
Dongola Foxed Button.
“
Oil Goat Button.
200
All of the above goods arc tlie
best and finest goods on eartli,

STRICTLY

Boyd

SALE.

JDASH
invites

Tltis special sale
visit

Marine Risks

Only.

Total Marine Premiums.$6,606,796.14
Premiums marked off from Jam 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884.$4,046,271.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

ASSETS!

3000 Fairs French Kid Button Common

nianufactured by James
and A. Garside & Sou.

YORK,

Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
January, 1884 to 31st December,
1884.$3,068,039.44
Premiums on Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884.
1,447,760.70

BOYD’S

JAJflES

OF NEW

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.

$5000
WORTH

you to

$12

,938^289.38.

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after Eel). 3, 1885.
Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

40 PER CENT.
LOSSES PAID IN
.1. D.

THIRTY^DAYS

CO.,

UORKESPONPENTS,
i» 1-3 isxcnange »i.
dlmeodllm&wGw

THE SHOE DEALER.

OPENING.

New Hamburgs
On Monday, Jan. 11th, we shall open
ail elegant line of new HAMBURGS in
different widths and matched patterns,
together with a choice selection of
NAINSOOK and SWISS EMBROIDERIES
also, in matched patterns. Also, a full
line of COLORED EMBROIDERIES for
Misses’ and Children’s Suits.

EASTMAN BROS. &
BANCROFT.
„

j
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On motion of Mr. Hoar the bill

Cordially Invited to Visit

NEW BRANCH

Photograph Studio,
478 1-2 Congress St.,

and beautiful Studio lias just been
This
fitted witli all tbe new and Latest Improvements
for tlie greater perfection of our art. and possesnorth
ses probably tbe largest and finest skylight
of Boston. These rooms are tinder the personal
supervision of
new

PECK,

MR. J. M.
a

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer

of large

experience

in all branches of the Art.

at Moderate Cost.

MOTTO:—Good Work

eodtf

AIM:—To Please.

dec2

MARKS,

WH. 71.

Book, Card
—

A>'D

—

Job Printer
PBI.VTEBS’ EXCHANGE,

97 1-2 Exchange

St., Portland,

Me.

FIXE JOB P8IXTIXG A SPECIALTY.
01 te,eph°ne
b?

?,ovl?eodtf'

tended'ttf1*

SLEIGHS

~

to call
Ilnvne pe«t,Je wanting a first-class Sleigh
and

and a good

Business Sleigh for $65.00, That Can't Be Beat!
I will warrant all my sleighs to be made of good
stock and the best of work.

WHITNEY,

5)1 Fnihle St.,
decAdtf
■

EAFIVESS

Du

cor. Lincoln St.,
POKTI.ANP.ME.

DTHttitiiB Ciiupt'V
was

553

hikI C ure, by

one

who

ym

of the
Treated by most of the nated speeialists
iu three
<1hv with no benefit. Lured hlutselj
months, and since then hundredsof
home
simple and
process. A plain,
EasU26th j
treatment. Address T.S. l AGE, 128
jiovUSM&WIZw
St., New York City.

sticcessgu

By Mr. Murphy of Iowa, lor the relief of
William McGarrahan.
By Mr. Dingley of Maine, to encourage the
American marine employed in the fisheries.
The bill extends the benefits of sections No.
2510 and 2511 of the Revised Statutes, and
section No. 10 of the shipping act of 1884, to
fishing and whaling vessels, and provides
that ail imported fish not artificially pre-

by salt or by smoking, canning or
pickling and that no fish winch has thus
been artificially preserved shall be deemed to
be “fresh fish "for immediate consumption”
or be entitled to be admitted free of duty.
By Sir. Wadsworth of Kentucky, the following preamble and resolutions:
Whereas, by the 14th section or the act of ConNo.
gress of February 12, 1873. now section
3611 of the Revised statutes, the gold dollar of
finestandard
25.8
of
States
the United
grains,
ness, is made the unit of value; and
Whereas, the President in his succession to
office found each and all of the full legal tender
gold, silver and paper dollars of the United States
in
equal in value of 26.8 grains of standard gold
all transactions within the United States; tlierc-

lit’solved, That it becomes the duty of the
President to use all lawful means in his power to
maintain this equality of value of such dollars,
and that in the opinion of this House lie lias
hitherto faithfully and properly endeavored to
discharge that duty.
The Speaker pro tern, thought that the
resolution properly belonged to the committee on coinage, weights and measures.
By Mr. McAdoo, for the relief of the sufferers of the exploring steamer Jeannette.
By Mr. Henderson, to prescribe the tenure
of office for persons employed in the civil
service; also for apportionment of appointments to the public service among the several oongressionai districts on the basis of
population.

There were 590 bills introduced under the

On motion of Mr. Hopkins of Illinois, an
was made designating the 20th inst. as
the day for the delivery of the eulogies upon
the late Reuben Ellwoodof Illinois.
Mr. Collins of Massachusetts introduced a
hill to provide for closing up the business
aud paying the necessary expenses of the
Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims.
It authorizes payment of compensation of

assistant counsel, subordinate clerks, examiners and other employes found to he necesto
sary and employed by the court prior
January 1,1886, at the rates fixed and certithe
necessary expenses
fied by the court, aud
incurred prior to that date. The Secretary
of State is directed to sell the furniture and
other effects of the court and credit the same
to the Geneva award fund, und the Attorney
General is directed to compile and publish
the report of the orders, decisions and

opinions

of the court.

Adjourned.

,vife of

Maximum tlier ...29.0
Minimum tlier... .10.5
Max.vel.wind—14 W
Totalprecip.00

At Freeport—E. S. Soule, in place of J. II.
Banks, who has been removed.
At North Monmouth—D. T. S. Moody, In place
>f .1. W. Foss, who has been removed.
At Troy—J. M. Knowles, in place of Mrs. Sarah
Norton, who lias been removed.
At Knox Station—P. P. Shibles, ill place of
Hark Sbibles, who has resigned.
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New Loudon 30.29

Boston, Mass
Eastport, Me
Mt.

Wash’t’n

30.28
30.19
30.07

Portland, Me 30.26
Albany, N. Y 30.30
New Yolk... 30.25
Norfolk, Va. 30.12

Philadelphia.
Washington..

30.24
30.20

Atlanta, Ga.. 30.09
Charleston... 30.08
Jacksonville. 30.08

Memphis.

29.93

Pittsburg_ 30.00
Buffalo, N.Y. 30.03
Cleveland.... 29.91
Detroit. 29.90

Oswego.30.16
Alpena,Midi 29.95
Chicago, Ills. 29.86
Duluth, Minn 29.99
Marquette... 29.96
Milwaukee. 29.88
St. Louis, Mo 29.92

St.Paul,Minn
Omaha, Neb.

28
25
10
6
17
20
30
45
28
31
42
49
57
51
51
38
37
36
21

30
32
15
22
24
12
14
15
29
4
—6
-20

30.02
30.18
30.3G
30.34

—24

Cheyenne....|29.93

-7
—8

Bismarck,Da
Vincent..
Denver.130.04
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BURNED TO DEATH.
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Liebmann,

Crushed by a Falling Tree.

which fell in another direction from what
was expected and Emmons hearing the tree
falling, in trying to get out of the way, ran
under it instead of from it. The
tree struck him upon the shoulders and
crushed him to the ground. He was taken
out from under the tree insensible and
brought to his home at Belgrade village. He
head and
is severely bruised about the

directly

shoulders and it is feared injured internally.
It is doubtful if he recovers.

Ellsworth, Jan. 18.—Tlie Congregational
church at Ellsworth, after extensive repairs
was rededicated yesterday. The sermon was
by the new pastor, Rev. Mr. Hubbard, prayers by Rev. Dr. Tenney and Rev. Mr. Herring, addresses by Rev. Mr. Harlow, State
Missionary Towne and Prof. Ropes, and a
letter was read from Rev. C. W. Huntington
of Providence, a former pastor.
A Calais Schooner Damaged.
Chatham, Mass., Jan. 18.—Schooner Lexington of Calais from New York, with coal,
went ashore on Chatham bars about three
o’clock this afternoon, but was floated about
8 p. m., by the Chatham life saving crew and
proceeded leaking 1000 strokes an hour.

QUESTION.

Rockport’s Lime Burners Very Much
Pleased.

Camden,

Jan. 18.—The firm of Shepherd,
James & Co., lime manufacturers of Rockport, announced last wreek that the pay balances due the employes would be cashed
weekly. Saturday J. H. Eells, another lime
manufacturer, called his men into his store
and paid them off in cash, and there is no

:

will receive their trade.
The Knights of Labor feel so happy over
this voluntary labor emancipation movement, that they talk of giving Mr. Eells a
serenade with a brass band. G. F. Burgess,
who runs three kilns, for some time has paid
cash when his employes have wanted it. G.
E. Carlton, who runs one kiln without a
store, has paid in cash. The lime manufaeturers who run pay stores are beginning
see good results from weekly cash payments
for many workmen.
Under the store pay
system they get behind in their accounts,
and it oftener happens that they owe the
firm than that the firm owes them. This
weekly cash pay movement, started by the
to

lime manufacturers in accordance with the
understood wish of the Knights of Labor,
will doubtless be adopted by the proprietors

works, the woolen mill,
shops. The latter pay

and
cash

as yet have not been asked to
change their system.

monthly, but

oiriKU

imminent.

Jan. IS.—At a convention of
the miners and coke drawers of Cornellsville region today, it was unanimously decided to order a general strike for a ten per
cent advance. Over 7,000 men are employed
in the coke regions, and it is expected by
Wednesday all will be idle.

Pittsburg,

Foul

Play Suspected.

Manchester, N. IX., Jan. 18.— Hrs. J. F.
Brown and H. Conroy have been summoned
to disinter the remains of Park M. Emery,
now buried in Auburn, and subject the organs of the stomach to an inquest, Amherst
Emery, father of the deceased, believing
there was foul play and that his son was
poisoned. His death took place in Lowell,
There was §2700 involved,
in January, 1884.
which went to his widow, who claims to
have married Park Emery three weeks prior
to his death, although this fact was not
known to the parents of the deceased. The
widow is a resident of Saxonville, Mass.
--

The

Great

shocking Fatality
County

in

a

Penobscot

Town.

he upper part of the house, fire broke out
the lower part, presumably from the stove
md soon the house was in a blaze. The
I ounger Mr. Cookson first awoke, and start( id to go down stairs, but had no sooner put
1 iis foot on the top stair than the staircase,
rhich had been weakened by the flames, fell
v'ith a crash, precipitating him through the
1 ront door below and out into the roadway.
Although badly injured by the fall, Mr.
( 'ookson immediately hurried back to the
1 escue of the other inmates of the house,
ailing to his wife to drop the children from
! window.
She dropped one out and then
1 an for the
other.
The flames had by this
1 ime wrapped the entire house, and it was
! n appalling sight for the bruised and burned
' msband outside to witness his wife reappear
1 t the window with the other child, and
( losely followed by his aged fafher.the group
s tanding in a framework of fire and their
lothing all ablaze. The wife seemed para* ded with fear, and the old man gave her a
1 ush that sent her and the child out of the
<

1u

1 lurning

Tomb in the Nanticoke

Valley.
Wilkesbabre, Pa., Jan. 18.—There is no
change in the condition of affairs at slope 1
of the Nanticoke mines, where the miners
A sensational report was
were entombed.
sbroad through the valley yesterday that the
discovered a bright light
had
rescuing party
ahead of them, but this is denied on the best
authority. The work of clearing up the
Nothing has
gangways continues slowly.
been discovered up to noon today, nor have
any signs of the buried men been found.
An Awful Death.

Woodstock, Ont., Jan. 18.—Recently a
girl named Collins died here very suddenly
A day or two ago, the
as it was supposed.
body was exhumed prior to its removal to
another burial place when the horrible
covery was made that the girl had been
ied alive. Her shroud had been torn
shreds, her knees drawn up to her chin,
of her arms was twisted under her head
her features bore evidence of dreadful
ture.

disbur-

to the

ground.

Just then the floor gave way, and the poor
( Id man fell back into the seething mass of
f re below. He was burned to a crisp when
aken out.
The wife will probably die of
ter injuries and burns.
The children are
lot seriously injured, and but little burned,
md the father will soon recover from his in-

j uries.

The house was entirely consumed,
[“his is one of the most shocking fatalities
ecorded in this section.
TO RECULATE COMMERCE.

I Srief

Synopsis

of Senator Cullom’s
Bill.

Washington, Jan. 18.—Following is a
synopsis of the bill to regulate comlerce reported from the Senate select com*
littee upon inter-state railroad transportat ion today, by Senator Cullom:

^ rief

After specifying the classes of carriers, or
r ather the kinds of traffic to which the regu1 itions prescribed are to apply, and declar* ig that all charges made
by such carriers
hall be reasonable, the preliminary sections
r im to prohibit every variety of unjust dist rimination, to prescribe adequate penalties
t lierefor and to prescribe for enforcement in
lie courts of the United States. These secions include a requirement that all carriers
s hall afford reasonable facilities for interc hange of traffic with connecting lines, and
1 rohibition of a greater charge for a shorter
* han for a longer distance, except when it
an be affirmatively established by the cari ier that such a charge does not constitute an

j

>

njust discrimination.
Another section requires all carriers subset to the provisions of the proposed act to

j le tariffs and classifications with the inters tate commerce
commission and provides
hat they shall be posted or otherwise pub-

j

khpH

hilt

lo'ivov fn ho

Hotorminoil

hv

tho

ommission the manner of publication and
j laces at, and between which the rates shall
! e published. Provision is made for enforctig the requirements of the commission in
hese respects through the courts, and for
t laintainance of the rates that may be thus
I ublished.
Provision is also made for the appointlent by the President of five commissioners
( o be confirmed by the Senate, and several
t ections are devoted to prescribing the duties
c f such commissioners and the manner in
I'hich complaints are to be investigated and
rosecutions instituted under its direction
then found necessary under these sections,
1 t is proposed to give the commission full
ower to obtain all information necessary to
lie performance of its duties; to constitute a
] oard of arbitration for the adjudication of
s uch difference between shippers and car! ters as can be amicably settled through its
utervention; to make its findings of fact
rima facie evidence in all legal proceedings,
[ lid to provide for the
prompt enforcement
f its recommendation through the courts,
f nd resort to them should it become necessay(

j

J
J

j

_

SERIOUS SITUATION
i

Uong the Blockaded

Railroads

in

Colorado.
Denveb, Col., Jan. 18.—The situation
f long the blockaded railroads in this State
1 joks somewhat serious. One train from the
ast over the Santa Fe road succeeded in
It
1 eaching Pueblo Saturday at midnight.
\ .•as the first since Thursday.
Three others
f rrived at Denver yesterday.
The Kansas
J ’acific announces that the train which has
1 een blockaded for nearly two weeks will
i each Denver today, hut this expectation
i lay not be verified, as more snow is falling,
’he Burlington trains, and those of the
I Jnion Pacifis via Inlesburg, continue to ari ive at Denver.
The San Juan division of
t he Denver and Rio Grande ran no trains
v
unday. Reports from that corner of the
i tate are to theeffect that it snowed hard all
ay, a fall of fully 12 inches being noted at
lurango. There are some fears of a serious
i lookade on that line, but the company will
j lake no effort until the snow storm ceases,
ilverton reports state that a snow storm bean there Friday night, but did not assume
when it
t evere proportions until last night,
A high
, .as reported raging
witli fury.
t ind was drifting the snow badly, making
t lie streets impassable for travel.

^

A Creat Religious Revival.
Bkockton, Mass., Jan. 18.—There was an
inusual scene in the largest shoe factory in
j his city this afternoon. The steam power

large establishment of
Keith at three o’clock, and the
] lacking room was turned into a place of
j irayer and song. Five hundred operatives
< rowded the room to hear the preaching and
cas

(

into

1

one

]

and
tor-

building

shut off in the

leorge E.

and

evangelists Sayford
ingiug by
fowner, who are conducting special religious
neetings, which are marked by great sucthe

ess, crowding the largest churches in the
, Ity.
The great revival is the topic of conversation among all classes.

(

FOREICN.

U. S.

Question to be Further
To-Day.

Stead,

Editor

of the Pall Mall

Cazette,

by

Discussed

Washington. Jau. 18.—In the Senate toMr. Frye offered a resolution relating to
the fisheries, the preamble to which recites

that,

Victoria Will Denounce the
National League.

Queen

Excitement Caused by Bismarck’s
Letter to the Pope.
Over

day

Twenty Vagrants Perish
Burning Haystack.

in a

Whereas, the President has recommended Congress to provide for a commission to settle and
adjust the fisheries question; and
Whereas, the fisheries question has been settled for ten years past under the treaty of Washington at a cost of five and a half million dollars in
money, and the remission of $(>,000,000 of duties
in that period: and
Whereas, that treaty has resulted in an increase of five hundred vessels and 10,000 seamen
to tlie Canadian fishing tlcet3 with a corresponding decrease in the fishing fleets of the United
States; therefore he it
Itesnlved, That in the opinion of the Senate a
commission clothed with the powers referred to
ought not to be provided for by Congress.

London, Jan. 18.—Mr. Stead, editor of
the Pail Mall Gazette, who in November was
sentenced to three months’ imprisonment
for nis connection with the Eliza Armstrong
abduction case, was released from prison today. Mr. Stead will speak tonight at a meeting of his friends and sympathizers.

Mr. Edmunds was glad the resolution was
introduced but thought a word was necessaryin regard to the action of the President had
with Her Majesty’s government after the

Queen

time had expired when according to the provisions of law the whole fishery matter and
customs matter connected with it had absolutely terminated. It seemed to he stated,
he said, in the report just laid on the desk of
Senators that the President without any advice or consent of the Senate had entered
witli Her
Majesty’s
which citizens of the United
States were accorded certain rights in fishing
in British waters which by existing treaties
and laws of nations they would not other-

into

arrangements

government by

wise have, and that British subjects were accorded reciprocal rights in the United States.
It may be, he added, that the arrangement
referred to was not a treaty but in respect to
the end to be obtained by it, it was what a
treaty would he and what had never been
supposed could be done without a treaty.
Sir. Morgan said that under the resolution
that had passed Congress instructing the
President to terminate the fishing treatv we
happened to fix the time in the middle of the
fishing season and after people had gone to
great expense in prejiaration for the week of
hshing. It would be a great injury, he said,
to stop the work of the fleets in the middle
of their cruise anil perhaps the President in
conference with the British authorities had
strained a point in order to accommodate the
interests and provide for the welfare of that
large class of people interested.

thought

Mr. Hoar

he

represented

a

con-

stituency most largely interested in the fishing question, and so far as he understood our
fishermen had not discovered that the arrangement referred to had been made in
their interests.
Mr. Dawes said that a year’s notice in adhad been

given

to

everybody

that the

Therefore the “suddenness of the emernot rendered the arrangement
necessary.
Mr. Frye called attention to the fact that
while the arrangement, as was claimed, had
been made in the interest of American fishermen, yet no American fishermen had asked
or proposed such an arrangement. That had
been left for Mr. West, the British minister,
to do. For one hundred years Great Britain
had been “protecting” the interests of American fishermen. The people of New Eng-

gency” had

land, Mr.

Frye

continued,

desired

no

further commission to settle the fisheries
question. It had gained nothing by the work
of the former commission, though Canada
had gained immensely by it. The people of
the
United
States
ask
nothing of
Great Britain.
Mr. Frye
characterized
the arrangement referred to as a “most marvellous piece of business in the way of
diplomacy” that any hostility could show.
“Our fishermen,” he said, “do not ask the
British minister to interfere to protect them,
but they do ask that the United States of
America shall be self-assertive, and that is
all they ask. Our fishermen ask that this
great republic of 5(>,000,000 of people shall
protect her fishermen, who,” lie said, “knew
as well as he knew that Great Britain dare
not undertake to defend the course of the
Canadians in taking eight United States vessels into colonial ports and trying and condemning them on the evidence of colonial
witnesses who stood on the shore and looked
out to sea and ‘guessed* that those vessels
were within the three-mile limit.
Let us be
what they were able to be and not be frightened to death by the ghosts of dead treaties.
Our executive officers were trembling at the
ghost of the Clayton-Bulwer treaty which
Great Britain lias regarded dead for a quarter of a century.”
Mr. Morgan expressed his astonishment at
the vigor and zeal with which the question
was argued.
The action of the government,
he said, had not been laid before the Senate
except in an informal way and no just criticism of the President or Secretary of State
could be based on the information before the
Senate. II.) was entirely surprised to hear
that the arrangemeut spoken of wras intrusion of power on the part of the executive
department and that American fishermen
were not to be benetitted by it.
Mr. Morgan
thought the debate had brought the matter
of privileged greed into the States and placed
us in an undignified position before the
world. The sense of self respect on the part
of the United States government did not require it to buckle on its armor whenever it
went out to meet Great Britain or any other

government.
After further debate the resolution went
over, Mr. Conger giving notice that he would
ask to be heard on it to-morrow.

THE METHODISTS.
of the New England Historical Society.
Boston, Jan. 18.—Tha annual meeting of
Historical
Methodist
the New England
Society was held this forenoon in Wesleyan

Meeting

The President, Hon: Joseph Sleeper,
presided. The report of the directors showHall.

ed that considerable progress had been made
during the past year, and that the number of
representatives of the society in various
parts of the world had increased. There
had been an increase of membership of 43,
making the total membership 397. Number
The treasurer’s report
of life members 11.
showed the following items: Receipts during the year, $8,851.01; expenditures, $8,aoo.lu;ni

weasuiv, spio.yi.

PRICE

uit*

fund consists of the Jacob Sleeper fund, $7,400; Rev. Stephen Puffer memorial fund,
$200; receipts from life membership, $400;
total, $8,000, most of which has been created
the present year. The report of the librarian
Whole number of
showed the following:
volumes in library, 2444; pamphlets, 9023;
the
1120
volumes and
added during
year
3013 pamphlets. Three members have died—
Rev. Tienj. B. Telit, I). 1)., LL. D., of Bangor, Me., Rev. Samuel Wilde C'oggsliall, D.
I)., of Pocassett, Mass., and Hon. Austin
Gove of East Boston. The following were
elected for the year: President, Hon. Jacob
Sleeper of Boston; Vice Presidents, Rev. S.
Allen, I). II., of Augusta, Me.. Hon. If. W.
Gilman of Nashua, N. LI., ;Hon. Paul Dillingham, Waterbury, Vt.; Rev. Lorenzo K.
Thayer, D. 1)., Newtouville, Mass.; Rev.
Win. V. Morrison, D. D., Providence, R. I.;
Rev. Wm. T. Hill, A. M., Ridgefield, Ct.;
Recording Secretary, Rev. Edward A. Manning, Newton, Mass.; Corresponding Secretary, Rev. Ralph W. Allen, D.D., East Boston;
Treasurer and Librarian, W. S. Allen, A. M.,
East Boston; Historiographer, Rev. Daniel
Dorchester, D. J)., Natick, Mass.; Library
committee, Rev. B. II. Pierce, D. D.. Rev.
William Rice, I). D., Rev. George Whitaker.
A. M., Alfred S. Roe, A. M., Williard S. Allen, A. M., ex-officio; Committee on Papers
and Essays, Rev. Samuel L. Gracy, D. D.,
Rev. Daniel Dorchester, D. D., Hon. Thos.
Green, Rev. Ralph W. Allen, D. D„ Rev.
George S. Chadbourne, D. D.; Finance Committee, Hon. Edward H. Hunt, Hon. Jacob
Sleeper, Pliny Nickerson, Esq., Isaac B.
Mills, Esq., Mr. Willard S. Allen, A. M., exofficio. At the close of the business meeting
a paper was read by the Rev. Dr. Baldwin
of the M. E. Church, Saratoga street, East
Boston, on the subject, “Lessons from the
History of Methodism in the Last Ce' tury,”
in which he reviewed the progress that had
been made through the influence of this de-

nomination.

__

THE DOMINION.

Heavy Verdict Against a Newspaper.
Montreal, Jan. 18.—The libel suit of Hon.
Taussant Antoni It. LaFlamme, ex-minister
of justice and attorney general, against the
Toronto Mail, was concluded to-day by the
judge awarding the plaintiff $10,000, the full
amount asked.

CENERAL NEWS.
Commander Uayward, U. S. N., died at Alexandria, Egypt, on Saturday, of typhoid fever.
Hon. Francis E. Parker died suddenly at liis
residence ia Boston, yesterday morning.
A cave in occurred at tire Tunnell colliery at Ashland, Pa., yesterday, completely closing the fauway. No one was injured, but It will take three
months to repair the damage.
Hon. lfosea Dolau of Woodstock, Vt., died Sunday of heart disease, aged 74 years. He was a
man of wide reputation as a mathematician and
civil engineer.
The safe in county treasurer Hartman’s office at
Newcastle, Pa., was blown open yesterday morning by thieves and $200 in money and $10,000 in
notes and $45,000 in county warrants were taken.
Citizens of Brentwood, L. I., most of whom are
Republicans, are boycotting tile recently appointed Democratic postmaster there,
stamps are
bought at a neighboring village and all letters are
mailed on the train.
The train bearing Miss Kate Bayard’s remains
arrived In Wilmington, Dei., last night.
Her
lather, two brothers and Senator Grey accompanied them. The funeral occurs this afternoon.

A

Rumor Denied.

This afternoon the Pall Mall Gazette says
there is no foundation whatever for the rumors now

current that the government will
on the reassembling of

resign immediately
Parliament.

and

Victoria

National

the

LeagueThe St. James Gazette says:

The Queen’s

speech, to be delivered before Parliament on
Thursday, will denounce the National League
as an unlawful organization, and will ask
Parliament to support a bill either for reducing the League or suppressing it.
A Bark Wrecked.

Howitz, Savannah for Bergen,
is reported wrecked at Carnioe Island. Capt.
Hoff was drowned.
A portion of the cargo
may possibly be saved.
Bark Anna

Vagrants Burned to Death.
London, Jan. 18.—Distressing news has
just been received of the burning of an
enormous haystack in Bavaria, w hich had

been used during the winter for the shelter
A night or two ago a larger
of vagrants.
number than usual of wanderers had sought
shelter under it, and while all were asleep
the haystack took fire, probably from ashes
from a pipe. Twenty dead bodies have already been taken from beneath it, and many
outers are

supposed

10 nave ueeu umueu.

Bismarck and the Pope.

London, Jan. 18.—A sensation lias been
created by the publication of the letter from
Prince Bismarck to the Pope acknowledging
the receipt of the decoration of the Order of
Christ recently conferred on the German
The letter
Chancellor by Ilis Holiness.
the
commences by addressing
Pope as
“Sire,” and says; “Yourkind letter and decoration have greatly gratified myself and the
Emperor William.” It then goes on to state
that the Pope’s words that the Papacy means
to practice the works ot peace first suggested
to Prince Bismarck the idea of seeking the
mediation of His Holiness in the Carolines
question, and in deference to his faith and
unweakened confidence in the Pope’s elevated views and impartiality he selected
Gerthe Pope as the arbiter of the dispute.
many and Spain have no cause to complaiu
of the terms of the protocol and the effect of
the mediation will dc lasting.
Prince Bismarck will not neglect chances to attest his
lively gratitude, highest devotion and deepest respect for His Holiness in the future.
The letter is signed, “Y’our very humble
servant, Bismarck.”

BOLD ROBBERY.
How an

English

Architect was

Re-

lieved of $300.

Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 18.—George Hassett,
Englishman who was reported mysteriously missing yesterday, and who, it was
feared had met with foul play, was found by
the

detective late last night. He claims that
officers who arrested him yesteralleged
nim to an unfrequented street and
compelled him to hold up his hands while
they robbed him of 8300 and some valuable
papers. Hassett arrived in New York from
England last Wednesday, and came here to
establish himself in business as an architect.
The daring thief has not been arrested.
a

the

day led

BASE BALL.
The Portlands’

New

Manager.

The Press some time ago informed the lovers
the national game that Portland would have a
good team the coming season in spite of the fact
that apparently nothing was being done by the
association. It also said that thorough-going ball
men were at the head of the Portland Association
—men who knew their business—and that what
was done would be done systematically.
Our
statement was
denied
by certain parties
and laughed at by others; but we repeat our prediction tliat we shall have a fine team, and think
we have authority for saying so.
The first move in the direction of securing a
team has been made by the Association, and yesterday they received the contract duly signed
which secures to them Mr. Harry L. Speuce of
New York, who will manage the team and play
second or third base, either of which positions,
it is said, lie can fill finely. Mr. Spence last season managed the Toronto, Ont., club, giving up
the position of assistant cashier in B. H. Many’s
store in New York to accept the position. After
the season closed lie returned to his former situation—in Macy’s store, where lie now Is. lie was
in the city a short time ago, looked the ground al*
over and expressed great satisfaction at the outlook for the coming season. His record last season was:
Fielding, 894; batting, 273. In 1877
lie played in the Columbus, O., club; in 1878 with
the Springfield, Mass., club; in 1879-80-81 was in
business; in 1882 with the Atlanties of Brooklyn,
N. Y,; in 1883 with the Easton and Lancaster,
Pa., clubs; in 1884 played second base on the
Saginaw, Mich., club, the Northeastern League
champions, where he made a fielding average of
.922 and batting average .265. lie has never
been released from any club of which he was a
member.
of
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the Association, concerning Mr. Spence:
[From F. C. Bancroft, late manager of the Provi-

dences.]

I know of no one better
of manager of your team.
man

and ball player.

fitted to fill the position
He is a reliable gentle-

[From Harry Wright, Philadclphias.]
In all my business relations with him (Spence)
when manager of the Toronto club, have found
him honorable, capable and gentlemanly. In my

opinion would consider him

a

capable person for

manager.

[From John F. Morrill, Bostons,]
He used to be a good third baseman, and lie has
had experience enough with players, &c., to make
a good manager.
[From Robert Ferguson, Philadelphias.]
Mr. Spence has all the qualifications for a manager-experience and education. I presume if
you give him entire charge of your club, he will
manage it to your satisfaction.
[From Win. MacPherson, Toronto.]
1 take great pleasure in recommending him
(Spence) as a manager and player. Coming to our
town when base ball was dead, and having to contend with our national game, lacrosse, lie organized our club, assisted in forming a Canadian
league, and brought us out so we could pay ten
He played second
per cent on our investment.
splendidly and batten Al. He is a gentleman both
on and on the Held, sober and a good worker.
Mr. Spence says lie can secure two good batteries who are at present disengaged. As batters
they are exceptionally good and with one exception are fine base runners.
He also says he is in
receipt daily of letters from players and can pick
from among them a team strong in every department-batting, fielding and base running—one
that would play in harmony and to win, and
would bring no discredit upon our city or club by
their conduct or connections while off the
diamond.
RAILROAD MATTERS.
THE KNOX AND LINCOLN.
adjourned town meeting was held

An
in Bath
last evening to consider the Knox and Lincoln
matter and to hear the report of the committee of
seven, to whom had been referred at the town
meeting of the 4tli inst. to see what arrangements
could be made to dispose of
the road.
The committee report they deemed it not advisable to sell the road at the present time, and presented a resolution that tne directors from Bath
on the board of the Knox and Lincoln Railroad be
instructed to use their influence to limit expenditures on the road to such an amount of money
only as will be necessary to keep the road safe
for travel. The report and resolution were accepted by an unanimous vote.
NOTES.

The following are the earnings of the Sandy
River Railroad for the year 1885: January,
$1549.19; February, 81089.53; March, $1641.36;
April,81834.25; May, $1976.63; June, 82150.94:
July, $2824.87; August, S2610.24; September,
$2740.44;
October,
82236 37;
November,
$1942.51; December, $1975.82; total, 824,572.75.

_

The

Stamp Agencies.

Portland, Jan. 18.
To the Editor of the Press
Having read your editorial in this morning’s
Press on the stamp agencies, we have some
questions to ask of our Reform (Reform with a
big R) postmaster. Why he advises the closing
of tlio stamp agency In Ward One, when owing to
the efforts of our late Postmaster Barker we had
all the advantages of a post office at our door.
After the establishment of this agency wc had no
occasion to go to the post office unless we wanted
to register a letter or get a money order. We ltad
these pilvileges at the small cost to the government of $24 a year. Does Postmaster Palmer
mean to say he advised the closingof our agency
in order to save this pittance? We watt for his
Yonrs truly.
reply.
Citizens of Ward One.

CENTS.

THREE

A BEAR DROPPED IN.

THE STATE.

The Circus that Organized Itself in

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
Commissioner Ham and wife of Lewiston will
leave New Orleans Saturday, for the City of Mex-

Mr. Frisbie's

Barnyard.

Released from Prison.

Administration Arraigned
Senator Frye.

vance

Bangor, Jan. 18.—While the family of
Jr. Benjamin Cookson of Greenbush, conisting of himself, his wife, two children
md his father, the latter aged 80 years, were
: leeping soundly at
midnight Saturday, in

doubt but that he

mg

May Live.

....

Belgrade, Jan. 18.—Frank E. Emmons
of Belgrade met with a severe if not fatal acHe was at work with
cident, Saturday.
several others in the woods cutting cord
wood. One of the party w as felling a tree

A

Parent Dies That His Children

....

MAINE.

of the anchor
the machine

Aged

Lt Cloudy
Lt Sleeti’g

Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S. A.

THE LABOR

issistance to several vessels in distress off
he Frying Pan shoals during the recent
itorm. The value of property saved was
ibout $100,000. The revenue cutter Gallatin
issisted eleven vessels in distress off the
mast of Massachusetts during the same time,
laving property valued at $92,000.
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The Treasury Department is informed that
lie revenue cutter Colfax rendered valuable
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Good Work of the Revenue Cutters.
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Augusta.

Maine Postmasters Appointed.
Washington, Jan. 18.—1These postmasters
lave been appointed for Maine offices tolay:

Cloudy I Cloudy

served

order

lutyc some

Light Fancy Trotting Sleighs at Reasonable Prices

c. E.

resolution was adopted granting the committee on elections authority to print papers
on the various contested election cases, and
to sit during sessions of the House.
Dills introduced:
Dy Mr. Cannon of Illinois, to extend the
benefit of the pension laws to worthy applicants for pensions who served in the late
war, and their widows or minor children
wlin are unable, under the existing law. to
furnish the evidence required to connect
their disability with the service.
By Mr. Watson of Indiana, to promote the
efficiency of the artillery- branch of the

call.

EXAMINE MY STOCK.
1

providing

for the providential court was then placed
before the Senate.
At 4.45 the Senate went into executive session, ami when at 5.03 the doors were reopened the Senate adjourned.
HOUSE.
In the House today the chaplain, in his
a
touching reference to the
prayer, made
death of Miss Bayard.
On motion of Mr. Turner of Georgia, a

naster of that city,'and A. S.
Jxford, who has his eye on U. S. Marshal
Bisbee’s berth. Also Judge Enoch Knight of
Portland, is here on pension business;
Major D. G. Hastings of Fryeburg; M. Y.
B. Chase and wife nnd Oscar Ilolway and

10

5

Church Rededicated.

army.

Preble House.
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formation.

courts.)

NW
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Place of

Orleans 29.97
Cincinnati, O 29.91

After somq, discuss ion of Mr, lngull’s resolution it went over until tomorrow.
Then followed discussion of Mr. Frye’s
resolution relating to the fisheries, which is
printed elsewhere.
Mr. Harrison offered a resolution to admit
Hon. (i. C. Moody of Dakota to the floor of
the Senate during tliis session, but Mr. Cockrell objected and the resolution went over.
Mr. Voorhees presented memorials from
citizens of Montana praying that that territory may be admitted as a State into the U11ion and also introduced a bill providing for
such admission.
The judicial salary bill was then placed before the Senate, the pending amendment being that of Mr. Morgan limiting an increase
of salary to cases of judges hereafter appointed. The amendment was rejected.
Mr. Call offered an amendment providing
for the removal of judges for drunkenness.
Mr. Edmunds thought drunkenness on the
bench a high misdemeanor which would
come under a provision of law and that Mr.
Call’s amendment was unnecessary. The
amendment was rejected.
The bill then came to a vote and was passed. (It gives all United States district court
judges $5,000 a year,and prohibits them from
appointing their relatives to office in their

J. S.
PostKimball of

(Jan. 18, 188G, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
stations.
Thermo’ter i Wind

New

Washington, Jan. 18.
In the Senate today, Mr. Sherman resumthe
ed
chair.
Among the petitions presented and appropriately referred was one by Mr. Coke, from
the merchants of El Paso, Texas, complaining of smuggling on the Mexican border, and
asking Congress to take measures to put a
stop to it.
Among the reports submitted from the
committees was one by Mr. Cullom, from the
committee appointed to investigate the subject of the regulation of freight and passenger rates on railroads and water routes.
With the report Mr. Cullom submitted a bill
regulating inter-State commerce, which he
asked might be referred back to the committee, and that the committee be continued.
The request was granted, and a resolution
was passed ordering to be printed 5,000 copies of the committee’s report and the testimony taken before it.
Mr. Ingalls offered a resolution directing
the secretary of the treasury to inform the
Senate what proportion of the $10,000,000 of
U. S. bonds called for payment on February, 1880, are held by national banks as a
basis for circulation, and how much by each
bank.
Mr. Edmunds questioned whether the Senate had a right to call on the secretary of the
treasury for any information.
Mr. Ingalls said that he understood that a
large proportion of the bonds to be called in
were held by national
on February 1st,
banks, and that instead of any money being
the
out
of
treasury there was to be a
paid
process of book-keeping by which a large
amount of circulation was to be retired and
the currency to that extent contracted. He
thought that if it concerned the country to
know if such was the fact, the Senate should
know whether it was entitled to ask (for in-

37.4

NW

:

-'ape Elizabeth, Maine.
Among the recent arrivals here are
Lyford of Lewiston, who wants to be

at all

Savannah,Ga 30.07

SENATE.

44.8

NW

The

Bangor harbor.$40,000
Lubec channel
30,000
VIoose-a-bec channel. 10,000
Sarraguagus river. 50,000
He also recommended a survey of Big
Rapids in the St. John river.
Secretary Manning has appointed J. W.
Morrison, Second Assistant Light-Keeper at
Half Way Rock, Maine, also William C. Wiliams, Second Assistant Light-Keeper at

METEOROLOGICAL REPOHT.

Observation.

J. W. MUNGER &

ments

Portland, Me., Jan. 18, 188G.
| 7 a M ill a M| 3 pm | 7 p m jll p M
Barometer 29.918 30.046 30.091 30.214 30.277
28.0
Thermo’r. ,18.7
25.4
j 18.8
|17.0
Dew Point i 10.8
10.9
1.2
i—4.4
11.0,
51.0

who

[Special to the Press.]

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

52.2

The

Washington, Jan. 14.—Mr. Boutelle subuitted arguments today before the committee on riuers and harbors for an appropria;ion for continuing the following improve-

ing into rain.
Indications for New England today are
increasing cloudiness and local snows, slightly warmer weather, winds shifting to easterly, then southerly, and falling barometer.

70.3

Maine

Will Accept An Office.

WEATHER.

Wind.INW
W
G
Velocity... I G
Weather.. [Clear Clear
Mean daily bar...30.095
Mean daily tlier.. 20.0
Mean daily d’wpt. 4.5
Mean daily hum. .52.9

Two

Another Batch of the Faithful

Washington, Jan. 19.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—
Warmer, cloudy weather, local snows, turn-

Humidity.

in

Interesting Discussion in the
Senate Yesterday.

Lighthouses Appointed.
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[New York Sun.]
While Fanner Beuben Frisbee, of Lehigh
township, Pa., was doing chores in his barn
about dusk recently, lie heard a commotion

Williatn Lovejoy of Turner, the young man who
accidentally shot in Florida on Jan. 9th. has
since died.
A Minot man, Mr. Stephen H. Davis, claims the
lelt for his herd of five cows.
He was in Lewston Friday, with the figures in his hat, and tills
s the way they read.
He has five cows, all of
;hcm excellent milk producers.
The yield of
nilk during 1885 was 10.647 quarts. The gross
•eceipts from the cows in cash was $579.23, bolides supplying two families with milk in a gener>us way.
was

among his sheep in the barnyard, and ran
out to see what the trouble was. He found

that

good-sized black bear with a young
in his grasp had frightened all the
other sheep but one from the yard. The rea

sheep

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

maining sheep was a large, long-wooled ram,
and he was butting the bear with all his
might in order to make him drop the young
sheep that was bleating piteously from the
bear’s tight embrace. Frisbie ran to the
gate through which the bear had entered and

Rev. Cainpmeeting John Allen. of Farmington,
s in Boston enjoying the musical triumphs of his
granddaughter, Lillian Norton.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Maine Central railroad will build a new
reight depot at North Monmouth Station, or Anlabescook next spring, and lay side tracks suffl1 ient for trains to
pass each other.
Daniel Rand, an inmate of the National Soldiers
lome, Togus, was found dead on the Hallowell

closed it.

When he got back the bear had
the sheep and was paying his entire
attention to the ram. but the ram did not
fear him at all; on the contrary, he seemed
to grow braver and angrier every moment.
Before the bear released the sheep the ram
backed away a number of times and then ran
up with his head lowered and thumped the
bear in the back and sides with so much force
that it made the wild beast stagger. As soon
as the bear had dropped his game he faced
liis plucky assailant and tried to play the
same trick on him that he had played on the
young sheep, but the ram was too active for
liim. Once or twice the bear managed to
bring one of his big paws down on the ram’s
back as the latter struck him in the stomach,
but not with force and weight sufficient to
disable the ram in the least.
Fanner Frisbie was so deeply interested in
the conflict and enjoyed it so much that he
made no effort to assist the pugnacious ram.
Presently a three-year-old steer, that had
been peacefully chewing his cud under a shed
adjoining the barnyard when the bear made
his appearance, suddenly scampered from the
shed with his head down and his tail up,
hooked the bear in the side and backed away
with a chunk of black hair on each of his
bonis. Then he scampered around the barnyard twice and returned to the attack with
more vigor than before.
The thrusts of the
steer’s sharp horns made the bear wince and
groan, and the ram, who seemed to know
that the steer was helping him, stood away a
few feet and looked on. The steer’s antics
intensified Farmer Frisbie’s interest in the
strange encounter, and, as the darkness was
fast coming on, he thought he ought to dispose of the bear in some way.
Farmer Frisbie had no guii on the premis
es, and he would not have shot the animal if
there had been a rifle close at hand. He concluded that it would be a nice thing to capture the bear alive and show it to his neighbors. The steer and the bear were having a
lively tussel. and making the straw and the
dirt flv. while Itlie ram occasionally ran uo
and butteu the bear m the hip. banner friable then hastened into the barn and got a
stout rope. He made a slip noose at one end,
ami, after several unsuccessful attempts to
throw the noose over the bear’s head, thought
he would have to abandon the notion of capturing the bear alive. But he tried again, and
neatly landed the noose around the bear’s
neck and began to pull back. His exertions
had no visible effect on the bear, except when
the steer hooked him and made him lunge
forward. At such times the farmer’s hold on
the rope kept the wild animal from going as
far as lie would have done if the rope had not
been round his neck.
Farmer Frisbie then ran up to the fence
and slung the rope over the top of a post and
pulled as though his life was at stake. The
post broke off at the bottom, and Farmer
Frisbie tumbled over on his back in a heap,
with his feet in the air. The steer became
frightened at the farmer's singular attitude
and retired under the shed. The length of
board fence had come down with the broken
post, and the bear, seeing a chance to get
away from the ram, who had begun to butt
him again, tramped over the fallen fence into the open field. But the heroic farmer had
a firm hold on the other end of the rope, and
was on his feet again. He was unable to
check the bear’s progress, however, and
when the steer came out and joined in the
chase the farmer had all he could do to steady
himseif. The prods of the steer’s horns made
the bear want to get back to the woods in a
hurry. He ran into the flock of sheep where
they were huddled in a hollow, and away
they scampered across the field.
At this point Farmer Frisbie saw a tree a
few yards away in the dim twilight, and he
concluded that his time had come to act
promptly. The bear was making a bee line
for the tree, and the ram and the steer were
alternately urging him on, to the intense
mortification of the fanner, who had resolved
to anchor the bear to the tree if he could get
As good luck
near enough the tree to do so.
would have it, the bear stampled within a
few inches of the tree, and as he did so Farm
er Frisbie wound the rope around the trunk
of the tree three or four times, and thus
brought the bear up standing. Then he
he tucked the end of the rope under one of
the coils, so that it would not unwind, and.
immediately got so far away from the tree
that the bear could not reach him. The triumphant farmer then yelled for some one at
the house to bring hun up a lantern. Meantime he tried to keep the steer and ram away
from the bear, but while he was engaged in
driving one of them away the other would
rush up and hook or butt him. When one of
the farmer’s boys ran up with a lantern and
was amazed at what he saw the farmer told
him how it had all happened, fastened the
rope securely to the tree, and drove the steer
and ram back to the barnyard. After that he
and the boy got the sheep together, fixed up
the fence so that it would keep them from
strolling away, and went to the house.
Before daybreak on the following morning
Farmer Frisbie went around among nis neighbors, aihl told them of his exploit of the previous evening. He visited every farm house
within a radius of a mile, and invited all the
fanners to come over and see his prize as soon
as they had got their breakfasts. By 8 o'clock
a group of hard-headed grangers were assembled at Farmer Frisbie’s house, and anxiously waiting for the enthusiastic farmer to
exhibit what lie had said he had caught. The
spot where the bear had been tied to the tree
was not in sight of the farm house, on. account of an intervening knoll. The farmer
had not told his neighbors that the animal
which he had captured was a bear. He
wanted to give them a genuine surprise by
leading them to the top of a hillock and
pointing out the bear to them. So the farmer, after having ascertained that they were
all ready, lit his pipe, told them to follow
him, and strode proudly up the sloping hillside. When they reached the summit of the
knoll, and Farmer Frisbie, with his right
arm extended, was about to direct their gaze
to the bear near the tree, he exclaimed, as
his eyes rested on the spot:
“Bvthehokev! What’n thunder’s become I
of that air boar'.’
“What bear?” inquired half a dozen of the
farmers at one time.
“I tied a whoppin’ black bear to that air
tree down there last night, ’n’ I don’t see
hide nor hair on him now.”
"Oh, you’re foolin’said one of the men;
you never tied a bear to that tree or any othIt must’ve been a chipmunk,.V
er tree.
you took it fur a bear.”
“Dad did hitch a bear to that tliar tree las’
night, fur I seed him do it with my own
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SOMERSET COUNTY.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Fort Popham Summer Resort Association
18 acres of fine ice at Fort Popham, which
hey will cut the present winter, and if prices
s hould rule high it will prove a bonanza for the
'• ssociation.
They now have 2000 tons of old ice
1 tored.
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WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Calais and St. Stephen arc agitating the (ploshaving a free bridge. There are comparaively few toil bridges now left in Maine, and
, hose arc being made free as fast as possible.
ion of

YORK COUNTY.

The Portsmouth Company, South Berwick, are
Hitting in new machinery in their picker departnent, and making extensive improvements in
, heir mills, preparatory to starting up. This is
me of the few cotton manufacturing establish1 uents of this section that have for some time
I icen

idle._
The Soldiers’ Monument.

Portland, Jan. 15,1880.
r’o the Editor of the Press:
I was one of the two members of the Soldiers’
Jonument Association who, at the meeting last
ilonday evening, voted against the proposed loca1 ion in Market square.
The reasons given for
recting the proposed monument upon the ruins of
i he Old Town Hall are, I believe,vastly outweighed
i ;y those against it. I have yet to hear the cogent
nd eloquent arguments of Judge Webb and Gen.
1 low successfully answered.
From an economic point of view the proj ect is indefensible. Already bowed down by tlie
reight of crushing taxes, and languishing under
, he consuming shadows of two gigantic railroad
chemes the city of Portland can ill afford to take
:
step which will virtually take *40,000 from
ts treasury and entail upon it the expense of con> ducting a ward room, a drill hall and armories
i or three militia companies. Such a course would
i le suicidal, and fraught with direst evil to the
j dghest interests of the city.
But there is still a higher reason against it. A
1 iionument made possible only by the destruction
< f the Old Town Hall, with all its sacred associat ious will not honor the memory of the heroic
ead. The Old Town Hall is the only public link
rithin our limits which connects the Portland of
he present with the Portland ot the past, the
nly reminiscence of the Puritan New Kngland
own meeting, “the
most
perfect Democracy
,-tiich the world has ever seen.”
With what
iride, with what tender and loyal reverence
hould we not save from change and desecration
■

dace on the peninsula than this cradle ot that
nstitution ot the Puritans, which is the sheet
■uphor of free institutions? What school is so
loquent. what monument can inculcate such lesons, as these old walls dedicated by the fathers
f our city to liberty, and consecrated by the
arliest and most hallowed memories? Let us
lien think twice before we touch these old walls.
The Old Town Hall is to Portland what Fancuil
fall and the Old South Church are to Boston. A
ew years ago some of the mercenary vandals of
hat city attempted to destroy the Old South
'liurch, but the patriotic spirit of Boston rescued
he sacred building from sacrilegious hands, as I
eel that it will preserve the Old Town Hall from
hose who seek to destroy it.
But the most extraordinary argument (?) yet
lirown into tills discussion is that advanced by
Hs Honor Mayor Deering at the meeting last
•fonday evening. It will be remembered ho
'radically proposed to commemorate the centenilal anniversary of Portland's Incorporation as a.
Think
own by tearing down the Old Town Hall !
or a moment of the terriblo absurdity of such a
Celebrate the incorporation of
'reposition!
Portland as a town by the wanton destruction of
he only public building In the city which coinnemorates that event! As well might one propose
o celebrate the anniversary ot the Declaration
if Independence by tearing down Old Independmce Hall, or to commemorate the glorious revoutionary struggles by destroying Faneuil Hall
md the Old South Church.
I do not believe the people of Portland will
•ote to destroy the Old Town Hall. I am contiIcnt that the sentiment of a large majority of oi.r
itizeus Is against it.
William h. Looney.

Yard.

IN

BIJOU SKATING I’ARLi'R.

Road.
1

of W. P. Hobart of Pembroke, Horace
Sherman of Bangor, Horatio Clark of Portland, John McMorgan of Pembroke, and D.
M. Young of Charlotte. “As if to complete
the choice array, says the GJobe, appeared a
by
couple of fine aud speedy teams driven
in fine
women, who handled the ribbons
stple. One of these was Miss Lucy Redmond of Cherryfield, Me., who drove her
fast Roseoe, and the other was a pair of
K. Hatch of Pemgrays driven bv Mrs. O.
broke, who brushed with several of the flyroad.”
ers of the

j

College.

Prof. Little is compiling a book which will
contain the funeral exercises of Prof. Packanl, speeches made by him and the address
offered to the alumni association by Prof.
Smythe. If sufficient encouragement is received the matter will be put in type at
once.

Painters are putting the finishing touches
to the gymnasium woodwork.
Plumbers
are to begin work at once and as the windows are being put in place the building begins to have something less of a skeleton
look.
|
ou

THE RINKS.

cut

Among the fine Maine turnouts noticed on
Brighton Road, Boston, Sunday, were those

Sowdoin

as mu-

ponded.

_

Brighton

such

The members of the Non-Sectarian Club of
dadison have pledged themselves to raise *250
j or a public library if the citizens of Madison will
ontribute a like amount for the same purpose.
Tlie Pittsfield Advertiser says:
There is great
, xcitement in Bingham over the Dr. Moore case,
t is but a few years since he was tried for the
nurdcr of Mrs. Charles Walker of Concord.

charged Saturday night.
The wages of the employes at the navy
yard have been regulated as recommended by
the board convened for that purpose. Shipwrights are to receive an advance of 20
cents, making the pay $3.20 per day. The
joiners’ pay was put up to $3 per day. The
On the

law,

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

[Biddeford Journal.]
One of tlie ideas of economy of the Navy
Department is to keep the U. S. steamer
Leyden in the dry dock during this rough
and stormy weather, as it renders it impossible for her to take the risk of going to the
relief of the unfortunate vessels which may
need assistance.
All the blacksmiths were discharged from
the construction department at the navy
yard on Tuesday. All the joiners were dis-

was

lu enforce lue

over the less
inebriated to the cause of law
ind order." The Dr. was occasionally obliged to
to
the
esort
shot-gun policy.

ling

The Katahdin Ice Company will cut ice at night
>y the aid of the electric light.
Prof. Henry L. Chapman, of Bowdoin College,
rill lecture before the Central Club of Bangor to, light.
Topic, "The Idyls of the King.”
Another of Bangor’s old citizens, John Bright,
iassed away Sunday afternoon, at the advanced
! ge of 84 years and 6 months.
The Fast Dexter woolen mill, which has not
| een operated for several years past, has been
i ?ased by Messrs. T. B. Seekins and Lyman
i lawkes of Dexter, who will commence the manuI acture of a good article of woolen goods there in
short time. The starting up of this mill will be
'• great help to the town.
Mr. Henry A. Wing, who for several years past
las creditably filled the position of city editor on
he Bangor Commercial, closed his connection
j vith that paper Saturday. Before leaving their
vork for the day. the compositors assembled, and
i lirough Mr. I. N. Cluff, foreman of the office,
preented Mr. Wing with a handsome testimonial of
! Heir esteem. Though taken by surprise, Mr.
Ving was equal to the occasion, and fittingly re-

“Come on down uere’n I’ll show ye whetha liar or not!” roared Farmer Frisliie, as
he led the way toward the tree. One end of
the rope was still securely tied around the
tree, and, as the farmer held up the other
end, the neighbors saw that it \yas frayed
and wet, and were at once convinced that
the bear had gnawed the rope in two during
the night and returned to his native heath.

ooat-builders’ and laborers’ pay
down.

frozen to

oxford county.

I’m

Kittery Navy

been

Mrs. Kleanor Smith, who died at the residence
< flier son at Norway
Lake, Jan. 12th, aged P2
ears, emigrated to tnis country over sixty years
•go, when a young lady. As the story goes, a
oung man was deeply in love with her, but her
larerits were irreconcillably opposed to the
natch. Her folks, having friends coming to this
ountry in a steamer about to sail, they conceived
he idea of sending her away from her lover, who
lad not the means to pay ills passage here. The
rite saying that "true love never did run smooth”
vas an exception in this case, for after a day's
lail the not-to-be batlled lover made his appearmce from a hiding place on board the vessel, and
lie twain had a smooth and happy voyage to
America, and were married on tlieir arrival here,
ived happily, and raised up a large family of cliilIren.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
J. B. Mayo & Son. of Foxcroft, lost *2000 worth
if cloth, and L. H. Dwelley & Co., of the same
dace, over *1500 worth of spools on the steamer
iatalidin, in the gale of last Saturday night.

eyes!” yelled Farmer Frisbie’s boy.

The

recently, having evidently

leath. He was about 40 years of age, and beonged in Massachusetts.
Hon. E. F. Webb of Waterville was in Washngton last week on professional business. He
vas admitted to the bar of the National Supreme
Uourt on the motion of Gen. B. F. Butler.
Editor Maxim is again at his desk in the Water,'ille Mail office.
Oak Grove Seminary at Vassalboro Is flourisling. It now has 64 pupils, the largest number In
he history of the Institution.
The new building
s admirably adapted to the needs of the school.
The trestle work for the rebuilding of the ralload bridge at Augusta, is nearly half completed.
It is lighter than that which was carried away by
he freshet. As there are no trains passing over,
he men can also work more rapidly, there being
10 trains to interfere.
The household goods of Luther Hayden, a solder in the late rebellion, who is now at the Solders’ Home in Togus, were put out upon the sidevalk on Duncan street, Gloucester, Mass., one
light last week, for non-payment of rent. Mrs.
Hayden and her three children. one of whom Is
lartially demented, were eared for and protected
rom the bitter cold by neighbors.
At the Lake Megantic quarantine station, Dr.
I. F. Hill of Waterville was on duty 76 days in
he heart of the wilderness, during which he tnipected more than 400 persons, vaccinated about
100, and refused admittance to the country to 30,
imong whom were two persons who have since
ieen taken with small pox.
A Sherbrooke paper
lays: ‘-He has occasionally come in contact, sinwith
of
five
or six backwoodshanded,
;le
parties
nen on the way to their lumbering camp, when
he most novel expedients of his fertile brain had

The performance given by Mr. Archie Daly, the
idia rubber man, at the Bijou last evening, drew
ound after round of applause from the audience,
lid consisted of a succession of difficult feats
erformed with the utmost ease and skill. In his

osturing Daly introduced many difficult movelents, the performance with the ring being esj eclally fine. The high kicking gave the ebamion an excellent opportunity to exhibit his remarkable skill, and when the end was reached

,

he tambourine which was touched with the foot
t nearly every trial was high above the floor.
)wing to the late arrival of the necessary appar; tus, the Jumping was omitted, but will be made a
t pecial feature
of this evening’s performance,
1 ncluding a leap over a line of muskets with lived
layonets. The performance will be given caeh
light this week and should bo soen by largo auliences.
<

NEW ENGLAND POLO LEAGUE.

Carnes played last night in the New England
1 ioIoi league resulted as follows;
At Woburn—Bostons, 3; Woburns, 2.
At New Bedford—New Bedfords, 3; Salems, 0.
At Cambridge—Cambridge!. 3; Walthams, 1.
oldest lady in
General Nathand graudeolonial governor of

Mrs. Anna Maria Green, the

Island, daughter-in-law of
} thode
nlel Green, of Revolutionary fame,
aughler of Samuel Ward,

a

Island, died at her home in Middletown,
and 9 days
unday. Slie was 102 years. 2 months
Id. ilbe possessed her faculties in good comli-

* diode

1
t
r

;on

to

the last.

Holly Epbs,

a

negro who murdered a farmer
hanged by a mob at Vlneen-

amed Dobson, was
cs. Ind., yesterday

morning.

TJrlJb; PBESS.
TCBSDAY MORNING, JANUARY 19.
read anonymous letters and couimun
are
The name and address of the writer

Wt do not

cations.
for pubn all cases indispensable, not necessarily
lication but as a guarantee of good faith.
or preserve
We cannot undertake to return
communications that are not used.

New Y'ork legislators applaud the chaplain
when lie prays, under the impression that he
is addressing them.
still at work

the
Six hundred
Albany capital. Enough money lias alreadybeen spent to buy a dozen suitable capitals,
men are

on

and still the bad work goes on.

saved lots of trouble.

prominent Democrats

are

Worth would do better to stick to dress
cutting and leave to some other fellow- the
task of maintaining the literary reputation
of France. His letters to the Boston Herald
only afford another illustration of the ancient editorial chestnut about the shears bethan the pen.

The rate at which the appointments are
being confirmed is at least rapid enough to
prove that there is to be no partisanship in
the, matter. Still the speed is not so dangerously great that anybody- is likely to be

rushed through who ought, for good reasons,

rejected.

to be

Secretary Manning is said to be urging the
President to bring to bear upon the Democrats all the power of the executive tc force
them to accept the administration’s views in
regard to the silver coinage, but the President is reported to be averse to such a course,
believing that the executive branch lias 11c
to interfere with the

right

legislative.

The new British Parliament contains quite
sprinkling of genuine representatives oi
labor. Among other members may be found

pitman,

a

compositor,

a

journeyman,

a

carpenter, glassbiower, farm laborer and
This is due to the extension of the
a mason.
suffrage, which has enabled these men in
some cases to defeat capitalists and in others,
titled aristocracy. This change will doubtless insure a more careful consideration of
the interests of the laboring men, one of
a

a

England’s

many needs.
to re-

If, as the silver men claim, they
ceive aid from all the Southern congressmen
these gentlemen will be decidedly remiss in
their duty to their constituents. The Savannah News asserts that the sentiment in businest circles In all the circles of the South is
opposed to further coinage. There is hardly
a cotton exchange or board of trade in the
Southern states that does not favor suspension. A majority of the Democratic papers
in that section also favor it. It is about the
only issue on which they are backing the
President. These Southerners doubtless have
an eye on their congressmen.

succession bill has

now

passed both branches of Congress, and will
undoubtedly promptly receive the President’s
signature. The same bill passed the Senate

at its last session, but received no attention
in the House. This year it had the effect to
shut out a Republican president of the Senate in favor of a Democratic cabinet officer
and the Democrats lost no time in putting it

good measure, however,
and its passage is a good thing. Now Senator Edmunds’s bill regulating the Presiden
tial count should be taken up and promptly
passed- Then two serious dangers to wlilcl
the country has long been exposed will hav<
disappeared.
through.

It

is

Dacco.

The largest price by the square inch
for a

painting

was

ever

lately given by the
“Three Graces,” by

Hue d’Aumale for the
Raphael, from Lord Dudley's gallery. The
price was $125,000, or, as the picture is only
seven inches square, $2,500 per inch.
Figaro says that a Yankee maker of sew-

machines has offered Mmc. Patti $1,000
for each appearance, in addition to her regular salary, if she will sit at one of his sewing machines, instead of at the spinning
wheel, while singing the “King of Thule.”
Miss Mary Endicott, daughter of the Secretary of War, wears a close fitting suit of
blue flannel with cap to match, and drives a
drag with a London “tiger” on the front
seat. This is Jeffersonian simplicity with a

“quite English” attachment.
James R. Keene, who came

from the Pacific coast to New York a few years ago, to
show the New York fellows how to run
“corners” in stocks and produce, declared in
a judgment suit at New York Thursday that
he owned nothing and had no income, nut
lived on his wife’s funds.
Whenever it is necessary to display storm

signals at night at the signal service station
in Boston, the lanterns are lighted by electric lights, which make them remarably brilliant. This is the only station in the country at which electric lights are used for the
signals.
Schaefer, the billiardist, when playing
He has a fine diawears full evening dress.

a

The Sunday cablegrams from England contained an unnsual number of important ru
It was
mors which may or may not be true.
said that Lord Salisbury had received an in
timation from the Queen that royal sanctior
would be refused any bill creating a separate
Parliament for Ireland; that Mr. Chamber
lain had emphatically declared against any
measure affecting the integrity of the Britisl
empire; that Mr. Gladstone had given assur
ances that he was not at work on any home
rule scheme for Ireland, local self govern
ment being the extent of his proposed reform ; that Lord Carnarvon was about to re
sign the lord lieutenancy of Ireland; tha
Mr. Parnell if the Tories did not bring it
a bill to his liking would expose the term:
of the trade betyveen them and the National
ists; and that the Scotch Liberals to a man
were opposed to any scheme that looked n<
matter how remotely to a separation betweer

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Anson..4s

MIDDLE STREET, Portland.
lanl-dtf
January 1.1884._

users of
intoxicating
join the order. Grand MasWorkman Powderly says that one tem-

habitual

that

liquors shall

not

ter
perate man, who reads newspapers, is worth
more to tile order

man

a nuuureu

men wuu

drink liquor and get their information in the
bar room.
The hazards of a miner’s life are ominously set forth in the report of Mine Inspector

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON BONDS
—

Bearing Seven Per Cent Intercut.

SPEAK OUT.

Philadelphia Press.
Silence and confession, Senator Payne wil
find, are interchangeable terms in the publi<
mind, in the face of charges like those mad:

against

him.

NOT ONE OK THE

PRESIDENTS.

Philadelphia Press.
The curious hallucination obtains in some
Democratic newspaper offices that the chiei

editor of the paper, and not Grover Cleve
land, was elected President. This is not one
of his hallucinations, however.
NO DESIRE TO BE SO COUNTED.

St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
If it is true, as rumored, that Mr. Cleveland
has began to ask in earnest for advice as tc
the best course to follow in the silver question, it simply proves that he is late in learning at considerable cost what he might have
learned long ago, that the Democracy wil!
have a President to its liking and to do its
Tv_
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it has occurred to somebody to
propose that if the second husband also dies,
and the widow thus become* doubly widowed, she shall be able to revert to her old
pension-drawing capacity, as if only the relThis scheme, inict of her first husband.
geniously amended to include also the loss of
the second husband by divorce as well as
death, is now before Congress in the shape
of a bill.
The Sultan’s gifts to Gen. Lew Wallace
have recently arrived at Crawfordsville, Ind.,
and are objects of great local interest. Among

them is the imperial order of the Medjidie
with the Sultan’s name engraved on it, a solid gold cigarette case set with diamonds, a
photograph of the Sultan, an Oriental dagger and a piece of Turkish embroidery. Mrs.
Wallace received a diamond breastpin and
the Nishan el Sliepkat or Order of Good
Works, a necklace of gold with pendant star
set with diamonds. The center, of red and
green enamel, contains the Sultan’s monogram and a text from the Koran. The same
has recently been conferred on the Queen of
the Netherlands, the Crown Princess of Austria, the Countess of Dufferin and several
others.
The Congo Free State has entered the posj
tal union. A list of postal rates ranging
from five to fifty centimes has been adopted,
and five different postage stamps issued, all
bearing the profile of King Leopold and the
words “Etat Independant du Congo.” The
business of the new State is transacted in
Brussels by four Ministers, who preside
over

the

CABINETS $5.50 PER BOZ.
*6.00 PER DOZ.
PANELS
All persons wishing work made at present rates,
should call in now, as after the above date the
prices will positively be as here mentioned.
We would also call the attention of the public to
our CLDB KATES, by which families with
their friends, by a little exertion in getting a number to set, can then contract for, and secure the
advantage of SPECIAL, PRICES for their
portraits. We assert that we make no difference
whatever between the QUALITY of such Contract or Club Photographs and our regular work,
for which we receive more, but in all cases endeavor to have it thoroughly FI KST-CL.ASS in every sense, and SATISFACTION OCAKANFor further particulars about the club
TEKI».
photography, call on or address, for circulars,

A^
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THE SENATE AND THE

_

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
between the gas company and
the councilmen has left the streets of Wallingford, Conn., in total darkness.
John McLean puts most of the money lie
makes by the Cincinnati Enquirer into Wash
ington real estate.
Senator Evarts had a family reunion re
cently at which nine grandchildren tried t<
A

PHOTOGRAPHER
514
OCt21

a

once.

Judge Yates, an Illinois gentleman win
took care of the funds of widows and or
phans and neglected to keep a set of book;
has disappeared and his deficit is about $150,
000. He kept everything but the books.
The American circus now shares Bis
marek’s condemnation with the Americai
hog. The Berlin government lias forbiddei
the public exhibition of trained lions ane
other wild animals.
The “glorious climate of Californy” ha;
preserved to a venerable age a woman whe
boasts that she was once kissed by Georg*

EMERY,

_d2m*

jams

STOCKS.
We have established at the offce of our Portland

in
a sweeping reduction to close them out at once,
Napkins, Odd Merino Vests and Drawers, Soiled Quilts, all our
Novelty and Plain Winter and Summer Dress Goods, Dress Buttons,
Blankets, Summer Cloakings, Children’s Wool Hose, Ladies’ and
Children’s Cotton Hose, Ladies’Linen Collars, Kid Gloves, Winter and
Summer Colored Skirts, etc.
We shall also put into the sale, all the new Fine French Dress
We have made

Odd

Goods in all desirable colors, left
Sale last week.

a Branch Office, for the purchase and sale on commission of all Bonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York Chicago, Philadelphia or Baltimore

Exchanges.
Stocks purchased for Cash or carried on margin.
A private wire connects the two offices, and we
also connected with New York, Philadelphia,

Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.
Members of

new

York and Boston Stock Ex-

changes.
The quotations and the current stock
the day will he bulletined at the office of
Woodbury & Moulton.

news

of

Messrs.

Cor. Middle nud Eichnnge 8u.

RICHARDSON, RILL & CO.,
jin

our

$1.00

“

“

Great

Goods

Dress

37 1-2 cts.
50

for
75 ct. Dress Goods
“
“
“

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,

are

from

over

These

goods

are so

cheap

MORRISON & CO.,
No. 505

Congress Street.

NEWJfEAR

“

One of the elements of happiness may be found in
being in possession of a good policy with the

OLD MUTUAL LIFE INS. C0„

11__HiL.

TO-DAY.

Paying the Large.wt Dividend* and affording
tile most Perfect Security and the I.en*t Exprune. During the past forty years experience
and during the past year multitudes have been
made happy and none unhappy by the forecast
of the husband, wife, father or sou for the family,
or by anEnduwment Paynble to Themselves
During Lifetime, at a given age.
EVERY YOPNO MAN wanting tlie means
of credit cannot do better than to put himself in
possession of a document as good as a Government Bond. He will then have cause to be happy
and will never regret it, as no one having done so
lias bad occasion to regret or complain of the results of so wise a forecast, in such acompany. For
to
more full information and for documents apply

w. I). LITTLE,
RESIDENT AGENT. 81 EXCHANGE ST„
jan2
____uo
ASK FOR THE

PGRJEAHQ

w. L.

DOUCLAS

Beat material, perfect fit,
equals any 55
warranted. Take none unless
•*W. L. Douglas’ *3.00
Shoe,warranted.” Congress, Button and Lacc.
If you cannot get these
shoes from dealers, send
address on postal card
to W. L. Douglas, Brockton, Mass.

cost to reduce it.

All

grades of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, Pantings, Suitings, Overcoatings, &c., &c., always in stock.
|([

J. M. DYER &
511

Congress

CO.,

GREAT
MARK DOWN

«

Street, Portland.

__alw

we

shall sell

~TENTH Y. M. C. A.
City Hall, Thursday Evening, Jan.

Dr. C.D. Hendrickson
will deliver his very Interesting Lecture
entitled

GOUGH, COOK,
Quar-

tette, Rose of Castile,
Jlurtha,

Or-

Njmpbouy

Haydn's.

chestra aud

Now on Nnle at Ntockbridge’s.
janl -tdlw

DR.

WILSON,

repeat his popular lectures. Nubject:
The Brain is the Index of every Mental and
Physical Condition. Public examinations will
conclude with the audience examining the skull,
with the symbols of accidents suffered in life anu
First lecture,
the disease that caused death.
Wednesday, January 20th, at 8 p. m., and every
Wednesday until further notice. Free.
Library Hall, Mechanics. Building. JanlSdtl
Will

EXTRA,

GILBERTS

Wednesday Evening.
Tl»e New Schottisclie a Specialty
from 8 to 9 o’clock.
dtf
janl8

eodtl

Jan5

FRENCH ART!
Davis Block,

THIRD LECTUR IN THE

—

I have decided to lower iny stock, and have
marked my goods at prices that will sell them.
Any one in want of FIRST-CLASS CLOTHING at the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES,
will do well to call and examine. I also keep
a large and line line of

AT

THE

St.
7Middle
19
janlG
__codtf

Special Piano Notice!

FRED

PRICES.

BOTTOM
NEW

HATTER,

STORE.

FARRINGTON,

R.

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,
zub miaaieoireex,

-

7

romana.
eodtt

JanlG_

CHICKERING
PORTLAND.

SPRING
STYLE
HATS !

Opening,

THURSTONS,
SOLE AOENT,

3 Free Street Block, Portland,
STOOLS AND COVERS.
dtf

Order.

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

TEMPERANCE SONG HERALD. , Ac,
A

For Temperance Lodges and Meetings.
Collection of New Temperance Songs and
decs, with some Old Favorites, and a few HousAnying War Songs with Temperance Wolds.
body can “join in the chorus.” Price 35 cts., or
93.60 per dozen.
Choice

Choice Vocal Duets. Just published.
A first-class set of duets, by such masters

The Apograph ($1.00) is an excellent collection of Octavo Choruses, Sacred and Secular.
Selected by Caul Zerrabn, for the use of Musical Conventions, etc.
and Chorus Collection. 50 cts.
American Jiallad Collection. 60 cts.
American Dance Music Collection. For Plano. 60c
American Piano Music Collection. 50 cts.

ENGLISH HATS.

rAKLUK SlUVtS!

Evening tickets, 36 cents, for sale at Stockbridge’s. Tickets for remaining three lectures,
75 cents, including seat.
jal9dtd

1?0RTLANDJTHEATRE.

mences

Four large, handsome, and every way desirable
collection sof good music at low prices. Mailed for
G6 cts. each.

few days only.
Cap for 40 cents.
a

Blossom

Franlifort
Comfort
New Octagon
Banner
Art Bossmore
Hot Wave
Tlie Solace.

chamber stoves.

use

it until next winter.

RANGES I
Positively the largest line to select from in the State of Maine
and every Range we handle giving entire satisfaction.
Tlie New Tariff, The Quaker, The First National, The Nassau, The Kirby, The
Groveland, The New Byron,
The Our Choice, The Dot,
and others, and that there may be no doubt as to the quality
of the castings we will add the names of the founderies,
which are The Taunton Iron Work Co., The Weir Stove Co.,
The Croveland Foundry Co., The Leonard Co-Operative Foundry Co. These are classed as the best stove manufacturers
in the country, and we shall sell them for Cash or on our
Special Contract System, one-quarter down and the balance
The prices are all the way
$5.00 per month. No interest.
from $15 up to $60.
Please write for cuts and prices of
these goods. We are still cutting

at our last week’s prices, and we are offering genuine bargains. We have added a new feature to our business; it is
this : We will send a salesman with sample trunk of Carpetings, Drapery, Shades, Photographs of Chamber and Parlor
Furniture, and Household Goods, to any town when requested to do so by two or three people,thus giving them a chance
to select the latest patterns of goods in the market without
leaving their homes, and at prices that will satisfy. Our line
of Carpetings is complete, and probably is the largest stock
in the State.
We are jobbers, consequently can give you
better prices than those who handle small lines of goods.
Our Body Brussels at $1 per yard and 10-Wire Tapestry Brussels at 79 cents, also our Extra-Super All Wool Carpets at 67
ents are, we believe, the best bargains in this country.
Please write for samples large enough to show the quality
of the goods.
Special prices made when orders are for
churches or halls.

_

SALE

SOMERS,

LADIES’ FANCY SLIPPERS
—

Slioes,

half price for one week, 30 cu., 91.00,91.50,
93.00, 93.30 and 93.00.
M. C. PAI.MEB.
janlGdlw

THE HICKEY DOO !
Prices, 75, 60 and 35 cents.
Thursday, Jan. 21.

Sale of seats com-

jan!8dtd

ODD FELLOWSHIP!
JAMES B.NICHOLSON,
Tast Grand Sire ot Pennsylvania, will deliver his
great lecture qu Oii«l Fellowship, at

—

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

—

ENCAMPMENT.

PORTLAND

MUSIC BY CHANDLERS FULL BAND
Lecture at 8.30. Doors
from 7.30 to 8,30 p, m.
open at 7 p m.
No
Mr. Nicholson is a most eloquent speaker.
other man has had so close personal connection
distinwith or such extensvie knowledge of the
guished men and important events in American
Odd Fellowship. He is to-day preeminently the
foremost man in tile order. Every Odd Fellow will
hear him amt everybody that is not an Odd Fellow
ought to hear him. Tickets 23 cents each, for
sale at the stores of W. 8. Hanks, Geo. C. Frye & Co.
and Goss, the shoe man 227 Middle street, also by
the secretary of each lodge in the city, and Isaac
F. Clark, (kid Fellows’ Hall and at the door. Trains
on G. T. It'y, B. and M. and M. C. It. K., half fare.

jan!8_dtd

CITY HALL, FRIDAYEVEMM, FEB. 5.
The Bouton

English

OPERA COMPANY
In Flotow’s

Charming Opera,

MARTHA!
with the following artists in the cast:
MISS ETTA KILESKI, Soprano:
MISS GERTRUDE EDMANDS, Alto;
MB. J. C. BARTLETT, Tenor;
MR. H. S. CORNELL, Baritone;
MR. G. S. BRINE, Basso;
MR. MYRON CLARK, Basso;
Select Chorus of Fnuiilinr Voices. Orchestra of Fight Boston .Tlitsicinns.
Seenerv and Elegant Costumes.
MR. LEON KEACH, Conductor.
Evening tickets 50 and 70 cents, now on sale at
Stockbridge’s Music Store.
•‘ROSE OF CASTILE” in Stockbridge Course.
Feb. 3d, by same company.
No exchange after
Saturday, 16th,
janlAdlw

Special

Federal Street.
Evening AriuiiMMion:

Bijou Skating Parlor,

SSies:::::'.: ::::.io 33}skates.10 centsAfternoon Atlmiwsion:

Ladies:.F°receenl31Skates-.10 cents.

P. S.—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admission will be 25 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games
10 cents.
declOdtf
C. H. KNOWLTON. Manager.

REMOVAL.
our

office to the

uew

block,

a

W<CiT^Rr two or more teeth.free

DONNELL

A Good Scotch

HATfER,

253 MIDDLE ST., DIREGTLY OPPOSITE HEAD GROSS ST.

janlG

The funniest
and original programme.
of all funny Burlesques,

our

PRACTICAL MAMFACTIRIE AXD RETAIL HATTER,

—OF—

a new

and Brown streets,
WE
Goods sold for Cash or on Onr Special Con- where haveofall Congress
the conveniences for doing firstclass work. We shall continue to do work at
tract System, one-foiirtli down, balance $5 former low prices, and warrant all operations to
be first-class and satisfactory in every particular.
We make the
per month when the amount is $50 or under,
BEST GUM TEETH FOB $10.00,
and $10 per month when the amount is $100
and warrant good fit; cheaper quality lor less
or under.

BUILDING,

COR, PEARL ft MIDDLE

__

Kindergnrteu Chimes. $1.50 Cloth; $1.00
Boards. Has received marked commendation from
the lovers of the Kindergarten and is a beautiful
and valuable hook for teachers and children.

We have cuts of

The
most of these which we will send you on application.
prices will be from $3.60 up to $28 for the best, former
price of the best stove was $35; so you see it will pay you
if you do not

RAMIA’S

BOSTON,

BIJOU THEATRE,

Bud
Pleasant
Groveland
First National
Peninsular

working

23.

Mammoth Minstrels
in

All first-class

WILSON”.AND

have moved

SCOTCH^CAPS
at less than cost for

BARLOW.

Write for cuts and price.
Freight prepaid and an Oil Cloth
Mat with every stove. We have a heavy stock and
desire to close them out.
The names are

Bowdoin
Tlie Nation

Only—Saturday, January

crowned with the laurels of their triumphant
success at the

At Cost to Manufacture.

BerKeley

22d.

•

corner
we

We show to-day the Latest English Style Hat. We
are the only hatters in the city that keep these
fine hats instock.

Song

AND

Me.

eod6t

CARPETS!

We Open to-day a New and Nobby line of Fashionable Felt Conforming Stiff Hats, New Spring Design.

as

Rubenstein, Nicolai, Campana, Tours, Abt, and
others. 20 Duets oil 144 large pages. Abts’
“Like the Lark,” and Rubenstem’s “Angel” are
good specimens. Price 91.

OUT

Principal, Portland,

JAN.

EVENING,

FRIDAY

One Sight

COE, GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

to

L. A. CRAY, A. M.,

HALL,

CITY

Opposite City Building.

This institution offers superior facilities for preparing young men and ladies for tlie counting room
and business pursuits. Terms are very reasonable, in fact never so low as at present, while the
advantages offered have never been equaled.
The public are cordially invited to call and examine our new rooms and our manner of doing business.
Catalogues free. Any further information cheerfully furnished.

even

—

—

Cable, Germania

237 Middle Street.

janO

most.

CLOSI IMG

THE

Dickinson Illustrated Lecture Course,

Now' don’t forget to look our
stock over, if you are in want oi
any of the above goods, as we
want to make room for Spring
Goods, and will sell you at your

American

21.

t’LOSE OF THE C'OI BSE.

—

&c.

Low
jaul4

cents.
Admission, gentlemen 25 cents; ladles 15
J;m 1
10 cents.

Supper

This Lecture is illustrated by the most remarkable and beautiful views ever exhibited to the public,
taken by an eminent photographer sent out lor the
especial purpose, and artistically colored by noted
artists.

MERRY, THE HATTER,

CAPS,
TRUNKS,
BAGS, OVERCOATS AND SUITINGS!

Timing

—

NATIONAL PARK,

yJow_figure.

-AJNTID

IN

AT

which sj»ve such pcrlcc, sulislacliou lasl
Mcnsou at .11 usic llall nail at Ihc rooms
of Ihc BOSTON ART ( LI B.

Wolf Robes $3.50, former price $5.00.
Wolf Robes, plushed lined, $5.00, former
price $7.00.
All of our other grades in the same proportion. We nave some 300 of them
to pick from.
These goods sold at wholesale at an extreme I

at less than
We have a large

HATS

price,

—

3ood Templars' Hall, Wednesday Eie. Jan. 20, at 7.30.

WOI: lOBES.

Blankets,
Lap Robes,

own

BY THE

YELLOWSTONE

Horse

at

—

Admission 33 cents; Reserved Neals 33
cents.
rents; Reserved Nenls lo .11 embers 33
Reserved Neats ut Ntoekbridge’s. JanlBdlw

FURS,
Fur Caps,
CLOVES,
ROBES,

4

SUPPER AND DANCE,

WONDERLAND

it will pay you to buy them for future use,
Sale will commence at 8.30 a. m.

now.

t

OLIVER DITSOIV »V CO., Boston.
eod&w2w
jail It)

eod3in

K, TAILOR.

MR. GEO. H

stock, consisting of

4

Note—To avoid disturbance the doors will he
closed during the pprlormai.ee of any numJanl4dlw
bers on the programme.

tept

—

HATTER.

janl2

Assets $1««,000,000.00,

1886.

THE

Beginning to-day,
anything in stock

Admission 30 ct»;

LADIES’ AID SOCIETY,

COE,

THE GREATEST AND BEST IN THE WORLD.

Mrss Louise Baldwin, 1st Soprano;
Miss Emma C. Wileelek, 22 Soprano;
Miss Sarah H. Peaks, 1st Alto;
Miss Annie E.Mitchell. 2d Alto,
HRS. W. J. HOWELL,
Accompanist.

—

janlG

of New York)

PHILOMELA LADIES' QUARTETTE

of the World!

—AT—

TO ALL!

FOR

—AND THE—

Bankers, Boston, Mass,

1886.
A HAPPY

Congress St., Under Grand Army Hall, Portland, Me.

CHANGE

Weber, Tenor,

TIr. Chan. F

Reserved Meals 73 cl";
on sale at Stoekbridge’s.

Jaii4_______dtf

A

by the following artists:
"King of Violoncellists,''

HR. FRITZ GIESE, the

tow

I am pleased to inform the public generally, that after a term of years as a cutter,
and for the last live years as cutter for L. C. Young, 1 have purchased the old stand
I shall offer Special
at Woodfords and shall continue the business as heretofore.
Prices for the next thirty days. I shall endeavor to keep stock up to as full line or
Woolens as can he found in Maine, and can make prices that will be an object Tor
my city friends to examine.

75
1.25
“
62 1-2 ct. Merino Undervests 37 1-2
50
88 ct. Plain Colored Silks,
“
15
25
White Flannel,
$4.00
$8.00 Mohair Seal Plush,
25.00
50.00 Im. India Shawls,
8 cts. roll.
Sea Foam Batting,
ff you do not need them

Store,;1

to some of our cusHaving decided to give away a beautiful Gold Watch, also other Elegant Presentstime
a chance to betomers Feb. 1, we offer every lady and gentleman who visits the store before that
call ana
come the posessor of the same free of charge. We do not require you to buy anything, only
see our new store and register your name.

down.

marked

Jan. 20tli.

j ELASSICAL RECITAL

565 CONGRESS ST.

To make business lively and convert the goods iuto money before
cost, all the remvie buy our Spring stock, tve will sell regaidless oi
the |nist year,
nants, odd lots and soiled goods accumulated during
consisting of Dress Goods, Silks, Velvets, Flannels, •.men, Damasks,
Crashes, Gingham, Calicoes, Cambric, Shcsias, W hite Goods, Hamburg Edgings, etc.,

correspondents.

A Fresh Stock Now

quarrel

ride his knees to “Banbury Cross” all

H.

—

188 Middle Street, Portland.
Below are the names of a few Savings Banks in
New England who hold a large amount
of these securities:
Rhode Island Hospital TrustCo., Providence. R. I.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, Providence, K. I. People’s Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N.H. Keene Savings
Bank, Keene, N.H. Nashua Savings Bank. Nashua,
N. H. Littleton Savings Bank, Littleton, N.H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.

Departments of Justice, Finance,

Affairs and Commerce, and the Interior and Police. The State is divided into
four administrative districts, each having a
Governor, and all being under the charge of
Col. De Winton, the Administrator-General
The four Governors have had several years’
experience on the Congo, and were among
the most trusted and enthusiastic of Stanley’s lieutenants.

Foreign

be counted among Democrats he must do as
Democrats do.

whateyei

BY

Cold Watch Free!!!

Morrison & Go’s New Jewelry

pension list

»>•

APPOINTMENTS.
Worcester Spy.
The Senate is of the opinion that it cannot consent to the appointment of these new
officers without seeming, at least, to approve
the removal of their predecessors, and if, as
they have the right to infer from the President’s declarations, the former officers were
removed on charges of misconduct or incompetence, the Senate would seem to admit the
The Republican
truth of those charges.
Senators are not willing to be placed in that
ask
to be informtherefore
position. They
ed of the reasons which prompted those removals. Such information the Senate has
often asked of former presidents, and it has
not been refused. What is wanted is eithei
the information which convinced the President that these removed officials were unfit
or an acknowledgment of what is the simplt
truth in most cases, that they were re
moved for party reasons only, to put Demo
crats in place of Republicans, and that the
President has abandoned the purpose lie
once had, or at least professed, to make iu
removals except for cause.
Everybody
knows that in fact the greatest number o:
them were removed for no reason
except that they were Republicans and the
President preferred Democrats. In all case:
not within the scope of the civil service law.
the President’s right to remove and appoint
officers for party reasons only is not dispute*:
and the Senate would not contest it. Bu:
the Senators, reasonably enough, say tha
they ought te be dealt with frankly. If the
President removes officers for cause only h*
can have no objections to state the causes foi
removal. If he removes for party reasons he
ought not to object to saying so, and there
would then be no reason for a contest with
the Senate, which will promptly confirm all
appointments of men whose character and
fitness for the places there is no reason tc
doubt.

FOR SALE

—

NO TOBOGGANS FOR CHICAGO.

TIME TO

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. id, 2D and 21.

—

City Hall, Wednesday Evening,

it

Lady’s

A

and 170 children

left fatherless.
The laws giving pensions to the widows of
dead soldiers provide that these pensions
shall cease when the widow is remarried. In
casting about for methods to increase the

On and after November 1st, 1885,
our prices will be for

Chicago Inter-Ocean.
There is no necessity for toboggan slide:
in Chicago as long as the banana-eating pub
lie continue to throw peelings on the pave
ment.

NEGOTIATED BY

MORE CHANCE! IS Stockbridge.

ONE

Remnant and Mark Down Sale,

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.

Williams for 1885. From this document it
appears that in the Luzerne district last
year there were 483 mine accidents, in which
115 men were killed, 1% seriously injured
and 172 slightly hurt. By these accidents GO
made widows

194

__

GRAND ANNUAL

6s & 4s
Rath.
Maine Central. .7s & 6s
P. & 0. R. R—6s

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
No.

mond stud in his shirt. Yignaux also wears
full dress suit. His diamond stud is worn
in his shirt collar. Schaefer carries his cues
in a green sack and a piece of chalk in one
Vignaux carries a
of his vest pockets.
jointed cue in a leather case.
The Knights of Labor have an unwritten

Ireland and England.

CURRENT COMMENT.

BONDS !

A.tH'SE31KftTM.

mgCELLANEOlS.

lUIHCEIili&VEOIJS._

FINANCIAL.

a

wives were

are

The Presidential

tains, and a correspondent points out that
the Bear Mountain in Salisbury is 2,364 feet
above sea level, which, for a small mountain,
is doing very well.
Bismarck is no longer what Germans call
“a chain smoker,” that is, one who lights a
fresh cigar from the one in use when it is
burned down to a stump. lie is now conitopelled to count out his daily rations of

law

a

a

Connecticut has always felt rather sore because the geographies gave her no moun-

ing

rapidly spoiling their Presidential booms
these winter days. Present circumstances
indicate that either Mr. Higgins, or some
other gentleman of unqualified Democracywill be forced, unwillingly of course, to accept the nomination of ’88.

ing mightier

producer.”

to the

paid

Mr. Cleveland would have done well if lie
had applied his silver ideas to the coinage of
terms. If he had only suspended before he
coined “offensive partizan” it would have

A good many

Fourth, and courted by Napoleon the
Third. Pride has some very queer freaks.
An English journal remarks that “one of
the crazes of the present day, and one of its
immoralities, is its desire to have things
cheaper than is fair to the trader or honest
the

DRS. E.

STS., PORTLAND,

Brandi of the Great Nassau Hall, 827 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

eodtf

OF»EN

EVERY

Manager.

EVENENTO-.

ALL ORDERS THROUGH THE MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
si.; janl8

<ltf

jan7

of charge.

B.&FrW. LOCKWOOD,

DENTISTS.
_oodlm

LOOK!
Having a very large stork of
woolens on hand which we are desirous of reducing as much as possible during the next two months,
we shall make such a reduction in
prices as will insure a speedy sale.
Please give us a call while the selection is complete.
CORNISH BROS.,

249 Middle St.
Portland, Jan. 1,188G.

jan5eod2w
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THE

PRESS.

TUESDAY MORNING, JANUARY

19.

WIT AND WISDOM.
savs that “nothing goes into print the
Burdette may complain
writes it.”
about this ; but every newspaper lias corresponwould
he
howling mad if their contridents who
butions should he printed as they write ’em.

Burdette

way

a man

1 had the neuralgia lor three months in my face
and suffered so much that I was afraid it would
drive me crazy. After taking part of a bottle of
Athlophoros the pain all left me as by magic. Mamie Dietrich. 1G Hudson St„ New Haven, Ct.

Central Pacific. 33®»
Hannibal & St, Jo. 33
do .. 33
Canton.
Central Iowa. VJ.Y?
Erie 2ds
. 33 Vs
Long Island.,32if
Central Pacific lsts.
Denver & It. Or. lsts.*
Kansas lsts, Den ..iij,.
Oregon Nav. lsts.IlIVi
Lehigh & Wiikesbarre., .,,.
Fort Wayne.141 Va

Mining Stocks.

New York

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,Jan. 18, 1886.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.22 00
Quicksilver. ® o®
do

preferred.2*99

Homestake.21 99
Ontario.2333
3 33

Horn Silver.

A man having built a large house w as at loss
what to do witli the rubbish. His Irish steward
advised him to have a pit dug large enough to
“And what.” said lie “shall I do with
contain it
the earth I dig uw from it?” To which the steward. with great gravity, replied'
“Have the pit large enough to hould it all.”
Ccre fob Croup.—Use Dr. Thomas’s Ecleetrio
Oil according to directions. It is the best remedy
for all sudden attacks of colds, pain and inflammation, and for injuries.
Workhouse boy, who had been apprenticed to a
small farmer, brought up when he had run away:
Guardian—Did they beat you?
Boy—No, sir.
Guardian—Then why did you run away?
a pig
Bov—Please, sir. soon after I got there,
to eat it.
died; they salted it. and we had fur
we had
and
salted
it,
and
they
Then a calf died,
fur to eat Hut; then master’s grandmother died,
and I seed ’em taking some salt up stairs, so 1
rim’d away.
Many of the leading physicians of Louisville and
the Southwest chew Colgan’s Taffy Tolu and recommend it to their patients.

Eureka. 2J5
Caledonia. B. H. 292
Silver King. 6 87
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Jan. 18, 188G.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00; short cuts 13 25; backs
13 50; light backs 12 50; lean ends 13 00313 25;
pork tongues $13313 25; prime mess at $12 2o@
12 75 ;extra prime at 9 75@$10 25; mess, old, at
10 75" 11 00; do new at $12 00; Western prime
mess

pork

at 10

75@11

75.

Lard 6V2@63.4c p lb m tierces;7lA@7Vbc in 10pails; 7V2(g7%c in 5-!b pails; 7%@8c in 3-th

lb

pails.

9Va@10c p lb, according to size and
cure: small 10@10%c.
Dressed liogs, city, at 5% c p Ib; country at 5c;
Hams

live434e.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 21 ffl
28;common to good 20@25c: New York fall made
24
dairy 21®22c; Vermont do 22@23c; selections
'<
c; common to good at 15320c; extra Western
to
common
good
fresh made creamerv 33®—c;
25 u 30c; Western ladle packed, fresh, 1732Oe.
Jobbing prices range 132c niglier than these quo—

^Cheese—Northern
to

grades according

Job lots V,c

higher.

extra at 10@l0%c: lower
quality; Western at 9Ya310,

Eggs—Neai by 1330c; Eastern

A timely hint for people afflicted with water
comes from Irof.
pipes that are liable to freeze
He has
Ordway of the Institute of Technology.
Droved, by experiment that common glazed cotton
nonbest
is
the
the
around
pipe
battin wrapped
should
conductor that can be used. The batting one to
of
thickness
the
to
the
be put on
pipes
fastened
three inches according to exposure, and
very loosely with twine.

article in the line of medicines
that gives so large a return for the money as a
as Cargood porous strengthening plaster, such
ter’s Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache PlasThere

is

no one

ters.

_

heating up of a house untunes in a short
time its piano. This is not due, however, to the
under the
expanding or contracting of the strings
variations of temperature, but to the variations
produced in the sounding board under the intluThe

the Increased drvness of the air when furImres and stoves are burning, inesouiiaing uoam
is always made of spruce, because of the superior
resonance of that timber; but spruce Is the wood
most affected by changes in moisture.
avipa

of

The Sufferer from Consumption
not permanently
any Wasting Disease.—if
cured will find greater relief—in the use of
Scott’s Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver
in any
Oil with Hypophosphites than
other remedy they can use.
or

extras at 2S«. 28;
Southern choice extras 26c: New York and Vermont at 26327c; Western fresh at

25@26c;Mich.

26c; choice held stock 21@23c; Western pickled
193 20c; Eastern limed 20 3 21c.
Beans—Choice small hand picked pea at 1 60®
1 65 p hush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 50 a 1 55; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 7031 75.
Apples—Choice, 1 50® 1 75; fancy Maine baldwins 1 753 2 00; common $131 25.
Hay—Choice prime hay, $20 00@$21; fair to
good at $183$19; choice Eastern [fine $16@$18;
fair to good do at $15@$16; poor do at $13@$14:
East swale $11@$12. Bye straiv, choice, $20®
$21: oat straw $11@$12 P toil.
Potatoes—Houlton rose —;@80c jdoHebron 85c;
N H Bose 75c :Me Central 70375c ;Burbank seedlings 70@75c;N Y Hebrons at 70@75c; do Bose
65c; do prolifics 60@65c.

Chicago Cattle

Market.

By Telegraph.]

CHICAGO, Jan. 18,1880.—Cattle—Receipts 6,700; shipments 2000; steady; shipping steers at
8 00®B 35; Stockers and feeders 2 70®4 30;eows,
hulls and mixed 1 90@4 00.
Hogs—Receipts 27.000{shipments 4500; stronger for heavy and weak for light grades; rouirh and
mixed at 3 90&3 95; packing and shipping at 3 95
@4 25; light 3 40@3 90; skips at 2 60@3 50.
Sheep—Receipts 3000; shipments 1000; stronger; natives 2 2545 00; Western 2 50@4 00; Texans 2 20®3 60. “Lambs ■[> head 4 00®4 75.]
Domestic Markets.

latest abbreviation crank hails from IlliHe registered at a south side hotel thus:
et.” ft was deciphered to indicate *WyaOut in Kansas they always write LeavenAll
“11 worth,” and wyaddott Y &.
the interest of economy—not
done in
once whose
through indolence. There was a man so
lazy that
name was James Hole, aud who was
In registering his name he simply made a “J and
in
the
hole
paper.
then punched a

Why don’t you try Carter’s Little Liver Pills?
all
They are a positive cure for sick headache and
the ills produced by disordered Liver. Only one
pill a dose.
_

Rochester (N. Y.) rliyinstcr lias put the
weather signs of the period into this siug-soii&
A

condensation:

A sun of red is weather warm,
A sun of blue is general storm,
A crescent red is weather cold,
A crescent blue is fall foretold,
A star of red no change
A blue star, local stormy skies,
A square of black on flag of white
A cold wave comes in all its might.

implies,

flour._—

fIaNCIAL

AND COMMERCIAL

PORTLANDJWHOLESALE MARKET.

PORTLAND, Jan. 18,18Sti.
for
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
Flour, Grata, Provisions, &c.:
Flour.

Superflue and
low grades.3 25®3 50
X Spring and
XX Spring..5 00®5 25
Patent

Spring

High Mixed Com.51@63
(Join, bag lots—54@55
Meal, bag lots. ..53@54
Oats, car lots... 41® 42
42®43
Oats, bag lots
—

Wheats .6 00@6 25 Cotton seed,
ear lots..24 00@2o 00
Mich, straight
do bag. .25 00®2(j 00
roller .5 25®5 50
25
Sack’dBr’n
do—6
clear
00®5
car lots.. 19 00a ll!> 00
stone ground.4 75®5 00
do bag. ..20 00@21 00
St Louis st’gt
roller.5 50®5 75 Middlings, 19 50a 20 00
do
50
5
bag lots,20 00@24 00
do
25®5
eiear
Provisions.
Winter Wheat
Pork00|
5
75®6
Patents_
13 00® 13 50
Backs
Clear_12 50 a 12 75
Cod, £>‘ .'it 1
Mess.10 50 a 11 00
Large 8Uore3 25ffi3 50
9 60® 10 00
Large Iiank3 25 <1 .i 50 Mess Beel.
Mess. 10 00® 10 50
Small.2 75 « 3 00 Ex
...11 oo@ll 50
Plate
25
Pollock.2 50^3
ExPlate.il 50@12 00
Haddock.1 50^2 00
Hake.1 75®2 2o LardTubs p ^..evsseysc
Herring—
bx..l4@18c Tierces_C%@6’/scc
Scaled
Pails.7 @7%
No 1.12®15C
Hams p lb.... 9V2@10 c
Mackerel p bbl—
do coveredlo1,2 a 11 y2
Shore Is. 19 00®21 00
Oil.
.■Shore 2s. 7 00® 8 00
Med. 3s. 5 00® 6 00 KerosenePet. 714
Kef.
Port.
50
3
Small.2 75®
Water White .10%
Produce.
—

...

Cranberries—
Maine.3 50®4
Cape Cod.. .6 50®71

K/i

50
00
Pea Leans... 1 75® 85
Medium.. 1 7o®l 85
German mdl 05® 1 7o
Yellow Eyes. I 65® 1 75

Minnesota extra good to prune at
4 754 5 15; choice to double extra do at 5 20®
5 50, including 3100 bbls city mill extra at 4 70
M4 90; 000 bbls fine do at2 10@3 00; 400 bbls
2 at
superfine at 2 90®3 25; 700 bbTs extra No
3 le>@3 00; 2000 bills winter wheat extra at 3 15
50.
3
at
extra
Minnesota
bbls
15®5
3800
@5
Southern flour quiet; common to fair at 3 40®
is
Flour
40.
3
5
to
choice
at
sRye
3 85; good
90®
7150 bu;
steady at 3 25@3 50.
amt
lower
shade
moderately
exports 32.383 bush;
active; sales 129.000 on spot; No 2 Spring at 89;
Amber Southern 91c; No 2 Red at 88%c store;
No 1 Red State at 95c; No 1 White at 95c. Kyc
is nominal. Barley steady, l orn dull and with
out quotable change; speculation less active; receipts 70,800 bush; exports 2092 busli; sales 70,000 hush spot; No 3 at 47%®47%c; kiln dried
44 640c. Oats a shade lower and dull: receipts

S'60; patent

o5;

Wheal—Receipts

bush; sales 08,000 bush
85a>00 bush; exports
on spot; No 3 at 30c do White 39c ;No 2 at 36% ;
No 2 White at 40c; Mixed Western at 36%®.39c;
White do 39®43e: White State 42@44c; Mixed
Sugar steady;
State 38% c. tlolfee is steady.
demand moderate; refined dull; C at 5Vi@5%c;
Extra 0 at 5 7-16@6%c; White Extra Cat 5%@
5%®5 13-lOc; Yellow at 5®5%c; Mould A 6% ;
Off A at 15-10®0e;Standard A 6%®0 5-10;Granulated G%«0 11-1 Oc; Confectioners A at 0,9-10c;
cut loaf and Crushed 71/s®71/ie; Powdered 6%®
7%c; Cubes 0 15-10c. Fctrolenui—united87%.
Fork is firmly
Tallow steady at 4%®4 13-16.
held; mess at 10 26@10 75; clear back at 12 26.
Beef is dull. Lard 2®3 points higher and moderately active; Western steam spot quoted 0 60®
0 52% ; refined at 0 80 for Continent; 7 03 for S.
Knurr steady; State 10®34c; Elgin creamA.
ery at 33a35c; Western 12@34. Cheese steady;
State 7® lo'V4 ; Western flat 7@9%.
Freights weak; Wheat steam steadier 2%d.
CHICAGO,Jan. 18,188G.—Flour is quiet; Southern Winter Wheat 4 40 65 85; Wisconsin 4 0'\®
4 05; Michigan at 4 50^4 75; soft Spring Wheat
3 70.64 00; Minnesota bakers 3 50@4 00; patents
4 7545 50; low grades 3 00®4 00; Rye 1 lour at
3 30a3 60. Wheat lower; January at 78@79yac;
No 2“Spring at 78c; No 3 at 07c. Corn is dull at
38%c. Oats firm at 28Vic. Ilyc dulliNo 2 at 58c.
Fork higher at
Bariev quiet; No 2 at 63@G5c,
10 90*410 95. Lard higher G 15®C 17%. Boxed
4
at
shoulders
00@4 06; short ribs
meatsTiigher;
at 5 37% u.5 40; short clear 5 50®5 0.
10,000
bbls; wheat, lo,000
Receipts—Flour,
hush; corn, 114,000 bush;oats. 82,000 bush; rye,
bush.
2.000 bush; barley, 03,000
Shipments—Flour, 8.000 bbls; wheat, 7,000
bush: corn. 34,000 bush; oats, 30,000 bush; rye,
1.000 bush jbarley,2,000 hush.
ST. LOUIS. Jan. 18, 1886.—Flour quiet; XXX
3 10®3 20; family at 3 30®3 40; choice to fancy
3 70 44 70; patents 5 00@5 40. Wheat is lovver;
No 2 “Red 88%c. Corn irregular; No 2 Mixed at
33633Vac. Oats easy;No 2 Mixed at 27% e. Lard
—

“Bread is the staff of life” and good bread cau
Yeast Powalways be made by using the Congress
batch of
der which was never known to spoil a

13
Pratt’sAst’l.pbbl.
Devoe’s Brilliant.13

Ligouia.10%
silver White.10

Centennial.10%

Bslsliu.
Muscatel.2 50@3 50
37
3
Irish Potatoes ..«Ov®65 London Lay’r12 15@3
@12V2
3 25®3 50 OnduraLay.
St Potatoes
Onions.3 50®3 75 Valencia.7 @10V2
Sugar.
Cabbages.$10®$ 12
p lb.7 V?
Turkeys.16® 17 granulated
C..or/s
15
Extra
Chickens.12®
Heed*.
12
Fowls
.10®
25 a2 37
Gucks. @1*2 Red Top.2
10
@14 Timothy Seed2 00@2
Geese.

ff 05®G 10.

at

Apples.
Cheese.
Nodheads—2 00®2 50
.2 00® 2 25 Vermont —10 @11V2
Snow
10
@11 Vi
Tallman Swts2 00®2 25 N.Y. factory
■inner.
Nol Baldwins
Creamery P ib...24@25
and Greenings__
1 2o®2 00 (lilt Edge Ver •■■21@23
Evaporated p lb 8® 11c Choice.18@20
(food.15® Jo
LtuioiiN.
Florida.4 50®5 00 Store.10@3Egg*.
50
Messina.4 00®4
extras.27
Malagers.3 00®3 50 Eastern Western...20
OranpM.

Florida.4 00®4

middling 9c.
MEMPHIS,Jan. 18,1880.—Cotton is firm; middling 8%c.
__

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND. Jan. 18.1880
1 ort
Received by MalnS Central Railroad—Bor
for con-

nriscellathN'us rner^jandise;
and628| ears
roads 78 ears miscellaneous

merenan

necting

dise.

_

Boston Stock Market.
The

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

are

received

Audi.,
Topeka and Santa B'e Railroad.
Mexican Central 7s..
—

;.

80;»
48/3

Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad pref.

New York and New England Railroad.
Belle Telephone.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

19
Nevada.New York..Liverpool ....Jan 20
New York..Liverpool....Jan
Servla
20
York..Bremen.Jau
S'uldaT.New

20
Canada.New York. .Havre.[an
.New York.. Kingston, A-cJau 20
Aivo
21
Jan
Sardinian.Portland.. ..Liverpool.....Jail 21

Adriatic.New York..Liverpool..
21
Santiago.New York..Clenfuegos ..Jau
Jan 21
City of Puebla ...New York..Hav&VCruz. Jan 21
Reimblic.New York..Liverpool....
1
sin.New York..Hamburg....Jau 21
A

.New York.. Porto Kieo

ntilles

..

.1 an

22

22
x { as V .New York..Hayti.Ian 23
.New York..Liverpool.. .Jan
Orecou
23
....Jan
York..Glasgow
Uutopia....New
....Jan 23

ltlivnland .New York..Antwerp
Veckar.New York. Bremen..

..

.Jan 23

.Portland.... Liverpool... Jau 28
Alene..New York..
York..Hayt.[an28
Havana.Jan *,b
Sarnia

,7

,,:iWashington. New

New York.. Havana.an 28

Newport

Eastern Railroad Os.4““

Saratoga.New York..Havana.Ian

New York Stock and Money Market.

19.
MINIATURE ALMANAC--. JANUARY
Sunrises.7.11 mgb water).1020

Boston ft Alhanv Railroad..4
Boston & Maine Railroad.184

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Jan. 17, 1880.—Money

call
continues easy at 1 */2 &3 per cent, last loan being
cent.
at
4-a-i pel
Prime mercantile paper
id 2,
Excliaugo continues dull and quotations unchangRailed. Government bonds are dull anil steady.
road bonds have been quiet and prices steady.Tlre
some
for
stock market closed irregular and weak
stocks and firm for others, but generally fractions
above lowest of the day
The transactions at me Stock Exchange aggregated 531.898 shares.
Tile following are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
United States bonds, ds .101 Va

Nevv4t2s,

reg

.HofZ

....150
Cliieago & Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington & Qumey.l44:’/A
Erie preferred—-..
Illinois Central.148 /3
Lake snore... r.g
Michigan Central... V.'w
New Jersey Central.,,, ct,'f
North western.;.i-ilii
Nortnwestern preferred.u,9il
/8
New York Central,,. iYr
Uock island.
,,,
St. Paul.*.■ ••••**
St. Paul preferred...
Union Pacific .

Western Union Telegraph.
Alton .* Terre Haute.

dopref.

BoSuPh Air Line..
Canada Southern.,.
Chesapeake Hi Ohio.

iqu
2,/4

if.
4;J
tjo

??,?

Del., Lack. & West.,.l4”'/s
Den &KioGrande— .— 4"?
K. Teun.. V. & Ga.
4?s
do pret... .. „8V2
Houston & Texas.-.. .. gg
Kansas & lexas.
Missouri Pacific...
I*
Mobile & Ohio
Morris & Essex.
2o
/«
Pacific.
Northern
.♦ •••

do

pref.

J9.«
.Oregon Nav...
SCcnmond & Danville. 77
Adkins Express.I41.1
.American Express.“.
U. S. Express.,Vi
Wells. Fargo Express.
tjouisvllle & .. VbT?
Bt Paul & Omaha. Sg/4
— ■

,?g*
1st...44“

dopref.

Union Pacific
.,..•.
Uo Laud Grants
do sinking Funds.
at/■'Olds fit San Fran.
do

sin/

fiff

Eakl Sfei'West....

Elevated.ffj/4
El...

Metrojiolitan

sets.*•“"

MAIllISTE

tt 2 in

*»A
Union Pacific stock,.

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
MONDAY, Jan. 18.
Arrived.
1 ork—mdse
Steamship Praucouia, Bennet, New

'^Steamer

U

Cumberland, Thompson,

Sch"NautUmu'Toilliiau,

New York—iron

to

Itol-

Cleared.
French, Couray, Kennebunkport,

to

^Portland)

America;
Bowden,
Buenos Ajics) foi loit
Uaspec, Pinkey, (from
A Litchat Rosario Dec 10, barque Henry
field, Davis, Montreal.
,
Rio
Janeiro.
foi
Cld luth. barque Aug Kobbe,
from
Arat Havana 18th. brig Hyperion, Fogs,

a

\*

r>

BERRY,

(qomL ffiimicl,

__,

schs W C French, Edw Lameyer, Beni
Hale, Leonard A Burnham, Alfred Keene, and
E H Foster.
BOSTON—Ar 17th, barque Jennie Cushman,
Brandt, Goree.
Sid 17tb, sells C H Morse, and L A Plummer.
Cld 18tb, sch Nantasket. Richardson. Cardenas.
SldlStli, barque Rachel Emery; brig AC Siblev
SALEM—Ar 15th, sch Chas E Sears, Allen, Hobuken; BL Eaton, Grierson, and R L Kenney,
Shaw, Port Johnson; Nautilus, Tollman, NYork
for Portland.
,,
Sid nth, sells Nautilus, and Marcia Reynolds.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar lGtli, sell Henry Sutton,
Rogers, Newport News.
EASTPORT—Ar IGth, sch Portland Packet,
limit iki.

„,

iuiuaiiu.

__

,,

BOOTHBAY—Ar 16tU, brig Woodbury, biown,

Domingo lor Boston; sells Jocob M Haskell,
Allen, Belfast for Charleston: W T Emerson, Gott
St

Boston.

..

BATH—in port 15tli. (frozen ini sch George H
Holden, Pinknam, lor New York.
,,

Foreien Ports.
Sid fm Yokohama Dee 13, barque Nellie May,
Austin. Victoria.
At Shanghae Dec 2, ship Mary L Stone, Joselyn,
Haikunc; barques Mendota, Nash, and Jennie
mesburv, do.
ness,
Ar at Hong Song Dec 12, ship Helicon, Howes,
Sail Francisco.
At Hong Kong Dec 8. ships Palmyra, Mmot, for
San Francisco; Titan, Allen, and Soutli America,
Fowler, for New York ; Centenial, Bearse, for
Pliillippiues; Great Admiral, Thompson; Lucille,
Lawrence; Wandering Jew. Nichols, and Isaac
lteed, Colley, unc; Emily F Wliitney, ltollins, do;
barques N Gibsou, Bailey, do.
Sid fm Singapore Dec 11th, barque Coryphene,
Ginn, Iloilo.
Passed Anjier Dec 8, barque John C Smith, 1 oss

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 166 Wall St., N.Y.

mar7__dly

S. H.

...

,,

_

Passed St Helena Dec 22, barque Belle of Ore-

gon, Matthews, Iloilo for Boston.
Ar at Valparaiso Dec 7, barque A

C Bean, hos-

tel', Iquique.
Sid fm Amsterdam Jan 14, barque Abiel Abbot,
Chase, St Vincent.
Off Duiigeness I4tli inst, barque Western Belle,
Bray, Hamburg for New York.
Ar at Cardiff Jan 11, ship Virginia, Allen, from
,,

....

Liverpool.

Dublin 12th inst, barque Syra, Petteugill,
St John, NB, via Macliias.
At Rio Janeiro Dec 23d, barque St Cloud, Barstow; Mary Jefmess, Winslow, and Geo Treat,
Treat, unc; brig Josef a, Goodwin, do^

REDMOND,

OF EVER! DESCRIPTION.

of over 12 years in
Having had an
two of the largest cities in Massachusetts, (the
in warranting
1
feel
confident
last 7 in business,)
the best work and lowest prices.

experience

ISO I-g ailPPI.E ST.

THE

J

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS
—AND—

GUMPANY,

LIFE INSURANCE

HASKELL & JONES,
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.
novl2

I S 4S

IN

ORGANIZED

SAMUEL

Carriage

Has liad thirty-five years’ experience

JTS

RECORD IS

paid,

$7,892,511.71

Endowments

paid.

3,140,251.96

5,592,112.84
policies,
Dividends,. 4,208,602.74
TOTAL PAYMENT
Policy-holders of nearly
A

SHOWING
millions of
Twenty-one
lars, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIX
LARS, paid policy-holders for each
existence.
the

to

dol-

PRESENT ASSETS ARE $6,322,001.67, while its liabilities are only $5,922,576.50.

ITS

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
to the Massachusetts standard, and of $725,200.00 by the New
York standard.
HAS

IT$400,000.00 according

UNION MUTUAL recognizing its mumost liberal company in its

THE
tuality, is the
with its

policy-holders.

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately tile proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 90,
or any number of days.

IT

PAYS DEATH

POLICIES

ISSUES
ITplans,
and its

ou

nil approved

premium plan and
NON-FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
are ssecial features of this company and issued by
none other.

Adjusted

ADVANTAGES of this Company are
EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS,EQUITABLE and ATTRACTI VE PLANS, and conservative management.

THE
AGE,
CIAL

Cail or send to any Agency Office for a circular
of its plans.

SINKINSON,

JAMES

PUPILS

_eodtf

ART LESSONS.

MR. A. 15. MOORE will take a limited number of pupils during the winter. Instructions given ill Crayon Portraiture from the flat and from
Also in Academic Drawing from easts, still
life.
and the living model. References; Prof. Otto

life,
Gruudmann, Boston, Prof. Henry Johnson, Brunswick. Harrv B. Brown, Esq., Cyrus F. Davis, Esq.,
Studio, J4

Stubbs, Portland.

and Mr. ,J. T.
First National Bnuk Building.

jan2eodlm*

CASWELL’S

Parlor Classes.
—

AND

—

School for Young Ladies and Misses,
No. 96 Park Street,
Will Degiii tlie second term of tlie school year,
Feb. 1,188(5. Special attention is given to the
An adcommon and higher English branches.
vanced class in Composition will b e formed for
bard work. Classes will be formed in Botin’s
Universal literature, and in the History of
the English I,angling*'. The class in Art
History will begin (Tie History of Sculpture;
the class in Rending will take up analytically
Paradise Cost, the Inferno, and the Ilind.
Special students are received into any o£ these
classes and into existing classes in General
German.
History, Botnny, Freuelt and
Children under twelve years of age will not be admitted unless they can enter existing classes.
MRS. CASWELL will be at home to business callers daily from one to three o’clock p. m.

UilWUIWII

FLORIDA.

\V.

COLCOBD,

BOYD

7
jan24

STREET.

dtf

_

HAIR DyT
BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED
LSTAUUSIIED
1831.
Best in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No dis.

appointment, no ridiculous tints; remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and beautiful
ji 1 ac k or Brown. Explanatory circulare
sent postpaid in sealed

envelopes, on application, mentioning this
paper. Sold by nil druggists. Applied by experts

at

BATCHE-

LOR'? Wig Factory, 30
EastlOthSt.,N.Y city.

_

mayl6_eodnrmly

UNDERWOOD SPRING WATER
delivered in 5 gallon demijohns.
—

L. D.
decl7

ADDRESS ORDERS TO

WELLS,

HENRY M. PAYSON,
CHARLES li. PAYSON.
GEORGE F. THURSTON,
GEORGE S. PAYSON.

Co-Partnership

—

P. 0. Box 890.
dlm*

good

Laud

Houses Built for

set

to

January 1,1880.janld3w

$400

to

be rented at a

cent,

THE

St._1-tf

FOB SALE.
tlTEAM TANNERV, in first-class order,
© with old established Belting and Supply
trade, a safe and profitable investment. Only reason for selling, to close an estate.

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,
novl4

Nin’o,

TO LET.

furnished room, with fur-

finely
heat and gas; in the second story, at
TO
No. 22 Wilmot St. Also two 7-octave piano fortes
LET-A

nace

to let at a very low figure, at 114V2 Exchange
13-1
St- at W. P. HASTINGS’S Warerooms.
LET- A furnished front room, heated and
lighted, with or without board, suitable for
Inquire
gentleman and wife or two young men.
Id-1
14 BROWN STREET.

TO

—Agents; money ill it; an article
very popular with ladies; enclose stamp.
J. C. BAltDWELL, Paxton, Mass.22-4

of the Stockholders of the

annual

ensuing year

HE annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Pondicherry Co. will be held at their office in
at
Bridgton, Maine, on Tuesday Jan. 19, 1886, the
two o’clock p. in., for the election of officers for
ensuing year, and the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.
O. B. GIBBS. Clerk.
janl2dlw*
New York, Jail. 7,1886.

m m m

M

■ MOB ■

M

A

A H

w. u. Li 11 Lt & uu., Agents,
dee22

39 Exchange St,

«itt

A STANDARD MEDICAE W ORK

FOR YOUN G AN D MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
ONLY SI BA MAIL, POSTPAID.

STORAGE.
_

Wo.

298 Commercial Street.

Dirigo Mineral Water.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water tin
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
use ol cans free
water cool from 36 to 48 pouts

gallon 10 cents.
RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
dtf
413 Fore Street.
je23

water per

at

*4-1

I.ET—A front room, up one flight; also a
room suitable for two gentlemen,
with hoard if desired; excellent bath room accommodations. For further particulars enquire at 100
PARK ST., (Park St. Block.)
_14-1
LET-The upper tenement in 311 Spring
St.; sunny exposure; good repair. Apply at

p.

Two Trips Per Week—Winter Arrangement! tor 1886.
The swift sea-going steamer
LOIV, Capt. G. A. Hopkins, will

FOIt

change^._l-'l
LET-1 rent

E.

Soses.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & GO,,
YORK.

A. L>.

Newbury St.
303 Fore

BOYD,

STEAMERS.
$1.00

St._12-1

CITY
TREMONT and FOREST WHARF,

will alternately leave FRANKI.IN
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by tbis line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience ol arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via tiie various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jb., Manager.
ocltf

ALLAN LINE.
1885.

^ISwSnffig01!

TO

street.4tf

LET.-The Estate, whole or part ol, Nos.
84 and 80 Union St., with large chambers, for
a term of years; well adapted for jobbing business.
Apply to W. A. BRIGGS, 323 Cumberland
St„ or Alfred Butler, 339 Washington St., Boston.

TO

LET —Lower rent in house on Douglass St.;
eightrooins, six on the flat, Sebago water;
rent $9. inquire of GEO. W. BURNHAM, 1091

TO

Congress St._CjTABLE TO I.ET—On Vine St. Inquire at
►5 W. Rally’s Saloon, 25 Pearl St._29-tf
To Let.

STORE

aug29d

between the Eastern
Emery and Spring
Sts., on
Spring St. a bunch of Keys.
rewarded
be
by leaving
The finder will
suitably
corner
or

OFFICE.14-1

10
17

between

money
papers.
warded by leaving it at 04 ATLANTIC ST.

sum

14-1

elegant Cabinet

2

or

Congress

HALL._14-2

the lady whose rubber cloak was
recently mistaken for another of the same
material and color, but differing in make and size,
CD.,
kindly send her address to ,1. M. DYER &12-1
311 Congress St._
best place to buy Wedding Cake
is at DEERING’S Bakery, 399 Congress St.
29-3m

LOST—Will

FOUND—The

WANTED.

established
Address BOX 1713, Portland, Me.
18-2

the DUPLEX OXYcan
$75

make from
GEN GAS BURNER;
WANTED—Agents
small capital. This
week with
to

Bura
$100 per
ner produces two flames, these uniting more than
of
fuel
double the illuminating power
gas. 11ns
is an established scientific fact, and at once apthe
two nipbetween
parent to all. The opening
ples effects a combustion of 50 per cent, of the
does
not
this
as
pass
oxygen of the air, and
to
through the meter, of course there is nothing
Burner
pay for it, lienee the great economy of this
over all others, repaying, as it does, its-cost a hundred times over. Fully 60 per cent, saved. 1.
EARLY & SON, 14 La Grange street, Boston.

Prices; Single sample burner, by mail, 25c.;

one

dozen, $2.50; one gross, per express, C. O. D.,
14-3
$25. Special Rate* to Agent*.
4V1

I1>V

J

V

w.v»

V..

—

TT
first and only mortgage on Florida orange
grove, worth $11,000; interest eight per cent;
title perfect; principal and interest guaranteed if
desired. F. G. PATTERSON, 18 Broadway. New

York._13-1
to sell staple goods on
commission; profits according to energy and
ability of salesman. Address stating age and
experience and giving real name, BOX 754, Hartford, Ct.13-1'

WANTED—salesman

day
of experience, best
WANTED—A
by a
JOHN CALLAHAN,
situation

as

or

given.

night

of

man

rear

nurse

reference
41 Oxford

_13-1
Button Hole
GORING

experienced
WASITED-Two
Machine Operators.
SHAW,
& CO.

_12-1

—Situation by an experienced
bookkeeper, can give best of city refer12-1
Enquire at 320 CONGRESS ST.

WANTED

BLOOp

ences.

BITTERS!
Burdock Blood Bitters
Thai Ache in Small of Back.
Burdock Blood Bitters
Weary, Aching Bones.
Burdock Blood Bitters
Dyspepsia.
FOR

RELIEVES

CURBS

Dyspepsia.
Gents:—I feel it my duty to say respecting Burdock Blood Bitters, that it is
the best medicine I ever took. I suffered
two or three years from stomach troubles
and dyspcpsia,as well as from liver and
kidney complaint. I was not able to attend to my business. My wifewasafflieted
in much the samo way. We read of your
Bitters iu the papers and made up our
minds that we would fry them. The result
is, my wife and I began to improve at once,
and 1 am now able to do more hard work
than before in ten years. It relieved my
kidney troubles as well. We both wish
you, the makers of it. Godspeed.

JOSEPH LANDON,
Chelsea, Vt.

DR. E. B. REED,

Clnii'voynnt autl llotnuic Physician,

Congress St.,

__janl5d3m

goow

as

ST._

situation as house-keeper

or

WANTED—A
general house-work in small family. Ad41 TURNER STREET.11-1

California,
Japan, China,

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th and 20tli of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

P°&teainer of 10th does not connect for San

Francisco
Francisco
Steamers sail from San
regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS A CO.,
11.1 Slnte Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtt

east off

buy $1,000
WANTED—To
furniture, &c., of all kinds.
call
address
price paid;

DOMINION LINE.

LEVY, 07 Middle St., Portland, Me.30-3

to know that Mrs. Dr.
Sherman still remains at 42 South street, in
treatment of corns, outgrowing joints and ingrowing nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty. Will
call at residence if desired without extra charge.
Corns removed for 25

WANTED.-Ladies

cents._20-3

WAITED-Every person

owning

a

piano

to

know that all instruments under my exclusive care will be kept clean inside, rendering
them less liable to become damaged by moths.
J. D. CHENEY, Tianoand Organ Tuner. P. O.
address, Deering. Me. Order slate at Horse R. R.
Station. Portland, Me.
_15-4
vv

Wanted.
A

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.
Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
via.Moville and Halifax.
SAILING DATES

|

Liverpool

November,!
loth December,
24tli December,

STEAMERS.

:

rJS.

|

17th December.
31st December,
14th January.

‘Sarnia

Toronto
‘OREGON

188G.

28tli January,
‘Sarnia
7th January,
BRISTOL S LBV ICE:
For Avonmouth Pock (Direct!.
Avonmouth

1

November.
12th December, j
21st

STEAMERS.

FSd

]

8th December
Texas130th December
I

Dominion

Bate, of Damage:
Cabiu.$50 and S80. .Return..$60 and $150
..Return. $60
lntermediate$30
..Return at lowest rates
Steerage... .$13
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO„
Foot of India Street.
decSdtf

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

FOR

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST.JOHNN.B.,HALIFAX, N. S.
—

AND ALL FAKTS OK

—

Bruntn'ick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
ARRANGEMENT.
WINTER
Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 15.00 F. M., for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. [^Freight received up to 4.00 P. si.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, First National Bank
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Manager.
Building.
New

dM

nov20_

references

required.

CITY OF POBTLAWD.
Notice of Heuring.
City Clerk’s Office, 1
January loth, 1880. j
adjourned hearing upon the petition for reof
vocation
skating rink licenses, will he
given by the Mayor and Aldermen, at their room,
on
Friday, the 22d inst., at 7.30
City Building,
Per order of the board.
o’clock p. m.
CEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
janlCdtd
January 16,1880.

AN

GRATE FIJI.—COMFORTING.

EPPS’S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which governs the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the line
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps lias
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which mav save us many heavy
doctors’ bills, it is by the judicious use of such
articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist eveiy tendency to disease. Hmidreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
We may escape many a
there is a weak point.
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”Bv

a

Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply witli boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers; labelled thus;
JAMES EPFS & CO.,
Loudon, Eng.
Iloinuupntliic Chemists,
mar7
STu&wly

I HI PORTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KLJTPS,

IN

THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR SALE BY

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,

Apply

at

763

PORTLAND, ME.

the
Also Goneral Managers for NeiN England for
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRUNG ABATER,
HH3W

MAR BISON.

STYLE

PIANO

MAINE

FORTES

CONGRESS STREET.janl2dtf

MRS. A. B. POOLE.
WILL BE AT

Amesbnry
mil Lynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00and6.00
n, m. PULLHAN CARS on above trains.
tTlte 9.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. m. trains connect
with Rail Lines to South and West.
tTlie 6.00 p. m. train connects with night train
[oi* New York
Through ’rickets to all points South and West
tor sale at Portland Depot Ticket Offices,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange
Ntreet.

D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager.
<1«
iau5

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.
Commencing Oct. 5, 1885.
A. M.
P. M.
3.00
Leave Portland (P. & 0. R. R.).9.00
4.46
Bridgton Junction.10.35
6.45
arrive.11.35
Bridgton,
3.20
I-eave Bridgton. 7.66
6.65
arrive.10.40
Portland,
W. F. PERRY, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.

_dtf

oct5

PORTLAND,

4th.
EVERY OTHER WEEK FROM MYC0lltf

ARRANGEMENT”OF
r"?y
ti.:,

TRAINS.

On and after Monday, Oct. 13,
:aiSS5, Passenger Trains will leave

'._

'V»>orlland

at

7.30

a.

m.,

and

m., arriving at Worcester
and 7.27 p. in. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.05 a. m. and 11.15
a. m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.45
|.03 p.

at 2.15 p.

m.

p. in.
For

Uliulou, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, l.owell, Windham and Upping
a. in. and 1.03 p. m.
7.30
at
For Manchester, Uoncord, and points North
at 1.03 p* m.
For Rochester, Springvnle, Alfred, Wnterboro and Snco River, 7,30 n. m., 1.05
m.
Returning,
p. m. and (mixed) at 6.30 p.
Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. in., 11.20 a.
in. and 3.40 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.io a. in.. 1.26 D. m. and 6.45 p. ni.
For Gorham, Jlaccarnppa,
Ali 11m, Westbrook aud Woodford’s at 7.30
a. m., 1.05, 6.20, and mixed at *6.30 p. in.
The 1.05 p. m. from Portland connects at Ayer
Juuct. with Hoosac Tunnel Route for Uie
West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line and all raiL
via
also with N. Y. Sc N. K. R. B

leave

Springfield,

(“SteamerMaryland Route”) for Philadelphia*
Baltimore, Washington, and the South, and
with Boston A' Albany R. B. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
yn \\ o L
Through Tickets to all points West and Sonrfi
may be had of S. H. Uellen, Ticket Agent. Portlam! & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., 4nd
4
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt *
octl2dtf

_

Portland and

R. ffx

Ogdensburg

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5,1885,

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave l*orllaud as follows: 0.00 a. in., for
Fnbyana, Bethlehem, Littleton, l.a«cler, Wooduville, Montpelier, HI. Johm
bury, Newport, Burlington, Mwanton,
Ogdensburg, and all points on connecting
lines.
3.00 p.

for

in.,

Bartlett and intermediate

stations.

ARRIVAL!.
10.40 a. m., from Bartlettand way stations.
3.33 p. IU., from Mwanton, Burlington aud
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Snot.
oc3dtf
October 3,1885.

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA
CHANGE OF TIME.
INS5,

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.05 a. 1U.J1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00p. m., mixed.
For Gorham, Jloutreal and Chicago,1.30

p.

m.

For

Quebec, 1.30 p.

m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. ft.
12.05, 3.15 and 6.50 p. m.
From Gorham, 0.40 a. in. and 7.00 p. in.,
mixed.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train an
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:
__,

35

Exchange St.,

and Depot Foot ot India Street.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES
—

TO

—

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Mt. Louis, Omaha, Haginaw-, Mt. Paul, Malt Lake City,
Denver, Man Francisco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.

Canada,

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAK. G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

ocl2dtf

Rumford Falls and Buckfield Railroad.
Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12,1885.
Connections via Grand Trunk Railwaye
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfield at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. in.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m.. arrives in Buckfield at 3.60 and Cajiton at 4.25 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.16
m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland

a.

and 9.10
and Bos-

connections daily with passenger train at
t0Stage
WestMinotforHebrou Academy; at Buckfield for

West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfleld. Mexico and Rumford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
v
c
*
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
octydtf

MAM CENTRAL RAILROAD
TUESDAY, Dec. 1st,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:

For Bangor, Ellsworth, Ml. Desert Ferry,
Vnnceboro, St. John, Halifax, and the
Provinces. St. Mtepheu and Aroostook
County, 1.20 p. m., via Lewiston, 1.25 and
$11.15 p. m., Via Augusta; and for Bar Knrbor. ami Bangor A Piscataquis R. R.,
$11.15 p. m., for Nkowhegan, Belfast aud
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, $11.15 p. in.; Waterville,
7.10 a. m.. 1.20,1.25, $11.15 p. in.; and on Saturdays only at 5.15 p. m.; for Augusta, Uallowell, Gardiner and Brunswick, 7.10 a.
m., 1.25, 5.15, $11.15 p. m., Bath, 7.10 a. ill..
1.25, 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15

Rockland and Knox and Lincoln
a. in., 1.25 p. m.; Auburn and
Lewiston at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 6.00 p. in.; Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.10 a. in., $11.15 p.
m.; Farmington, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Oakland and North Auson, 1.20 p. m.;
Farmington via Brunswick, 7.10 a. in.
and 1.26 n. m.
;

bin.R., 7. 10

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION
All trains excepting night Pullmaii trains will stop
for passengers.
tTlie 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sunon
days Included, but not through to skowhegan or
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter
beyontf Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains ara due in Portland as follows: The morna. in.,
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.4o
BanLewiston, 8.50 a. m.: the day trains from
gor and all intermediate stations aujf,
the afterin.;
12.40
and
12.45
p.
roads
at
ing
Augusta, Bath,
noon trains from Waterville,
Itockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m., the mglit
Pullman Express train at 1. oO a. m.
Limited TickcM. first a™'1 »ecoud class, for
iu the ProviucM on sale at reall
...

poiuts

duced rates,
Experiment not

successful.

Steamer will make

last trip Dec. 16th.
F E

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.

Portland. November 30. 1886.

no30dtf

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
January 11th, A D. 1886.
State of Maine.
Incase of WILLIAM H. LINCOLN, Insolvent
Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the eleventh
day ol January, A. D. 1886, a Warrant in insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge
of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
WILLIAM H. LINCOLN, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor which petition was Hied ou the
eleventh day of January. A.D. 1886, to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their dents and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of Iniu
solvency to he holden at Probate Court Room,
saiil Portland, on the first day of February.
A. D. 1886, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writIt. K. SAKuJS^
ten.
of InDeputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court
solvency for said County of

THIS

,,

FISTULA
I III 11 U

t

—

..

u

Harvard, 1842.) and ROBERT

SdffiiiAifBSsrr
fttSEMSiKK&Sj

58 BROWN STREET,

jan5

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Boston at 2.00 and f9.00 a. nr., U.OOand
[6.00 p. m. Returning I.cave Boston at 7.30
Old 9.00a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p m. F.r
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00
For Portsmouth and New buryport at
l>. m.
2.00 and 9.00 a. ill., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m. For
9.00 a. ill.and 6.00 p.m. For Salem

Cumberland.^

METAPHYSICIAN !
—

SUNDAY TRAINS
tor Boston 1.00,4.15 p. m.; arrive G.30,8.45 p.m.

Oil and after

CITE ADVERTISEMENTS.

FROM

CAPABLE girl to do general heuse-work.

^V Good

1.00 p.
* m.

DEPARTURES.

1885 6-WIXTEK ARRASGEMEXTS-1885-6

clothing,

Highest cash
immediately, Mr. S.

or

Haverhill,

l.owell, 6.15. 8.40 a. in., 12.30, 3.30 p. ni.
Bochestcr.
Farmington and Alton Bay
8.40 a. in., 12.30, 3.30 n. m.. Manchester and
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. in..
3.30 p. ill.; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
•The 8.40 a. m. ami 12.30 p. m. connects with
Kail Lines to points West and South; the 12.30
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars oil trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
in. and 12.30 p. in., and Boston at 8.30 a. in. and

On anil after MONDAY, Ocf. 19,
trains will ran as follows:

dress

Portland, Me

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homuepathic physicians. 1
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 liud
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination second
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
sight and consultation free.
*°
9. p. m. uovlOd3m
Office Hours—9 n. ui.

Call

housekeeper.
WANTED—Situation
between 5 and 7 in the evening at 54 DAN12-1

FORTH

J

21

To

well

some

one to know that the elegant STEEL LINED LKATHEROID TRUNKS,
nianfuactured by the LEATHEROID MANUFACTURING CO.. Kennebunk, Me., are the lightest
strongest and bests trunks in the world. Wardrobe trunks for ladies and gentlemen; sample
trunks for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for illustrated circular.

BUT

I_'

____utt
PACIFIC MAIL S.

2(ith

place get
Panel Photos for $1.00 at HARRIS’S
FOUND—Tile
518
St., opposite Mechanics

* U

24
Jan.

Polynesian.
Sardinian.

a

a

for

Dec. 10

|

Cabin
$60 to $80; intermediate, $30; steerage, $13.
General
A.
&
ALLAN,
H.
to
For passage apply
Boston; and C. P.
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. T.
P. McOOWAN
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.;
H. A
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to
Portland.
1
India
No.
St„
A. ALLAN, Agents,
uov28

Exchange St.

night
and Atlantic St., pocket book containing
LOST—Monday
The finder will be reand
of

or

Service._

|Fag

STEAMER.
Sardinian.
SarmaTIAN.
Parisian.

31

a

to

188G.

febS_

evening,
of
LOST—Sunday
Depot and the
eitiier State

1 I,1

Portland

...

No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
bv 1,. C. Y’oung; possession given October 1.
of
JOHN P. THOMAS, No. 151 Midlie
Enquire

GALLERY,

and

I THURSDAY,

THURSDAY,
Nov. 19
Dec. 3
"

Arrangements.

Winter

Passenger accommodations unequalled.

LET-Joiner’s shop with three good benchInes, mortise machine and circular saw.
quire of A. K. P. LEIGHTON, 288 Commercial

them at THIS

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

or

I.ET—Second floor ol building-Nos. 31 and
on 3 sides, eledesired; also
third floor, 05x50, will be ready March 1st.
7-if
MEUQUIER & JONES. No. 320 Fore SI.

LOST—On

8.40_.t.>niJ.

Portland and Worcester Line.

rent 41

Newbury St.,

33 Pearl street, 05x70, light
TO
vator and steam heat and power if

street.

<Uy

CUSHING, Manager,

.30 p m.
For Boston at 0.16,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3
Bostou for Portland8.30a. m., 1-00,3.30p.m.
0.16,
Hrarb.ro and Pine Point
3.30. 5.45 p. 111. Old Orchard, Nnco, Biddetorilanti KrnnrbunU 6.16, 8.40 a. UL. 12.30,
3.30, 6.45 p. m. Wells Bench 0.15, 8.40 n.m.,
3.30 p. m, North Rrrwirk, CJrent Falls, troand
I.nwrruce
ver,
Errlrr,

Railroad Wharf. Portland. Me.

janSdtf

Cor. of Federal and Hamp-

St., 1
TO shire St., 1 rent 108 Danforth
1G1

WANTED—Every

As a general beverage auu necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
oration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled byit any
the
other distillation have insured for
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

I.OVU t'E I.leave Portland

every Tucuday and Friday Evening, at II
o’clock, or on arrival of 7 p. m. train from Boston
over B. & M. It. R., touching at Rockland, where
connections arc made for landings on Penobscot
Bay and River with Boston & Bangor S. S. Co.;
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West and Bar
Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Mt. Desert Ferry, connecting with morning train from Bangor, &c., Millbridge and Jonesport. arriving at Machiasport
earlv in the evening. RETURNING, leave Maand Thursday Morning at
ehiasport every Monday
Mt.
4 o’clock, touching as above, connecting at
for Boston, &c., and at
trains
with
Desert Ferrv
Line
&
Bangor
Rockland with steamers of Boston
for Boston, and arriving in Portland at midnight,
Express for
(usually connecting with Pullman
Boston and the West. Freight takem ^
Tickets
and
rates and forwarded with despatch.
staterooms on board. For further information apply to agents at the various Landings.

Ialverpool

RENT—A two story brick house containing nine rooms and bathroom in good repair, large yard suitable for a garden connected
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48% Exwith above.

business.

SCHNAPPS.

of

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT AND MAGMAS LINE.

12-1

STREET._

WANTED-To
the whole of
interest

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

rate

Freights for the West by the Penn. It. It., and
South hy connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip $18.
FnN.*m|{(‘ $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. B. N.VMPNOft, Agent,
31dtf
70 Tong Wharf, Boston.

street.18-1_

WOLFE’S

From Long Wharf, Boston. 3
m.
From Fine Street Wharf,

tox Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
^mi
Insurance one-half tin*
dfiasetnE^saasB^'sailing vessel.

1J-1

I.ET—Upper tenement, 7 rooms; Sebago
and gas, sunny and convenient; rent low. lu-

purchase for cash,by an active
business mail with good business experience;

BURDOCK

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,

_

A>Chk

WANTED—A competent girl in small
corner Wes-

NEW

Work on Manhaod,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
A hook for every man, young, midor excesses.
dle aged and old, lt contains 125 prescriptions
for all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which is invaluable. So found by the Author,
whose experience for 23 years is such as probably
300
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
pages, hound in beautiful French Muslin, embe
finer
to
a
bossed covers, full gilt, guaranteed
work in every sense—mechanical, literary and
professional—than any other work sold In this
country for $2.50, or the money will he refunded
in every instance, price only $1.00 by mail, postpaid. Illustrative sample 6 cents. Send now'.
Gold medal awarded the author by the National
Medical Association, to the President of which
the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers of
the Board the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It
will benefit all.—London Lancet.
There is no member of society to wliam the Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian, instructoror clergyman—Mrsrotiaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr.
W. H. Parker, No. 4 Bulflnch Street, BostoD,
Mass., who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases that nave baffled IID A T the
skill of all other physicians a speci-IAU-tl AJalty
Such treated successfully with-r|tTr\rCT,T/P
ajj.
out any instance of failure. A at a
Mention this paper._jan31eod&wly

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

GIRI.
family. Inquire at new house,
tern Promenade and Bramliall

marlO

Medical

Inquire

ST._

WANTED—norseand

IS BEAVER STREET,

Great

TO
give good reference need apply.
113 l'EARL

cattle owners to try
Sherman Hunter’s Celebrated Scotch Condition Powders, the most certain remedy in existence for worms, coughs, colds, digestive derangements ; the best restorative and tonic in the world.
553 CONGRESS ST., corner of Oak._18-1

on

lars, apply to

LET.

leather hand bag.
Congress St„
containing a pocket book in which was a
small sum of money. The finder will he rewarded
lo-l
by leaving at THIS OFFICE.

meeting
Portland Steam Packet Co., for the choice of
THE
and the transDirectors for the

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

AGENTS

anual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. Co., will be
held at the office ol llic Company, 517 Commercial
Street, in the Citv of Portland, Me., on TUESDAY
the 19th day of January current, at 10 o'clock m
the forenoon, for the election of Directors and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
CHAS II. FOYE, Clerk.
Jan. 4,1880.
„„„

Boston! Philadelphia

TRAINS EEAVE PORTLAND

Portland & Rochester R. R.

PORTLAND & OGDENSRIJRG R. R. CO

THE

sept2l-dtt_

DIRECT

effect Sunday, October 11, 1SSJ.

WESTERN DIVISION.

Steamers leave Franklin Wliarf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 0 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jit.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent

AGENTS

TO 31 MECHANIC

P.UWEM1E11 TRAIN SERVICE,

For NEW YORK.

WANTED—To sell the best selling household articles yet invented; large
profits and sure to sell. For particulars address
R. M. GORDON. Lewiston, Maine.
22-tf_

quire

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
in

AGENTS WANTED.

an

Gen. J. L. Chamberlain, Bruuswiek, Me.
S. H. Mayo. 121 Fulton St., Boston, Mass.
Prof. G. G. Bush, 90 Pleasant St., Dorchester.
Mass.
Rev. L. H. Hallock, 62 Neal St., Portland, Me.
Rev. I. D. Stewart, Dover, N. H., and others.
For pictorial pamphlets, maps and full particu-

dlf

Maiue.

street_

$ 1200,

N. E. REFERENCES WHO HAVE VISITF.D AND IN
VESTED IN BELLEVIEW.

EET-House No. 269
Inquireof JOHN

LOST AND FOUND.

Medical Rooms 592

Consolidated Electric Light Company offers one hundred dollars reward to anyone
who shall secure the detection and arrest of any
interperson or persons guilty of maliciously
fering in any way with the lights .poles or wires of
decl2atf
said company

MEETINGS.

ANNUAL,

choicest

cost! Designs
good per
and specifications furnished free. Good schools,
church, sanitarium and hotels, railroad, stores
and best society, within 48 hours of Boston. Everything guaranteed by responsible parties! Best
place in the worldfor winter or permanent homes
and for invalids:
Board from $4.50 to $7 per week and upwards.
Mow or never if you wish to secure comfortable
homes ill the land of perpetual, comfortable sumLands may he bought
mer, at reasonable prices.
on the instalment plan.
Lands from ,$15 to 8100 per acre. House lots
from $10 to $300 each.
Tlie good lands like ours on which vegetables
can be raised the first year are Exceedingly
Hearer ill Florida, and are rapidly advancing in
value.
can

ivl4dtf

Due Hundred Dollars Reward.

H. DRUMMOND, Jlt„

Notice.

The undersigned have this day formed a co-partnership in business as Bankers and Brokers under
the firm name of H. M. PAYSON & CO., and will
continue the business heretofore conducted by
their predecessors under the samo firm name at
No. 32 Exchange street, Portland, Maine.
CHARLES II. PAYSON,
GEORGE F. TU JRSTON,
GEORGE S. PAYSON.

Fruit aud fenced foi $400!

A

ICAL STUDIES

CO. is this day

11

itnw

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

J.

firm of It. M. PAYSON &

THEdissolved by mutual consent.

Pondicherry Co.

jan Hi_d2w
*11

1,1880^

action of such other business as may legally come
before them, will be held at the Company’s office
on Franklin Wharf. Portland, Me., on TUESDAY,
the 19th day of January. 1886, at 3 o’clock p. m.
J. F. L1SCOMB, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. 11,1886.janl2d7t

IHTOTDIl/vriAlB IV WftHSlI IVIk rI ISAL
IllUllltVilVil

a coTnjTE the undersigned have this day formed
t V partnership under the firm mime of LOTHon
of
the
for
&
carrying
purpose
ROP, DAM CO.,
the wholesale Ladies' and Gents’ Furnishing and
121
stores
will
and
Goods
occupy
business,
Fancy
and 123 Middle St., (Tnompson Bloch,) Portland,
Me., on or about Feb.
^ ^
A. C. DAM.
jan7dlm
Portland, Jan. 5, 188G.

PORTLAND STEAM PACKET CO.

eodtf

Five Acres of land so rich as not to require fer
ttlizers, set to fruit anil fenced for $600 to $800.
Similar groves, in five years from the setting, now
yield from $2,000 to $4,000 per annum. Care oi
such groves, with fertilizers, $175 per year! Business can never he “overdone,” as Florida lias no
competitor, and only a small portion even of this
State is adapted to this culture.

MRS.

opalinership Notice.

Portland, Maine.

Begins Monday, Feb. 1st.
Circulars may be obtained at Kindergarten, 148
Spring Street.

dec29

THE

jan-102w

Five Acres of

thoroughly instructed in Stenography
and type-writing in the briefest time consistent.with thoroughness: speed gained with each
lesson. Lessons given day and evening.
MISS A. L. SAWYER,
537 Congress St., Brown Block, Portland, Me.

Perry

HOUSE.___

firms of A. & S. E. SPUING at Portland,
and SPRING & CO. at Buenos Ayres, S. A.,
have been dissolved by mutual consent.
E. G. SPRING,
W. 11. SPRING.
Jan.
Portland,
10,1880._janlSdlw

MAN AGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,

MRS..CARTER'S KINDERGARTEN

Portland School of Stenography!

street,
& Co. App’y to J3-1
No. 396 Congress St.

lately occupied by

TO

Portland, Maine, January 1,1880.

»it

INCONTESTABLE
I
After three years for any cause except fraud.

An orange, lemon, lime, fig and guava grove,
with sugar cane, pineapples, bananas, cotton, tobacco. sweet potatoes and vegetables (a harvest
everv month in the vear), in the fertile and healthful highlands of Florida. New town, New England colony at Belleview, Marion Co., Florida.

jams___eodtd

sale-The stock in trade and fixtures

TO pleasant

Notice of Dissolution.

ITS

misconception.
rva poireiea

Sign Painter,

ami

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms, and no chance

Profitable and Safe Investments.

—

St._

EET—Rooms to rent; only those who can

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

(
DOLyear of

company’s

dealings

CHASE,

Particular attention given to Repainting and
Varnishing Carriages.jan8d3w

Surrendered

Spoken.

OF

once.

St._'o-l

of the grocery store No. 572 Congress
FOR
H. B.

TO

No. 83 Preble Street.

Death losses

Nov 20, lat 15 S, loll 30 W. ship P N Blanchard,
Oakes, from New York for Yokohama.
Nov 2(1, lat 4 S, ion 31 W, ship Henry Sanford,
Pendleton, from New York for Sydney.
Dee 1. lat 1 N, ion 29 W, ship Sterling, Good
win, from Baltimore or San Francisco.
Nov 29, lat 3 N, Ion 29 W, barque Olive I burlow, from New York for Talcahuano.
Jan 1(5, off Gay Head, barque Ralph 51 Hayward, from Cebu for Boston, (was supplied with

—

1

WM. ALLEN, .Tit- 28 Exchange

___

five

THE SECONDTERM

470 CONGRESS ST

LANCASTER BUILDING,

MAINE.

OF

niai-4

__

sold

dim*

Haskell k Jones,

I

EDUCATIONAL.

St.___

IVOR MAI.E-Good single sleigh, will be
at
at a very low figure it called foi

ROOMS

Ar at

provisions.)

SALE-3 set heavy team harness, suit-

able for lumbering or any heavy teaming.
FOR
McGLAUFLIN, Harness Manufacturer,

.JAS. G.
01 Preble

HOBBS,

Sign and Ornamental Painting
jan2

_

Hong Kong.

pesos for sale-two

SALE OR TO

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

Holton.
In port,

quire

Brackett St., Cor. Carlton.
FOR
3 OMarket
P.

No. 37 Plum Street.

Pure.

Absolutely

cmd

Job

S'NEW

—

FOR

sale—Anew traverse runner pung,
.Jordan’s make; very cheap. WM. A.
13-1
JORDAN, at Chamberlin & Homsted s.
both
upSALE OR TO EET—Pianos
Mloright and square. C. K. HAWES, 177 12-]
dle

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

new HAVEN—Ar 16th, sell Addie M Bird,
Cushman. Baltimore.
Sid 15th, schs Ira D
VINEYARD-HAVEN
A
Sturgis, Nathan Lawrence, Lexiugton, Anna

__181

l).
FOR

PHILADELPHIA—Cld IGth, sell CB Church,
Anderson, Boston; Jonathan Bourne, Thompson,

...

Ar'at'‘Matanzas

POWDER

Samana.

lfAr

13th. brig Castalia, Jackson,
Aspinwall; sch Maud, Robinson, Maclilas.
Sid 13th, barque JH McLarren for Galveston.
Arat Moville 17th, steamer Polynesian, fiom
Portland.
Ar at Avonmoutli 15th inst, steamer Texas, tin
Portland.

D ?' f.L

STEPHEN

KEY WEST—Ar IGth, sell Thomas C Kennedy,

YORK—Ar 16th, barque Nellie E Rumball, Stover, Boston; sells Sarah L Davis, Kneelaml, Aux Caves for Providence; Mdlford. Look,
Rockland for Jacksonville; Damon, Haskell, from
Calais.
Ar 18tli, brig Atalaya, Eyo, Cienfuegos.
Cld IGth, ship Com T ri Allen, Merriman, San
Francisco; barques Chas G Rice, Bailey, Duntdin
and Lyttleton. Mendoza, McAllister, for Buenos
Ayres; schs B F Farnliam, Conklin, Porto Cortez;
Melissa Trask, Trask, Martinique; EH Hammail. Wood, Point-a-Pitre.
Passed the Gate 16th, sclis Tlios W Hyde, fiom
Baltimore for Portland; Fanny Whitmore. New
York for Boston; Lucy Wentworth, do for Provideuce
Passed the Gate IGth, sch Helen A Chase, from
New York for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY’—Sid 18tli. scl* Sophie Kranz,
for Portland; Charlotte T Sibley. Bartlett. Wilmington, NC; Mary L Allen, Golutliwaite, Bums-

For

IVOR

Peterson, Havana.

...

L|'ld fm'Bermuda11st inst,LforSouth

executed._julauti

faithfully

dir

PENSACOLA—Cld 15th,

Collins,
WI8CASSET, Jan 15-Ar, sell Will Ffoi bt Au
Biggins, Boston via Portland, to load
gustine.

barque Auburndale,

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
ryAU business relating to Patents promptly

for Caibarien.
U81d IGth. sch Carrie E Woodbury,
sell Lewis A Edwards,

CORRESPONDENTS.

Ar at

Briggs,

SALE—Al WAY & KCANLAN’S, corner
Fore & Cotton Sts., traverse runner pungs,
low for
single runner pungs; also 1 Concord wagon
cash.
SALE OB KENT-A small house on
Leonard St., fleering. Terms reasonable. EnH>-1
at 52 CARLETON ST.

—OF—

wm

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Itv4

two horse peddlers’ pungs with pole and
Peddlers
he sold very low. HORSE and CARATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR shafts?will
RIAGE MART, Plum St._15~l

Palestine, Emmons, Georgetown.
MOBILE—Ar lGili, Jas D Lowell, Reed, Wood’s

Rockland.

B00TB1IAY, Jan 17-Ar, sells Senator Gniiies,
fin
Wan-, Calais for New York; F ora B, Brown,
Parrsboro, NS. for Boston; G HHojden, Pmkham
from
Batli for New York; Harvester. McLaughlin,
St John, NB, fordo; Metropolis, Brown, Vuialliaveu for Boston.
T.
In port, brig Woodbury. Brown, from St DominBelfast
go for Boston; sclis .J M Haskell. Allen.
P
for Charleston; Brunette, West, do for Boston;
E
A G w
Hazeltine, F'rencli, do for Jacksonville;
Boston.
Calais
for
Coleman,
Hinds,
of
PORT CLYDE. Jan lG-Sch Carroll TBaxter,
Gloucester, arrived here 10th and reports having
for
been ashore on Long Island, where she made
late gale. She struck heavily
a harbor during the
other dam
astern knocking off rudder and doing
out on the railway and repair.
age. Will haul
FROM MEKC HANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Charles R
Buenos Ayres Dec 15. barque

Herbert G.

^Ar 17th. ship

repair—J Nickerson A Sou.
sell RalpU
SAILED—Barque Annie C Maguire;
Simiet, Mattie J Alles. li C French.
for
Boston)
Also sailed, sch Victory, (from
FROM OPR

decl8___d0m

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO— Sid 9th, ships St Francis,
Seri ner, Liverpool; Jas Nesmith, Harward, for

New York

window, Chris-

the

NOVELTY CO.. P. O. Box 1539, Portland, Me.

Melvin J. Hawses.
Geo. E. Hawses,
Work.
Special Attention given to Cemetery

Barbadpes

—

—

and Monumental Purposes,
Office and Works foot of Wilmot St., PORTLAND, ME.

Sell Bradford C French, which booJkDre lrere ou
the 14th. while discharging, was damaged over
$2,000. She w as towed to Kennebunkport by tug
L A Belknap, 18th, for repairs.
South
Barques Auburndale, from Portland for
for
America, and the Gaspee, from
m
distiess,
Portland, before reported at Bermuda
have repaired and proceeded 1st Inst.
this port
Barque Peacemaker, which arrived at
17th from Buenos Ayres, lmd heavy gsles mttei
foresail,
part passage, and lost flying jib, staysail,
and lower topsail.
phn„
PhilaBarque Martha Cobb, Greenback, from 2d lust
delphia for Liverpool, put into Bermuda
ot
loss
with rudder broken, foremast sprung and
sails. Kepairs were being pushed 13th.
loi
Sell Lizzie Lane. Herrick, from Philadelphia,witn
lust
Para, put into St George, (Bermuda) 1st
Dec
loss of deckload and sails, In a severe gale
which
of
water,
26th. Shipped quantities
plied
had
time
cabin and w nt Into the hold, and at one
four feet water in her. The surveyors found the
cargo badly damaged and ordered It discharged.
The first mate, AT Drysdale, was injured during
tile gale and died after the vessel arrived.
Sell St Elmo, Sprague, which has been mlsslnsince the gale of the 9th. arrived at Rockland
18th all right. She has been lying at anchor below Portsmouth.
__
Sch Richmond, which drove ashore near Bass
River Light, in the storm of the 9th, was floated
reevening of the 16th without damage. She will
load and proceed.
"'See general news columns for other reports.

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 16th, sell Maynard Sumner, Dyer, New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar IGth, sell Sadie Willcutt,
Gilchrist, Baltimore.
Sid 16th, sell Nina Tilson, for Charleston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 16th, sch Meyer it Muller,
Perkins, New York.
Cld IGth. sell Etna, York, Georgetown, SC.
Ar 15tli, sell Georgie
WILMINGTON, NC
Clark, Bartlett, New York.
Cld 16th. soli Norombega, Snutli. Bucksville.
NORFOLK—Ar 13th, sell E R Nickerson, from

DEALERS in

Granite for Building, Cemetery,

Memoranda.

..

Boston,
of the 9th
with potatoes. Was out ill the storm
hull.
and
damaged
and lost and split sails,
Sch Belle, (Hi ) Halifax for Boston.

_

Hayti.

Boston foi

Marcia Bailey, Cole, Boston.
"sch
Sch Minnie May, from P K Island foi

Sell Beni U

Jan IGth, ship L B Gilchrist,
....

Sprout,

SAGE—To bang ill

RAILROADS.

(STEAMERS-

FOB SALE.

cards._

FOR
tian cards; moral and instructive; sent anyBROTHERS, where
Address the lOhri.A.M)
for to cents.

HAWKES

Wood. New York.
Sid frn Para Dec I2th, sell G K Hint, Biown, loi

E^lfKHte'^Long” Harding, Virginia, witnoys-

r

pref.101

Manhattan

Sun

30

oil

i'/t*. coup.
New 4s, reg.
New 4s, coup.
Hobi
Pacific ils of ’95.
The following are to-day’s closing bids of stocks:
New

._-

LONDON. Jan. 18, 188G.-Consols 100 1-10.
LONDON, Jan. 18,188G.-[Beerbohm’s report
to Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes off the coast,
wheat dull. Cargoes on the passage and for shipment, wheat slow; corn quiet. At Liverpool, spot
wheat very dull; corn rather easier.
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 18,1880,-Cotton market is
steady; uplands 5 1-lCd; Orleans 5 3-10d; sales
10.000 hales speculation and export 1000 bales.

Canada &

501 Island.
Limed.19®22

___

Receipts—Flour, 4,000 bbls; wtieat, 21,000 bu;
73,000 bush; oats, 23,000„bush; rye, G,000
husli barley, 3,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 8000 hills; wheat 0.000 bu;
corn, 11,000hush; oats 2,000 bush; r>«, 0,00 bu;
barley, 0000 hush.
DETROIT, Jan. 13,1880.—Wlieat weak; No 1
White at 84%c bid; No 2 Red 87%c.
Receipts, 13,200 busli.
NEW ORLEANS, Jail. 18, 1880.—Cotton firm;
middling 8 11-lGc.
MOBILE, Jan. 18, 1880.—Cotton steady; mlddli.ig 8 U-lOc.
SAVANNAH, Jan. 18, 1886-Cotton is firm;
middling 8%c.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 18,1880.—Cotton quiet;
corn,

Clover.10y2@llc

Ar at Amsterdam

Spray,ream,

13, scl. Silver

"

[By Telegraph.]
MEW YORK. Jail. 18, 1880.—Flour market—
bbls and 4240
Receipts 15,777 bbls; exports
sacks; dull and weak, but prices are not materialbbls.
sales
12,500
ly changed;
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 10®3 00; superfine
Western and State at 2 99®3 35; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 20®3 00; good to
choice do at 3 05@5 50; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00@5 25; fancy do at
at 5 304 5 60; common to good extra Ohio at 3 20
{6.5 40; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 20®
—

The
nois.
*<Y &
net.”
worth
this is

^AratGenoa
Jan
Newfoundland.

BUSINESS

MISCELLANEOUS._

Ar at Adelaide prev to 15th lust, barque Mabel,

OF

Fiano Fortes of the very best make, the Hallct
& Davli new style upright piano, Steinway & Sou
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Piano stools and covers. Tuning Mm repairing done at short notice. WM. f HASTINGS,
octJOdtf
U4Va Exchange St., Portland.

THE BECTl'JI without

Keferbusiness.
■XfB B1H detention fromSend
for pamphlet.
IIII li’V eace given.
a.
in.
to
4
p. m.
I llJlijil Office Hotirs-U
A AAiAJkJ (except Sundays).
euU,l
feb!2

BRIEF

PRESS.

THE

Election
of
Annual
A sneak thief entered the yard of
Mr.
Reports and
Officers.
Fred Curtis, Saccarappa, and stole a yoke, a !
pair of whiftletrees and traces.
Thu annual meeting of this corporation
The steamer Polynesian of the Allan line, |
was held at the library hall, Meeanics’ Buildlast
arrived at Liverpool from Portland on
ing, yesterday afternoon. The annual reSunday.
of which we
The Casino rink at Bar Harbor has been ports were made and accepted
make abstracts as follows:
secured for the meeting place of the AmerlGENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT.
can institute of Instruction next July.
states: The bus-

TUESDAY MORNING, JANUARY 19.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
XKW

President—William Wood.
Vice President—Joseph P. Thompson.
Recording Secretary—John M. Gould.
Corresponding Secretary—Prentiss C. Manning.
Treasurer—Franklin E. Barrett.
Associate Managers -Theo.C. Hersey, I,.Pierce,
W. S. Dana, Thomas Hill, William Senter, A. W.
Longfellow, N. Clifford Brown.
Cabinet Keeper—Chas. B. Fuller.
The treasurer's report shows receipts of

j

AOVKKTISBME.vrsf I'O-UAl'.

j

AiMUSKMKATS.

■

French Art—City Hail.
Aid Society.
Supper and i>ai,ee- l.ada-s
iMlSCI'iMASEOUS AOTICES.

expenses. $703.15; balance on hand,
$170.23.
The chairman announced that hereafter
the meetings will be made more of a popular
nature. Mr. Fuller’s lantern will be used as
far as possible. A large number of valuable
Edward It.
donations were announced.
Cook was proposed for acting member.

$520.34;

General Manager Newman
Remember the usual temperance meeting iness of the road for the year ending DecemTImiuous
tonight at the Gospel Mission at 7.30 o’clock, ber 31, 1885, has been as follows:
NKW ADVEKTISKMENTS.
Receipts.
All are cordially invited.
Boston A Portland Clothing Co.
••$1,047.07
Balance on hand Jail. 1,1885.■
Two men were badly burned about the face
For Sale-Plano.
Passengers.$74,717.02
Underwear Sale—Owen, Moore A Co.
4,570.78
gas escaping from the
Other sources
burning
last;week
by
Wanted—Baker House.
furnace at the Atlantic Forge shop, East
Oliver Ditson A Co.. Boston.
Total earnings.
$J2>287.80
Wanted-Situation.
17,000.00
Notes payable.
j Deering.
Cotton Hosiery—Millett & Little.
file
will
Andrews
Marshal
The counsel for
For Sale—Horse.
S97.33A47
To Let-Furnished House.
Expenditures.
| exceptions to the rulings of Judge Haskell
Wanted—Waitiess.
i in the recent trial, and carry the case'to the Permanent improvements, renewal of
Spectacles and Eve (Hasses—Geo. C. Frye.
..$36,168.01
tracks,
Wanted—Situation.
J Law Court.
Operating expenses., 59,433.28
International steamboat Co—Annual Meeting.
The treasurer of the Home for Aged Men
JU> Let—Tenement.
■•••••.$95,601.27
expenses.....
Corsets—Owen, Moore & Co.
acknowledges the receipt of one hundred dol- Total
Balance on hand I)cc. Jl, 1885
1,734.20
Wanted—Everybody.
as a New Year’s present from Captain
lars,
at Turner Brothers.
Specials
*97,335.47
In Let—Booms.
; Edward A. Marwick.
number of passengers carried during
Dress Goods— Millett & Little.
Fidelity Lodge, No. 4, Daughters of Re- theThe was 1,407,766,
an increase over last
year
bekah of Lewiston, has invited Ivy Lodge,
year of 155,252. The number carried on each
Splendid cargo of Oysters received by Timmons ! No.
the
in
each is as follows:
gain
5, of Portland, to visit them February line and
& Hawes this day. Send in your orders—barrels,
1884
! 23d.
1885
Gain.
bushels r gallons. Providence Elvers a specialty.
308,536 14,395
Spring
street.294,141
Shanahan & Co., contractors of Portland, j Congress
Clams by the barrel or fresh opened by the gallon.
street.427,284 520,137 92,886
have arrived at Old Orchard with eight teams | Peering line.531,089 579,063 47,974
dlw
janlb
The passenger earnings for 1885 were $74,and a crew of men who are to be employed i
EMULSION OF
COD
LIVER
OIL j
in the grounds at Ocean Park. They 717.02, a gain over 1884 of $8,143.37.
filling
The tracks of the city lines with the excepwith Quinine and Pepsin.
are to board at Old Orchard during the time
tion of the double track from Market square
Prepared by Caswell, Massey & Co., (A. Y.) is
to
Park street, which was relaid last year,
on
the
contract.
employed
most strengthening and easily taken. Prescribed
have been
rebuilt and the double
| A cool thief after entering the house No. tracks and entirely
by leading physicians. Label registered.
turnouts extended.
163 Cumberland St., Saturday afternoon, and
Juno
__Tu,ThSsB2vv
On the Peering route new tracks have
stealing a wallet containing $3 from the up- been laid from Alder street to Cumberland
If ever there was a specific for any one com"
front steps
street including a long turnout on Portland
plaint, then Carter’s Little Liver Pills arc a spe- | per tenement, coolly stood on the
All the old track that now remains
cific for sick headache, and every woman should j and buttoned his
overcoat before going street.
is that portion lying between Alder street
know this. One pill a dose.
I away.__
and the tannery at the foot of Green street
Jan 19
<l&wl w
and Preble street from Market square to
PERSONAL.
Cumberland street.
A

Hawes—Oysters.

j

JUDICIAL

COURT.

A new line has been built from Vaughan
station of the
now run from
this station to the post office. This route immediately came into public favor and the
patronage exceeded expectation.
In May last the Ocean street railroad from
Woodford’s to Bunt's Corner was (purchased
by this company for the sum of $1,225, including all the personal property and has
since been run in connection with the Peering route.

Mayo, of the Somerset Reporter, j street to the Congress street
Maine Central, and our cars
passed through this city yesterday.
Mr. E. P.

BEFOItE JUDGE HASKELL.
i
Monday.—Harriet 1) Partridge, libelant, vs. !
Mr. J. S. Allan, the Boston agent of the
W.
Libel
for
divorce. Cause,
Granville
Partridge.
Allan Steamship Company, has been spenddesertion and non-support.
Divorce decreed.
i ing a few days in the city.
Custody of minor child decreed to libelant.
Frank A Larrabee. for libelant.
Mr. F. II. Fassett leaves for Denver, Col.,
!
12(1
and
A. V. Cole
Jolliers, appellants from detoday, where his son, Mr. Wra. G. Fassett,
cision of County Commissioners upon report to
locate a highway and ferry landing in the city of
is seriously ill.
Portland. Hearing upon a motion of Stephen J.
Governor Robie, Gorham; H. Heywood,
Young and 75u others, citizens and tax payers of
Bridgioii, Freeport, Gorham, Gray, Harrison.New : Lancaster, N. II.; Robert Chaee, Guildhall,
Gloucester, ltaymond, Standisli and Windham,
v l. i A. i. Dilliuiiy i'lcnuui^^uib, v. u. xvjiu*
that the appeal he dismissed upon tlie ground
that no right of appeal to tills court lias been giv- ! ball, New York; 1). II. Beattie, Wenlock*
en by law, or granted
by any act of the legisla- i Yt.; C. S. Atwood, Auburn; G. H. Pitcher,
ture, and that appelauts iiave no right of appeal
from the decision of the County Commissioners,
Lovell, were among the guests at the Faland that tliisjcouri has no Jurisdiction thereof or
mouth Hotel last night.
in tlie premises.
It was claimed that the act of
The many friends of Frank E. Pratt will
1873 gave special power to the Commissioners i
and to liieio alone, rhsir decision being final. On ; learn with sorrow of his death, which octlie other side It was argued Dial, as the Commissioners had no power ro lay out a highway into j currcd from heart disease Sunday morning
tide waters without tile consent of tlie Legislaat the residence of his mother, No. 75 Myrtle

!

|

ture.

iho scone ol the act. was to niilhiirize tlie
laying unt of a public highway into title waters, in
the saint: maimer as in the ease of other highways
and that by tiie terms of the act itself, ail provisout ot highions of law iu iciatiou to the
ways. applies to tills case. Decision reserved.
Goddard appeared for the citizens of the
towns above named, and Judge Symouds for tiie
city. Hon. J. 11. Drummond and N. & H. 15.
Cleaves appeared for tlic appellants.
The following decisions from the Law Court

laying

Judge

were

announced:

WESTERN DISTRICT—CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

lie had been confined to his house
week, though he had complained of
not feeling well for some time previous. For
i years he has been
engaged in the sale of
i newspapers and periodicals, and his form
\ was a familiar one on the streets. He was
! bright and smart and everybody who knew
i him had a pleasant word for him, to which
! lie never failed to respond. His age was
:

street,

j

only

Four

ensuing

Annual

DISTRICT—YORK COUNTY.

York county.

Rescript hy Haskell. ./.-

county
refusal

No appeal lies to Hie
commissioners of York county, from the
of the

city

council of Biddeford io

and lay out a city street.
Writ to issue.

locate

MIDDLE

DISTRICT—KENNEBEC COUNTY.
George F. Wing vs. Thomas J. Neal.
Rescript hy haufnrth, ./.—The letters put ill evidence in this case do not appear to have been
So
far
as
we
copied.
have the testitiie parlies arc
in
mony,
conflict
with
some
from the corroboratpreponderance
ing testimony in favor of the defendant.
1 lie verdict shows that the jury must have come
to that conclusion, and believed that the defendant took the colt upon commission, and not hy
purchase. They must also have conic to the conclusion that when he disposed of the horse, Hie
first exchange in which lie received another horse
and §25 ill niuney, his authority as commission
merchant ceased, and this liability to account had
accrued: that the p.aintiff was not liaide for losses
arising from subsequent exchanges, or for the
board of horses afterwards obtained. The court
is of the opinion that this view is in accordance
with the law as well as the defendant’s own statement, and that another jury could not be expected
to do any better justice between the parties than
the present has done by the verdict now in question.
Motion overruled.
Court adjourned until Tuesday, at 10 o'clock
a. m.

SUPERIOR COURT.

tlieu read and accepted, after which
Mrs. Anna Ogden gave a very interesting account of the national convention at Philadelphia, in November, to which she was a
were

delegate,

as were also Mrs. M. E. Frye and
Mrs. J. E. McDowell.
Mrs. Ogden sketched some of the most interesting features of the convention, and
also spoke at some length of the noble work
done for the Omaha Indians by Miss Alice

Monday.—Patrick If. Haley paid §111.74
complaint for search and seizure.

on a

Simon Leavitt and Israel Leavitt.
Respondents were indicted at this term for the
larceny of six tons of coal and three sticks of hard
p ne timber from Randall & McAllister on the
night of Dec. 27. 1884. The respondents are
brothers, live in Harpswell, fish lor a living and it
moored their fishing smack to
tL. If
Mj-Allister’s wharf and loaded the coal
TC'8'
State

vs.

ttaouy'ftf/defeiise’ln^progress
D. A. Mealier for

defend^10™

f°r

>St:Ue-

What is the

Trouble?
On Jan. 12th, J. H. Hunt, city marshal of
Nashua, N. II., sent a letter to Portland,asking if Hattie E. Paine was married in this
city by Kev. Geo. Turner, July 5th, IStc,, to
Edward A. Lear, and giving the names of
two witnesses. No such marriage could lie
found

the records.
Jan. ltith the same
gentleman writes that Hattie Lear insists
that she came from Saco to this city with
Lear at the time mentioned, and was maron

ried by the Mr. Turner named, who resided
in a white cottage house, which Lear told
her was located ou Commercial street.

ster.
Treasurer—Miss Hattie P. Bailey.
Directors—Mrs. Mary Clement, St. Luke’s; Mrs.
Alfred Woodman, Congress Square; Mrs. Rufus
Sliackford, State street; Mrs. A. L. Pudor. High
street; Mrs. Clias. Webster, Free street; Mrs. A.
F. Cox, Friends’ church; Mrs. F. E. Bootliby. St.
Stephen’s; Mrs..!. E. McDowell, Second Parish;
Mrs. L. H. Cobb, First Baptist: Mrs. Horace
Shaw, Congress St. Methodist; Mrs. Margaret
Merrill. Swedenborgian; Mrs. H. Humphrey,
Chestnut street; Mrs. Clias. Rogers, First Parish;
Mrs. G. F. Thurston, Williston: Mrs. it. Greeley,
Cnairman Committee

B. F. Hamilton
for plaintiff; E. .1.

fraudulently deceived him.
and G. F. Haley appeared
Cram for the defendant.

Dickinson’s Art Lecture.
The following will lie the synopsis of Mr.
Dickinson’s lecture
on French art next

Friday evening:
French art in the galleries of the Louvre ami

Luxembourg at Paris: Illustrations of the beautiful city, the surroundings, exterior and
sumptuous
galleries of the Louvre; review of painting in
France to the present day; works of LeSucur,
Poussin, etc.; Le Brum, Watteau, Bouchu, and
oilier painters of the courts of Louis XIV., XV.
aud XVI; the genre works of Greuze and Chardin; the‘ classical” school of David and his fol"naturalists”

and "romancists”—

Girodet, Gerlcault, Delaroche and Iielaeroix;
Ingres, Regnault, Troy»n, and rise of the modern
school; the Luxembourg; French art of the XIXth

century, with illustrations of Corot, Millet, Fro-

mentiii, Courbet, Coutere, Bouguereau, Henner,
Cabanel, aud other late or contemporary masters.

Bosworth Relief Corps Sociable.
The ladies of Bosworth Belief Corps entertabled the members of Bosworth Post and
Sous of Veterans at their hall last evening,
and disposed of the articles remaining from
their fair. An excellent programme of readiugs and music was acceptably rendered and
the latter portion of the evening was devoted
to

dancing,
---

Mc-

Chairman on Press Work—Mrs. Cbas. Ogden.
Chairman on Friendly Relations with W. C. T.
II.—Mrs. G. S. Hunt.

Messrs.

Cenealogical Society.
At the meeting of the Maine Genealogical
Society this evening at 7.30 o’clock at Reeeption Hall, papers will be read on the
"Ancient Military of Stroudwater and
vicinity,” by I,. Ji. Chapman, and “A
stranger s grave- James Bannatyne” by J.
1 he public are invited.

Real Estate Transfers.
transfers of real estate

following

in

the county have been recorded at the
registry of deeds:
Portland—Meliitable P.

Baxter to Albert ste-

phenson. land. $1 and other consideration

O. B- Whitten and
Pierce at Cleveland.

K.

D.

Messrs. 0. B. Whitten and Kirck I). Pierce,
the gentlemen composing the fish committee,
Drived in Cleveland at an early hour Thursday, and during the forenoon they attended
the Board

of

Trade

meeting.

They

also

jailed upon a number of prominent business
A Cleveland Leader reporter met the
men.
gentlemen during the afternoon at the
Forest City House, where he learned fully
the object of their mission.
They came
iirectly from Buffalo, where they secured a
lumerously signed memorial to Congress

isking

that

body

Julia E. D. Carroll to Joliu W. Burrows land
8412.50.
Falmouth— George A. Hatch and others to Jns
Lucas, land and lumber. 8500.
Casco—Lister W. R. Jordan to Freeman Berry, ‘
land. 825.

Stockbridge’s.

BARLOW, WILSON ANI> RANKIN.
At Portland Theatre, next Saturday evening,
Jan. 23d, the mammoth minstrel company of
Barlow, Wilson & Rankin, who have been very
successful during their recent engagement in
Boston, will give one of their specialty performances.
Their songs and jokes are new, the entire
programme has been made up with care, and the
acrobatic feats and other specialties are unique.
A laughable burlesque entitled The Mlcky-l)oo
will be sure to please the audience.

in American waters is shown by the
!act that of the 140,000 barrels of mackerel
salted during 1885 less than 1,000 barrels were
,akcn in Canadian waters.
Messrs Whitten
md Pierce are very much in earnest in this
natter, and during the past tliirtv days over
,000 memorials have been drafted, signed,
1 ind sent to Congress similar to the one pre>ared-for signatures in Cleveland.
Messrs. Whitten and Pierce visited Sanlusky Friday morning. From there they
vill go to Toledo, Detroit and Chicago, and
lien return to Washington.
They districted copies of the following petition in Cleveand for signatures:
Vo the Senate and House of Representatives of the
t'nited States, in Congress assembled'.
The undersigned citizens of Cleveland, in the
l State of Ohio, respectfully, but most earnestly,
| letition your honorable body against any action
evolving a renewal or extension of what is known
; is the treaty of Washington, or the reciprocated
I
between the United States and the DominI on of Canada, so far as the same relates to the

reaty

urgently

pro-

1 est against the appointment of any joint International commission to consider the renewal or
; doption of such a treaty, believing the same to
i ie adverse to American interests, and the policy
< f such
is to subserve the interests of the
] Jominion fisheries at the expense of American

treaty

1 nterests.

__

New England Hammock Co.
The New England Hammock Bed Company
j las been organized with the following
( iflicers:
President—John F. Clienery.
Treasurer—Ituel W. Woodman.
Directors—John F. Clienery, K. W. Woodman,
j lurt M. Woodman, Richard M. Springer.

to the rescue. The
out was too

The publishers of the old reliable PatliRailway Guide have issued a very
, teat and compact pocket guide, called the

200 Men’s All Wool Overcoats, in several styles
and colors, made to sell at retail at $16.50 (which
would be a very low figure) now offered at this sale
for only $12 each.
These are all first quality goods and are warranted
genuine bargains in every respect.

to let

MARRIAGES.
Ill

IS THE

NOW
Until further notice

our

store will be closed every

No. 225 Middle
SPECTACLES

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. SI; six for $5.
Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Slass.

100 Doses One Dollar
d&wlynrm
aprl

Pathfinder,which is sent free of charge
t 0 their regular subscribers, and sold at ret ail by all newsdealers for five cents per
< opy.
Tlie Baby is the only pocket guide
j ublislied with complete time tables of all

SICK

HEADACHE!
bsfl

Positively Cured
these Little Pills,
They also relieve DiiJS

gjj

] lew England roads, and the fact that no ad\ ertisements are inserted in the body of the
uide renders it the smallest, while the very
jw price at which it is sold makes it the
The Baby bears evidence of the
,, heapest.

tress from Dyspf
I n d 1 g e 8 tion and Tu. >££
Ucarty Eating. A
feet remedy for Di-zi-M

ner-Hg
Nausea, Prun-i-Eg
[ness, Bad
Tuete in

tli-Rfcj
Mouth, Coated Tongue,®
fiPaln in the Side, &c.fcM
regulate the Bow ®
fThey
Lis and prevent Consti-RS}
uees,

painstaking

1

M—■
nation and Piles. The smallest an 1 easiest to
Onlv one pill a doso, 40 in a vial, Purely
etufile. Price 96 cents. 6 vials by uuiilforf l.Ou.Kl

t;<kc.|Ejj

Veg-jB

CARTER MEDICINECO., Prop'rs, New York.

|

SojdbyaUDrugcist&~^^^^^^^^JSj

market.
Children’s Overcoats (ages 4 to II) at $2, $2.50,
$3, $3.50, $4 and $5.
We do not at this sale attempt to put in any cheap
goods, but offer GOOD RELIABLE GARMENTS
of our own make at the prices of cheaper grades.
Boys’ Knee Pant Suits, in sizes 4 to 14 years, at
greatly reduced prices. Our stock of Boys’ and Children’s Clothing is always large and all sizes are constantly on hand.
BIG BARGAINS are offered in Boys’ SLong Pant
Suits (jacket, vest and pants) at only $5, $6, $6.50
and $7, actually 35 per cent less than a fair retail
and

Pants at from 50 cents and

Long

Boys’ Reefers

TO

30

corresponding low

at

days, after which time,

BUY.
at 6 o’clock.

Street, Portland,
Me.,
WARE,
C.

Manager.

SPECIALS

—AND—

Eye-Glasses.

TURNER BROS

UNDERWEAR SALE.
This morning, January 19th. we shall begin our
annual clearing up sale of Ladies’ Muslin Underwear.
This will include Night Robes, Chemises,
Drawers, Corset Covers, Aprons, &c., which have
become crushed by handling, or yellowed by laying
in the boxes. Odd pieces of line goods; handsome
articles of our own manufacture will be marked low
to close out all odd pieces.
Sale THIS TUESDAY Morning.

VELVETS.
$4.00 Brocade Velvets, colors, $2.00
“
$1.00
$2.00 Brocade Plushes,
“
75 cts.
Plain Velvets,

BLEACHED COTTONS.
104

Lockwood,
44 Fruit of Loom,

*

•

by the yard
We have

a

adjust

a

large assortment and are
the same upon scientific principles
by the aid of the new

25 cents.
“
25
“
50
“
50

ALSO A FINE LINK

OF

piece.

INSTANTANEOUS CROUP KNEOY,

FEATHER TRIMMINGS

—

PEBBLES.

Reduced from $1.50 to $1.00.

I

Spectacles

81.50 each

Always Cool. Never

and

for
Eye-Glasses for

1.50

Geo.

Streets.

Congress

eodlrn

Cotton Hosiery.
NfEONESMY MORNING.
,500 doz. Ladies’ and Children’s Cotton

488 & 490 Congress St.
jan!9___dtf

“

C.Frye,

Corner Franklin &
janl9

Hosiery.

Dress Goods.

There are four different makes of Children’s French and English Hose that ne
have never sold less than 62, 75 and 88
cents. We shall sell them for 25, 33
and 38 cents.
We advise everyone to visit this sale
and secure an actual bargain.

MILLETT& LITTLE.
janio_(l3t
International Steamship

Co.
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
International Steamship Co. will be Held at
their office, Steamboat Wharf, on WEDNESDAY,
January 27th, 1K8G, at 3 o'clock p. m., for the
choice of Directors and the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before them.
H. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
jantodtd
Portland, Jan. 18 th, 1880.

THE

LET—A very desirable tenement of seven
Apply at 385 CONGRESS ST., room

rooms.
TO
3.

■

19-1

sale-1 horse cheap; also pressed hay
by the ton or hale. B. M. JEN NESS, bear
Palis,
-Steep
ijepot,

FOR
To

Me_I9'1

LET-2 pleasant, nicely furnished rooms,
with board at 2G2 CUMBERLAND ST. 19-1

permit

Mr. H. Judson, Dear Sir:

I have used Mrs. Allen's Croup remedy in my family, with the most gratiI think it is a most valuable medifying results; It works like a charm and does all it claims to do.
Yours Truly,
Mrs. E. D. I’ETTENGILL, Portland, Me.
cine and should be kept in every family.
I cheerfully give my testimony to the value of Mrs Allen’s Croup Remedy, and heartily recommend
it ns a remedy that is sure, and will give instant relief. I have tested it thoroughly having used it
eleven years, and it has never disappointed me. In one case I think it saved the life of my child, and
Mrs. J. W. HUSTON. West Falmouth, Me.
since then I have not dared to be without it.

Price 35 cents.

II.

MILLETT & LITTLE.

Prepared by

PO

JITMSON,
FOR HALE Bit'

RTLAND, MAINE.

ALL DEALERH.

Trade supplied by W. W.
janlP___

WHIPPLE & CO.

eod2w*

We offer our entire stock of Dress
Goods to close them out before onr
opening of Spring Goods at a
Great Sacrifice.
15 pieces all wool Black Camels Hair,
44 inches wide, at 25 cents per yard,
marked front 75 cents.

Ottomans, Canvas Cloth, Sateens,
Bcnelize Cloth, all at 50cts. per
yard, marked down from 88 cents and

CORSETS.
We

are

going to push

our

Corset Stock

during

the

present

Serges,

week, and shall

$1.00.

Three hundred pairs good size and good quality fifty cent
Corsets will be sold at 25 cents a pair.
Continuation sale of our No. 75 Corset, which is a remarkable value, at 50 cents.
Two hundred pairs Doctor Ball’s Corsets in White and
Drab, all sizes,at 75 cents, regular price $1.50.
Two hundred pairs Loomer’s Elastic Comfort Hip Corset,
White and Drab, all colors, 75 cents, regular price $1.25.
Extensive assortment Children’s and Ladies’ Waists,
Health and Nursing Corset.
Corsets fitted and made to order;

MILLETT
& LITTLE.
jam
U3t

9

We purchased the lot at a Bankrupt
Price and shall offer all the Ladies’ at
the Ion price of 25 cents per pair.

Is an old established prescription, and lias been used in many families for over 12 years with wonderful success. The proprietor being convinced of its great merits, has recently introduced it to the
public. It has many advantages over other croup remedies. The result of Its use is complete and init
safe for the most delicate child,
stantaneous relief. Although a powerful medicine, it is
In every family
is cheap, every bottle contains over 400 doses, and last nut not feast, it is infallible.
the
same
that
“It
never
fails.
where it has been used any length of time the testimony is invariably
In fact it has never been known to fail. These are not empty words got up to produce an effect, but
are positive facts, and are proved by the testimony of many responsible and lining families in New
England. Space will not
many of them to be given here, but enough of them may be seen on
the circulars. Every family should have it on hand.

perfectly

TURNER BROS.,
Pebble

(lit

janlO

A large and very choice assortment
of llamburgs just opened at
low prices.

Opthalomoscopic Test Lenses,
scientific and practical instrument for detecting
all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for
their correction.

Spectacles for
Eye-Glasses for
Spectacles for
Eye-Glasses for

or

20 cts
714c

HAMBURGS.

prepared to

After Diphtheria HILLETT k LITTLE

Hood’s

Boys’ and Children’s Overcoats for boys
$5, $6, $7, $8, $9 and $10, that will
be found on examination to excel anything in this

W.

become
Scratched,
more durable than Glass.

The patient recovers strength slowly, as the system is weak and debilitated,
and the blood
poisoned by the ravages of the disease. Wliat is
needed is a good reliable tonic and blood purifier
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which lias just the elements of strength for the body, and vitality and
richness for the blood which soon bring back robust health. -After scarlet fever or pneumonia it
is also of great benefit.
"After recovering from a prolonged sickness
with diphtheria, and needing something to build
me up, I took two bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It seemed
I felt good results from the first dose.
to go from tlie top of my bead to the ends of my
toes. I know Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a good tiling.’’
G. II. Stratton, Druggist, Westfield, Mass.
“Upon our little girl, who had been sick with
scarlet fever, the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla was
most marvellous, entirely removing the poison
from her blood and restoring her to good health.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla deserves our highest praise.’’
E. G. Stratton, Swampscott, Mass.

Over 500

4 to 17 years, at

PORTLANDllOnCOMPANY,

BOSTON &

“

months.
In Liinington, Jan. 12, Capt. Malcolm McArthur,
U. S. Army, retired.
In Saco, Jan. 11, Mrs. Eliza II. Fernald, aged
79 years,— widow of the late Capt. Nathaniel
Fernald.
In Southport, Jan. 5, Irving L. Clifford, aged
19 years 9 months.
In Bootlibay, Jan. 6, Betsey Brewer, aged 75
years.
In Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 14. Mrs. Nancy R.
Emery, relict of the late Deacon Samuel Emery of
Bangor, aged 82 years.

Boys’ and Children’s Clothing.

in

evening except Saturdays

both ot Gorham.

Nathan Wcstcft, youngest
Trcfellircn, aged 1 year 10

|

TIME

Cumberland Mills, Jan. 16, by Rev. E. M.
Albert Cannell and Mrs. Lydia Hall,

In this city, Jan. 16,
sou of John and Lydia

Unsurpassed Bargains

Men’s and

Cousins,

DEATHS.

OVERCOATS,

JACKETS at only $6. Vests to match at $3.
prices.
N. B.—These large lots of Overcoats will be on sale only a short time, about
if any are left, will be returned to our Headquarters.

GENUINE

Ill Gardiner, Jail. 9, A. N. Smith and Miss Mary
•L. Haines.
Ill Gardiucr, Jan. 10, L. 1). Gowell of Gardiner
and Esther J. Culiuer Of Lynn, Mass.
In Damariseotta, Jan. 12. John H. Snow and
Mrs. Edith A. Little.

Wholesale House in Boston

our

Diagonal Overcoats for j
blue
and brown, been selling
in
black,
Men,
Young
by us at $22, now only $18 each. These are exceptionally fine garments and are fine fitting.
At $4, $5, $6 and $8 we show some astonishing
price.
bargains in Men’s Overcoats in all sizes.
Boys’ Knee
Men’s Heavy Riding Ulsters $6.50, $10 and $15.
$1
upwards.
Large stock of first quality Men’s LEATHER
89 Elegant Wide Wale

—

] laby

care which has made its
guide in New
* ithcr the official and only
i ;ngland recognized by the railroads, and is
1 1 every respect a model pocket guide. Ask
> our newsdealer for the Baby, or send direct
t > the publishers.
Address "Pathfinder,
I loston.”

prisoner assisting

funny, and the house
The door still remained firm, and at
Jack’s
friends
had
to make an entry from
length
the sides, greeted with laughter and the gag from
Miss Farren, “So you’ve come in the back way?”
roared.

to us, from

WINTER

NOTICE THIS—‘175 Men’s All Wool Single and
Double Breasted Overcoats, very desirable in style
and color, made to sell at retail for $15, are offered
at this special sale at only $IO each.

night,

gaoler

shipped

We Can Show Ten Styles to Every One Advertised.

Look at Our Windows.

cal manager. He was held in 81.000.
An unrehearsed incident, giving rise to much
laughter, occurred at a London theatre the other
says the Pall Mall Gazette. At the commencement of Act III. Jack Sheppard is in the

came

well

our

styles of Overcoats now in use, and rather than pack them away for next season, we shall
give our patrons of Portland and vicinity a grand chance to buy an Overcoat, and will
guarantee every garment offered to be from $2 to $6 under any price elsewhere for the
same quality of goods.

Sydney Roseufeld, the dramatic author, was
arrested Thursday, charged with conspiracy to
defraud and annoy John A. McCaull, the theatri-

condemned cell heavily Ironed. Enter officer,
who informs him that two visitors are without.
After a little chaff Jack bids the turnkey "show
’em in.” Upon the attempted exit of the latter
the young lady who plays the part found to her
disgust and perplexity that the door of the cell
refused to open. After vainly trying for a few
moments to get off she turned an appealing look
to Miss Farren, who, as Jack Sheppard, promptly

patrons, and add another victory to

which we propose to sell before March 1st. These, together with our present stock of
marked down Overcoats, which is very large, makes a variety and assortment unequalled
in this section of New England. These goods comprise the latest, newest and leading

NOTES.

the

have had

1050

“Tlie Devil’s Auction” will be at Portland
Theatre on the 2'Jthaml 30th instant.
Mine. Alboni sang at a charity concert in Paris
last week, and her voice, it is said, was in superb
condition.
Rubinstein has written the last bar of his new
oratorio. “Moses,” which will be the great attraction of the Leipsig Gewaudhaus concerts this
The work will be rehearsed under the
season.
direction of the composer.
Signor Arditi, now conducting the grand opera
at the Boston Theatre, led at the production of
the first Italian opera in the present Boston
Theatre. Friday night was the thirty-first anniversary of that production. Signor Arditi was,
furthermore, the director In 1847, when the first
Italian opera ever sung in Boston by a regular
company was brought out at the Howard

Capital, 85,000,000; paid in, $1,100.

* line

we

OPERA SEASON.

We are to have two operas given at City Hall
the first week in February by the Maritan*
English Opera Company. February 3d the “Rose
of Castile,” by Balfe, will be given, and Feb. 5th
“Martha” by Flotow. The following will be the
cast of “Rose of Castile’’:
Manuel, a muleteer, King of Castile,
Mr. J. C. Bartlett
Don Pedro,.. 1
(.II. L. Cornell
Don Sallust,. J Conspirators, J.Lon F. Brine
Don Florio,..)
(.Myron Clark
Pablo, an innkeeper.C. M. Carlos
Usher.Walter Robbins
Elvira, Queen of Castile.Miss Etta Kileski
Donna Carmin, maid of honor,
Miss Gertrude Edmonds
Beatrice. Duchess of Calotrara.
Miss Harriett Ernst
The following will be the cast of “Martha”:
Martha....Miss Etta Kileski
Nancy.Miss Gertrude Edmonds
Plunkett.Mr. H. L. Cornell
Lionel.Mr. J. C. Bartlett
Sir Tristram.Mr. Lon F. Brine
.Mr. Myron Clark
Sheriff
Footman.Mr. Walter Robbins
of
the Court, farmers, peasants, serLadles
vant girls and huntresses by the chorus.
An orchestra of eight Boston musicians will be
provided and a select chorus of 14 singers. Mr.
Leon Keacli will be director. The tickets are
having a great sale, and all who desire tickets
should call at Stockbridge’s at once.

•aught

luestion of American fisheries. We

QIF.SE RECITAL.

our

AND CHILDREN.

BEST VALUE IN CLOTHING FOR THE MONEY,

1U,0

The classical recital in the Stockbridge course
tomorrow night at City Hall will he one of the
most delightful concerts of tho winter.
Mr.
Giese's violoncello playing in itself would be an
event in any city in the world, and he will be
aided by the fine Philomela Ladles’ Quartette,
and Mr. Webber, the pleasing tenor. Seats at

to refrain from an exten-

sion of the reciprocal treaty. The importincc of the interest these gentlemen represent may lie found in the fact that the Amerean fisheries represents capital of $37,955,149, with products annually aggregating
M3,046,053. The number of persons employsi arc 131,426, who have dependent upon
heir labors 525,704 women and children,
rhat the greater portion of the fish are

c

1„,

In order to stir up the trade, benefit
earned reputation of giving the

Athenaeum.

< inder

Maine

l.llul).

Current Indian News—

Dowell.

and

the

on

Taylor.
Chairman on Missionary Work—Mrs. J. E.

Mrs. Howard

THE FISH FIGHT.

contrary, warranted biin to be
kind and tractable, and free from all vicious
habits,' and deceitfully sold him to the plaintiff for the sum of 8140.
The plaintiff further alleges that the defendant falsely and

The

Yel!ow9tone National ParkDr. C. It. Hendrickson’s lecture in the V.
M. C. A. course next Thursday evening, in
City Hall, will be entitled “The Wonderland
of the World, the Yellowstone National
Park. It will be illustrated with fine stereopticon views by Black of Boston.

Fletcher of Massachusetts., who it is expected will address a public meeting in this
city the present season.
Tho following is a list of officers elected
for the ensuing year:
President—Mi s. M. E. Frye.
Yice President—Mrs. Percival Bonney.
Recording Secretary—Miss Julia Soule.
Corresponding Secretary—Mrs. Clias. E. Web-

w1

smoothness, and was particularly successful in
the aria "Be thou faithful unto death.” The
work in its entirety was grandly performed and
adds to the already bright laurels of the Haydns.
THE

she related in a clear and comprehensive
manner the circumstances which led to some
of the late difficulties with Indian tribes,
particularly with the Apaches. That side of
the story with which our public are not
familiar was turned to the light, and some of
the outrageous acts of injustice on the part
of white people, which have kindled such
fires of retaliation in savage breasts were
effectively related.
The reports of the secretary and treasurer

Plymouth Baptist.

hnolitifnllir

Miss Bartlett's portion was finely rendered. The solo work of the contralto in the
oratorio was very small and was admirably Interpreted by Mrs. Morrison. Mr. Stockbridge, wko
took the tenor role, sustained his part with

of

ture reading and prayer, the President, Mrs.
M. E. Frye, presented her address in which,
after sketching the early history of the National Indian Association and its growth,

Suit Against a Portland Man.
Tlie case of John F. Haines of Biddeford,
against Isaac Abrams of this city, was
brought u)i for trial in the York county court
at Saco, yesterday.
The plaintiff’s writ alleges that on the 13th day of March, 1885, at
Biddeford, the plaintiff bargained with the
defendant to buy a certain black gelding,and
the defendant, well knowing the horse to be

balky

Election

Indian Association, it being the third anmeeting of that society. After Scrip-

C. S. Goddard, pastor Friends’ Church.
H. Blanchard, pastor First Universalist Church,
s. F. Pearson, pastor Christ’s Faith Church.
A. H. Wright, pastor St. Lawrence St. Church
K. T. Adams, pastor Congress St. M. E. Church.
M. Crosley, pastor Church of the Messiah.
W. C. Dunham, pastor New Jerusalem Church.
J. G. Wilson, pastor Abyssinian Church.
F. Southwortli, pastor Bethel Church.
A. W. Little, pastor St. Paul’s Church.
John K. Grosser, pastor Presbyterian Church.
W. T. Phelan, pastor Preble Cliapel.

lowers;

BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

and
Officers.

nual

uiuumeur, pastor \ augnan si. cnurcn.
H. K. l’erkins. pastor West Congregational.

./.—A verbal contract that
tlie plaintiff should labor for a manufacturer at
S2.25 per day. commencing Monday, (September
1st, is defeasible at the will of either parlv, and a
telegraph company is liable for nominal damages
only, in not delivering a telegram io the plaintiff,
seasonably notifying liim of the terms, of the contract whereby lie lost all benefit from it.
Defendant defaulted for SI.

Biddeford vs. County Commissioners of

Meeting

Yesterday afternoon about fifty ladies,
with faces indicative of intelligence and culture, assembled in Friends’ church to manifest their interest in the work of the Maine

ii. iv.

graph Company.
Rescript Inj Haskell,

of

11,xx nwonhnlo >>

MEN,lpYS

MEN, YOUNG

Chase.

INDIAN ASSOCIATION.

Thomas Hill, pastor First Parish Cliurch.
W. H. Fenn, pastor High Street Church.
Frank T. liayley, pastor State Street Cliurch.
I,. H. Hallock, pastor WHliston Church.
C. H. Daniels, pastor Second Parish Church.
A. Dalton, pastor St, Stephen’s Church.
.1. W. Bashford, pastor Chestnut Street Church.
A. K. P. Small, pastor First Baptist Church.
Albert T. Dunn, pastor Free Street Church.
John M. Lowden, pastor Free Baptist Cliurch.
Charles J. Ciark, pastor Pine Street Church.

land, and is incident thereto.
Exceptions sustained. Report rejected.
WESTERN DISTRICT—ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
Fred 8. Merrill vs. the Western Union Tele-

WESTERN

Sto

year:

humanity:

vs.

Rrseriprby Haskell, J.—A real action to recover
lam cannot be further prosecuted after the deatli
of the tenant until his heirs are cited to appear
and defend. A citation to all persons interested
in the estate of the deceased tenant without naming any one. is not sufficient to authorize the
court io enter Judgment for the laud. A
judgment for costs in sueli action against the estate ui
the hands of flic administrator, can only be entered when the demandant lias judgment for the

City

anrl

_

|

DISTRICT, LINCOLN COUNTY.
William Trask, administrator.

oar

President—II. J. Libby.
Secretary and Treasurer—E. A. Newman.
Directors-H. J. Libby, H. Q. Wheeler, W. R.
Wood, Charles Kobes and H. N. Hart.
The report of the general manager is verygratifying and shows the manner in which
the company is endeavoring to accommodate
its patrons.

j

■

WESTERN

hnv

new
snow plow have been added to
our equipments and a number of old cars remodeled and repaired.
j Our horses are in good condition. We
j have now 15t>, eight more than last year, the
increase being made for the new lines that
have been opened. We have lost but three
I horses during the year.
j Our indebtedness now amounts to $31,000;
of this in 1884 and the balance 817,000
j $14,000
in 1885.
The following officers were elected for the

:*0 years.
State of Maine, by certiorari by ex-rel. Inhabitants of Harpswell vs. County commissioners of
F. and E. Club.
Cumberland county.
Rescript by Haskell, J.—Certiorari to quasi! the
The F. & E. Club held its 27th anniversary
record ot tiie county commissioners for the county
The club, it
of Cumberland, because they did not make and ; last evening at Cottage Farm.
file their report for the location of a way at their ! will be remembered, is modeled on the prinnext regular session after the hearing.'
ciple of the famous Last Man Club.
OrigiBy the act ot 1802, chap. G5, see. 2, incorporated into the revision ot 1871, chan. 78. sec. 0,
nally composed of nine members, three have
tlic county commissioners for Cumberland were
Two of the number,
required to hold -1111111101 sessions" on the first |: already deceased.
Tuesdays of January ami June. By tile act of Messrs. J. $. Roberts and Charles II. Merii.
see.
1883,
S., chap. 78,
6, they are required to i rill laid down their lives in the
great civil
hold "annual sessions," viz., terms of record on
the (list Teesdays of January and June, and reguwar, and the third, E. A. Jordan, died last
j
lar sessions on the first Tuesday of each month;
that is, terms of record twice yearly, with sessions | year. The surviving members are President
thereof monthly, to be held regularly on tiie first : John T. Alexander, Secretary Charles Rich,
Tuesday of each month. Prior to this act. the Messrs. Henry S. Trickey, Charles IE. Rancommissioners might adjourn their half yearly
terms from time to time at their pleasure, but tiie
dall, Joseph K. Brett, and Benjamin L.
Legislature have enacted that those terms shall Trickey.
be held on slated days throughout tiie year, that
The members, with their wives, gathered
persons having business on county affairs may
know when its commissioners can be found in
at Cottage Farm, Secretary Rich’s residence*
session. Tiie monthly meetings are but sessions
at 5 p. m., and discussed a most appetizing
of tlic term in which they fall, and the business
transacted at any session is at and during the
The menu was very handsomelysupper.
term of record within which it is held, precisely,
in legal effect, as though it had been done at an
engraved by W. S. Lowell, the fashionable
of
the
half yearly term under
adjourned session
engraver, and bore on one cover representathe prior statute. The monthly sessions, after tlic
beginning of a term of record, are. in effect,1 tions of nine clams, with a member’s name
statute adjournments of that term. The duties of
appended to each, the shells of those apperthe commissioners and tiie methods of llieir procedure have not been changed by the act of 1883.
taining to the deceased members being open,
All reports that they are required by law to make
showing that life had fled. The other cover
at a “regular session" are to be made at a term of
record, aud ail continuances required by law arc bore the motto of tile society, “semper parato be to the next "term of record." It is clear,
tus,” and its organization. On the third page
from a careful consideration of all tiie statutes
was a graceful poem, entitled “The Last
touching the court of county commissioners and
its duties, that the words "terms of record” in
Takes All,” delivered by Mr. Jordan at the
the act of 1883 have tiie same significance, anil
are syuonomous with the words "regular ses- t annual dinner in 1885.
sions’' in chap. 18, sec. 5, of tiie revisions of 1871
After supper, Mr. Rich read a most feeling
anil 1883, aud that these latter words in chap. 78.
sec. (>, of the revision of 1883, were
inaptly used sketch in menwriam of Mr. Jordan, reminisin contrast with tiie former. In this view, Hie
cences of the good old days were told, and
record sent up shows that tiie commissioners
later amusements, participated in by the lahave proceeded regularly, and in accordance with
law, and, therefore, the order is:
were much enjoyed, and the 27th annidies,
Record affirmed with costs.
was ended.
versary
WESTERN DISTRICT, OXFORD COUNTY.
Lewiston Steam Mill Company vs. George K.
Bible Work in Portland.
Eastor. Four cases depending upon the same
statement of facts.
It is doubtless generally known from the
Rescript by Haskell, J.—An abbreviated record
statement of the officers yesterday that the
of a jnilgiuent in the Supreme J uilicial Court that
complies with the requirements of R. S., chap. 79, Bible Society of Maine have arranged for a
sec. 11, is valid.
Writs of error for errors in law
work of Scripture distribution to be comlie only for defects apparent upon tiie face of the
record. If there lie error in law that would apmenced at once in this city, under the superpear from an extended, full record that cither parvision of Mr. E. B. Stilson, aided by one or
ty desires 10 avail himself of upon a writ of error,
lie should, before trial, require the clerk to make
more assistants.
a full, extended record of tiie
judgment sought to
It is designed to supply the destitute with
be reversed, aud if lie refuses so to do,
procure an
order from tlic court directing such record lo lie
the Scriptures, sell at cost to those who wish
made, anil then present a transcript of such exto purchase, and gather religious statistics.
tended, full record that the court may know from
No collections for the Bible cause will be
inspection of it whether an error exists. Defects
in a declaration thutare proper subjects of amendtaken in any of the churches for the current
ment, arc cured by default,anil cannot lie readied
by writ of error. A record that recites a com- year, but in place of them subscriptions will
mand in the writ for tiie officer to attach certain
be taken from home to home, and each paslogs upon which a lien is claimed, aud
specified
tor will be given a receipt for the amount rethe return of tiie officer that he did attach the
same and put liis mark upon them, and that witliceived from his congregation.
iu five days thereafter he filed in the clerks’ office
Of tilt1 tmVll wllPrP HlP luff'd Inv tllDiicnql mrnv /.f
The undersigned cordially commend the
Ills attachment, is not sufficient to sustain a
judgwork to the sympathy, co-operation and libment in rem. against the logs.
eral support of all friends of the Bible and
1'lainliif non-suit.
Abiel Trask
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8T. PAUL.

Mendelssohn’s “St. Paul” was first performed
at the Dusseldorf Musical Festival, May 22d,
1836. Id this oratorio Mendelssohn has dls
played such a fund of exquisite originality, and
such dignity and solemnity, in his treatment of
this previously almost neglected branch of composition that his works have been regarded as
Bohme says
models of oratorio composition.
that in the oratorio Mendelssohn has given us of
his very own in the choruses, as for instance:
“Now this man ceaseth not”; “Stone him to
Death”; “Happy and blest are they,” (sungat
Mendelssohn’s funeral in Leipsic) ; “Is this he
who in Jerusalem”; and 0, great are the depths.”
He has given us music of the past in his admirable adaptations of the chorale harmonized after
the manner of Bach, as well as in the chorus,
“But our God abidetli in Heaveu.” He lias given
us modern music intermixed with reminiscences
of Handel in the solos. Over the whole is thrown
the charm of graceful instrumentation: gracefully pleading in the chorus “O be gracious,” humbly
have mercy upon
petitioning in the air “O God!
me,” and Infinitely touching in the cavatina "Be
thou faithful unto death/' Some critics have
claimed that Mendelssohn has too much secularized Bach’s severe forms in St. Paul and other
compositions, and leavened sacred art witli
romantic elements, whereas at the time of production it was charged that he copied Bach too
accurately.
St. Paul was given—or rather selections from
the oratorio—by the Haydns, assisted by the Germanlan orchestra, in December, 1869, when the
soloists were Mrs. Wetherbce, soprano; Mrs.
Chas. A. Barry and Mrs. A. J. Mosher, coutralti;
Mr. Samuel Thurston, tenor; Mr. J. L. Shaw,
basso; Mr. A. II. McKcnney, baritone: Mrs.
Lizzie W. Dyer—now Mrs. A. M. Smith—pianist;
and Mr. Kotzschmar, conductor. Agaiu the oratorio was given, and this time as a whole, in 1878.
Last night was the first time it has been heard
here in eight years, and its presentation by the
Haydns was a marked event in their history. Dependent as the society is upon the simple piano
as an accompaniment to sustain the dramatic
character of the choruses, they had an unusually
difficult task, and their marked success stamps
tiieir effort as a high achievement. From begfnend the chorus work showed the careful
which comes from Mr. Kotzsclimar's able
conductorship and a corresponding application on
the part of the society. Of the solo parts. Mr.
Coyle took the title role of St. Paul, and rendered
the part with a nobility and dramatic fervor that
showed a studious and intelligent conception of
the part representing the great apostle. The
soprano solos were creditably sustained, being
divided between Mrs. Chase and Miss Bartlett,
the former lady sustaining the first part of the
work. The solo, “O Jerusalem, thou that killest

ADVERTI SE.'IENTM.

SPECI A L

CREAT
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Society of Natural History.
At the regular meeting held last evening,
the following officers were chosen:

PORTLAND RAILROAD COMPANY.

JOTTINGS.

AATANTED—Everybody who wants to test the
It
merits of Mrs. Allen's Instantaneous Croup
Remedy to call at W. TV. WHIPPLE & CO.’S drug

store, Market Square, before February 1st, ana
get a sample bottle free of charge.19-1
home
a young mail living at
i TA/ANTED—By
TV
a situation as bookkeeper, assistant bookkeeper, clerk, or where 1 can make myself useful;
will work for small pay; good reference. Address
S. 12, This

commence

To-Dav

specialties:

on

the

following

BW

Office._19-1

EE—One seven Octave Piano in firstone Chestnut Chamber Set
walnut trimmings, and oue Pine Chamber Set, with spring beds each. Prices reasonable.
Can be seen at 173 N EAE ST. _19-1
SA

FOR
class order; also
with black

Janlti

41*

GET—Furnished lodging rooms with or
without board, near Portland Company. Inof
.1. C. WoODM AX. lOSVi Exchange St.,
quire
19-1
or of LAURA Titim.ER. ill Fori' St.

TO

House. As good day board
the price; twenty-five
to
let.
cent dinners a specialty; also one room
BAKER HOUSE, fid Free St.19-1

WANTED—Baker
be found for
as can

AATANTED—A compitent waitress that has
TT
had boarding-liouse or hotel experience.
The best references required. Address, WAITRESS, Press office.
_19-1
__

UNITED

STATES
HOTEL.

the westerly
part of the citv; sunny exposure and centrally
located. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Va Exchange St.

GET—Furnished house

To

in

19-1

\\r ANTE d—Situation
TT s. M.

,

i Ulw

|

as

order cook. Address

BATC11ELUEK. Auburn, Maine.

|

N, W. AYE-7

on

19-1

mein t-uiladelphl*

'-be Newspaper Adverti8inK Agency of Mesar*
authorized agent*

* final, our

THE HER ON

Table and Dairy Salt
IS THE BEST.

SPECIALIST,
Treats complicated l>lsthose
and
made
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
eascs

picdtclne.

ami
Examination
free
(ou.ultaliou
from 9a. m. lo S p. m.
jaillodtf

Ask Your (Iroter for it.
dec8

THIS PAPER

Take No Other.
d3m

Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce Street), where ad vertls
big contracts »uv.v l*» mode Xor U IN Sl'W YOB1U

